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Summary.
Given a ring R and a monomorphism a:R->- R , i t  is  possible to 
construct a minimal overring A(R,o) of R to which a extends as an 
automorphism - this was done by D.A. Jordan in [163. Chapter 1 presents 
this construction, and the remainder of the thesis is devoted to the study 
of the ring A(R,a) and its  applications.
Chapter 2 deals with the ideal structure of A(R,a ) : the prime, semi 
prime and nilpotent ideals are examined, and i t  is shown that i f  nil le f t  
ideals of R are nilpotent, then the nilpotent radical of A(R,a) is nil- 
potent. I t  is  also shown that i f  R has f in ite  le f t  Goldie dimension n , 
then the le f t  Goldie dimension of A(R,a) cannot exceed n - however, an 
example is constructed to show that the ascending chain condition on le f t  
annihilators need not be passed from R to A(R,o) .
In chapter 3, several aspects of A(R,a) are studied under the 
assumption that i t  is  le f t  Noetherian, and a question raised by Jordan in
[16] is  settled by an example where R is  a ring of Krull dimension 1 , 
but A (R ,a) does not have Krull dimension. Examination of the Jacobson 
radical of A(R,a) , and a proof of the fact that maximal le f t  ideals of 
le f t  Artinian rings are closed, then leads to a generalization of a result 
of Jategaonkar, which states that i f  R is le f t  Artin ian, then
“ -1( J ( R ) ) - J(R ) •
Chapter 4 f i r s t  finds a condition on R equivalent to A(R,a) being 
a fu ll quotient ring, and then finds a regularity condition on R which 
is equivalent to A(R,a) having a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring in the 
case where R is le f t  Noetherian with an a-invariant nilpotent rad ical.
F in a lly , A(R,a) is applied to the skew Laurent polynomial ring 
R [x ,x "\ a ] where a is a monomorphism, to obtain su ffic ient conditions 
for RCx.x’ 1,«] to be semiprimitive, prim itive, and Jacobson. Also, 
equivalent conditions on R are found for R[x,x \ o ]  to be simple.
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Conventions.
A ll rings w ill be assumed to have unity, but need not be commutative. 
A ll modules over a ring R w ill be taken to be le f t  R-modules unless 
otherwise stated - the notation RM w ill s ign ify  that M is  to be 
regarded as a le f t  R-module, while MR is  the corresponding right-handed 
notation.
The le tte r a w ill always denote an in jec tive  ring endomorphism such 
that a (1) =1 ; a w ill not be surjective unless specified otherwise.
I f  S £ R then a_1(S) w il l  denote the set { r  e R | a (r )  e S) .
The abbreviations acc and dec stand for ascending chain condition 
and descending chain condition respectively; "dim M" w ill mean the 
Goldie dimension of the module M .
IN w ill denote the natural numbers {1 ,2 ,3 ,. . . }  , INQ w ill denote 
the set IN u {0} , and Z  w ill denote the integers.
I f  f :R  -*• T is a function and S £ R then the restric tion  of f 
to S w ill be denoted by f j $ .
I f  p is a property such that " le f t  p" is not the same as "righ t p", 
then to say that "A is  p" w ill mean A is  both le f t  p and right p .
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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, the general situation we shall be concerned with 
is that of a ring R , with a ring monomorphism a:R -»■ R , which w ill 
not be assumed to be surjective .
The fact that a is  not surjective makes i t  very d if f ic u lt  to 
study the effect that i t  has on ring-theoretic properties of R : some 
problems, which may be solved immediately in the case where o is an 
automorphism, suddenly assume much larger proportions when a is not 
surjective .
For instance, i t  is  clear that i f  a is an automorphism, and 
r e R is regular, then o (r ) is regular. This is ,  in general, false 
when a is assumed only to be a monomorphism, although i t  is  known 
(see [13]) to be true provided that R possesses a le f t  Artinian le f t  
quotient ring. Another strik ing deviation from the automorphism case 
is that, given a le f t  ideal I of R , a ( I )  need not be a le f t  ideal.
I t  is  evident, therefore, that automorphisms are much easier to 
handle than monomorphisms, and i t  is with this in mind that D.A. Jordan 
[16] constructs a minimal overring, denoted A(R,a) , of R , to which 
the monomorphism a extends as an automorphism. This construction, along 
with the important elementary facts about A(R,a) as proved by Jordan, 
is  presented in chapter 1.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are a l l concerned with the study of the ring 
A(R,a) , and how its  properties are related to the properties of R .
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In some ways, A(R,a) is well behaved, but in other ways i t  can be 
extremely d if f ic u lt  to handle - for instance, as w ill be seen in 
chapter 1, i f  R is le f t  Artinian, then so is  A(R,a) , but on the 
other hand, there are easy examples which show that i t  is possible for 
R to be le f t  Noetherian, but not A(R,a) .
Chapter 2 deals with several ideal-theoretic questions about 
A(R,a) which were not considered in [16] - here i t  is  shown that 
i f  R has f in ite  le f t  Goldie dimension, then so does A(R,a) , but 
an example is produced to show that the ascending chain condition on 
le ft  annihilators does not persist on passage from R to A(R,a) .
Although, as noted above, the le f t  Noetherian condition can often 
fa il in A(R,a) even when R is le f t  Noetherian, in [16], Jordan 
found conditions on R which are equivalent to A(R,a) being le f t  
Noetherian. I t  is the purpose of chapter 3 to study A(R,a) under 
these assumptions.
Chapter 4 examines two aspects of the quotient ring problem for 
A(R,a) , with the object f i r s t ly  of finding conditions on R equivalent 
to A(R,a) being a fu ll quotient ring, and then of discussing when 
A(R,a) has a le ft  Artinian le f t  quotient ring.
Part of the underlying approach to chapters 2 and 4 is that every 
attempt is  made to get around the bad behaviour of A(R,a) - thus, 
rather than assuming that A(R,a) is (fo r example) Noetherian, i t  is 
preferred to assume that R is Noetherian, and then to work towards the
- i i i
same result. The best examples of how this approach can work are 
the study of the nilpotent radical of A(R,a) , in chapter 2, and 
the part of chapter 4 dealing with le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient rings. 
Unfortunately, this ideal cannot always be attained, and i t  w ill 
occasionally be necessary to assume that A(R,a) is le f t  Noetherian.
An interesting application of A(R,a) occurs in the area of skew 
Laurent polynomial rings. These have been studied (in  the case where 
a is  an automorphism) by Jordan in [15] and [17] and by Goldie and 
Michler [7 ], who showed that R[x,x ^,o] could be used to solve certain 
problems in group rings. The applications of A(R,a) depend upon the 
observation that, given a monomorphism on a ring R , R[x,x \ o ]  =
= A (R ,a)[x ,x  \ a ]  , where the a appearing on the right is an auto­
morphism of A(R,a) .
Thus, once the relationship between R and A(R,a) is  su ffic ien tly  
understood, the existing theorems about R[x,x \ a ]  , where a is an
automorphism, may be extended to include the case where a is only a 
monomorphism. This is  done in chapter 5 with the results in [15] and
[17] on p rim itiv ity  and sim plicity of R[x,x ^,a] .
CHAPTER 1
PRELIMINARIES.
This chapter contains v ir tu a lly  a ll the known results which w ill 
be needed in the work ahead. F irs t ,  ring-theoretical generalities, 
such as terminology and localization, are discussed, followed by two 
more specialized topics: the skew Laurent polynomial ring R[x,x \ a ]  
and the overring A(R,a) - the central object of the thesis.
In general, proofs w ill only be included i f  they are not readily 
accessible in the literatu re.
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§1. Terminology.
In this section, general ring-theoretic terminology is  standardized, 
and w ill apply throughout.
A subring S of a ring R is  said to be n il i f  each element of S 
is nil potent, i.e .  i f  for a ll x £ S , there exists n e IN with
xn = 0 . S is said to be nil potent i f  there exists n £ IN with 
Sn = 0 , and is said to have index of nilpotence n i f  Sn = 0 f  Sn  ^ .
The n il potent radical N(R) of R is the sum of a l l  the n il potent
le f t  ideals of R ; i t  also coincides with the sum of a ll the n il potent
right, or two-sided, ideals of R . Although in general N(R) need not 
its e lf  be nil potent, certain chain conditions may be imposed to ensure 
that i t  is - for instance, Lev itzk i's  theorem (corollary 1.8 of [3 ] ) ,  
states that i f  R is le f t  Noetherian then N(R) is nilpotent.
I f  N(R) = 0 , i.e .  R has no non-zero nilpotent one-sided 
ideals, then R is called semi prime; R w ill be called prime i f  for
a ll ideals A and B of R , AB = 0 implies that either A = 0 or
B = 0 . An ideal I of R w ill be called prime i f  R/I is  a prime 
ring, and I w ill be called semi prime i f  R/I is a semiprime ring.
The Jacobson rad ica l, J (R )  , is  the intersection of a ll the 
maximal le f t  ideals of R , and i f  J(R ) = 0 then R is  called  semi- 
prim itive. I t  should be noted that J(R ) coincides with the in te r­
section of a ll the maximal right ideals of R .
The centre, C(R) , is the subring of R given by 
C(R) = (r  c R | sr = rs for a l l  s £ R} .
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An element c of R is  said to be le f t  regular i f  rc = 0
implies r = 0 , righ t regular i f  cr = 0 implies r = 0 , and
regular i f  i t  is both le f t  and right regular.
I f  I is an ideal of R then c c R is ( le f t  or righ t) 
regular modulo I i f  r+I is  ( le f t  or right) regular in the factor 
ring R/I . The set of regular elements of a ring R is denoted by
CR(0) , and the set of regular elements modulo I is denoted by
CR( I )  . The symbol 1 ( I ) (resp.CR( I ) )  w ill be used to denote the 
le f t  (resp. righ t) regular elements modulo I , and the subscript R 
may often be omitted in situations where there is  no ambiguity.
An R-module M is said to be Artinian i f  i t  has descending chain 
condition on submodules; M is said to be Noetherian i f  i t  has ascending 
chain condition on submodules. Thus, a ring R is called le f t  Artinian 
i f  i t  has descending chain condition on le f t  ideals, and the terms right 
Artinian, le f t  Noetherian and right Noetherian are defined sim ilarly 
for R .
I f  R is a Noetherian ( i . e . ,  le f t  and righ t Noetherian) ring, 
then a le f t  ideal I of R is said to be an Artinian le f t  ideal i f  I 
is Artinian as a le f t  R-module. The sum of a l l  such le f t  ideals, 
denoted A , is it s e lf  an Artinian le f t  ideal. In fact, A is an 
ideal, and by Lenagan's lemma, ([3 ], corollary 4.2) which states that 
an ideal of a Noetherian ring is Artinian as a le f t  ideal i f f  i t  is 
Artinian as a r igh t ideal, A is the unique largest Artinian le f t  or 
right ideal of R . I t  is  called the Artinian radical of R .
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An R-module M is said to have f in ite  Goldie dimension i f  there 
does not exist an in fin ite  d irect sum of non-zero submodules of M ;
M is said to be uniform i f  i t  is non-zero and any two non-zero sub- 
modules of M have non-zero intersection. A submodule E of M is 
said to be essential i f  E has non-zero intersection with each non-zero 
submodule of M .
I f  M is a module of f in ite  Goldie dimension then the maximal 
length of a d irect sum of uniform submodules is well-defined (see lemma
1.9 (b) of [3 ] ) ,  and is called the Goldie dimension of M .
I f  S £ R then the set t (S ) = {x e R | xS = 0} is a le f t  ideal
of R , called the le f t  annihilator of S . A le f t  ideal of the form
Jl(S) w ill be called an annihilator le f t  id ea l. Right annihilators 
and annihilator right ideals are defined s im ilarly .
A ring R is called a le f t  Goldie ring i f  R has f in ite  le f t  
Goldie dimension ( i . e . ,  pR has f in ite  Goldie dimension) and R has 
ascending chain condition on annihilator le f t  ideals.
F in a lly , a ring R is said to be le f t  prim itive i f  i t  has an ir re ­
ducible faith fu l le f t  R-module, and an ideal I of R is said to be 
le ft  prim itive i f  R/I is a le f t  prim itive ring.
§2. Localization and Quotient Rings.
Let S be a m u ltip lica tive ly  closed subset of R consisting of
regular elements.
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Then a le f t  localization of R at S is an overring S 
of R such that
( i )  each element of S is  a unit of S R^ ;
( i i )  each element of S"^R can be written in the form s V ,
where s e S and r e R .
I t  is  well-known (see for example, p.118-119 of [12]) that S R^ 
exists i f f  S is a le f t  Ore subset of R - i . e . ,  for each s e S and
r e R , there exists s-| e S , r-| c R such that s^r * r^s .
I f  S is the set of a ll regular elements of R , and i f  S is  a 
le f t  Ore subset, then S R^ is  called the le f t  quotient ring of R .
In general, a ring is called a quotient ring i f  each of its  
regular elements is a unit. Note that i f  Q is the le f t  quotient ring 
of a ring R , then Q is a quotient ring.
The following resu lt is standard, and w ill be referred to la te r on.
1.1 Theorem:
Let R be a ring, S c R a m u ltip lica tive ly  closed le f t  Ore sub­
set of regular elements. I f  Q and T are le f t  localizations of R 
at S , then Q is isomorphic to T .
Proof:
See p.119 of [12].
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1.2 Definition:
( i )  A prime ideal P of R is said to be le f t  localizable i f  
C(P) is a le f t  Ore subset of R .
( i i )  A ring R is said to be local i f  R/J(R) is simple 
Artinian.
The following theorem is standard.
1.3 Theorem:
Let R be a prime, le f t  Noetherian ring, P a le f t  localizable 
prime ideal. Then C(P) c C(0) , and i f  Rp denotes the le f t  lo c a l­
ization of R at C(P) , then Rp is a local ring with maximal 
ideal RpP .
Proof:
Denote by I the set ( r  c R | cr = 0 for some c e C(P) }  .
Then, using the fact that C(P) is  a le f t  Ore subset of R , i t  can
be shown that I is  an ideal of R . Since R is prime, i f  I is
non-zero then i t  is  essential as a le f t  ideal, so by Goldie's theorem
(theorem 1.10 of [3 ] ) ,  I contains a regular element. This is c lea rly
impossible, so 1 = 0  - therefore C(P) c C1(0) . To see that each
element of C(P) is  also le f t  regular, le t  c e C(P) and consider
the chain z(c) c i ( c ^ )  c . . .  c t (c n) c . . .  . Since R is le f t
k k+1Noetherian, there must exist k a 1 with t(c  ) = t(c ) . Let r « R
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be such that rc = 0 .
Since C(P) is a le f t  Ore subset of R , there exists r-j e R
k k+1and c-| e C(P) such that r ^  = ^ r  . Thus, r.|C = 0 , and
r-j £ , ( c k+1) = ¿ (c k) . Therefore ^ r  = 0 , and since c1 £ C(P) c c '(0 )
(from above), r = 0 , and c is le f t  regular. Therefore C(P) £ C(0) .
Now consider Rp . Since Rp is le f t  Noetherian, the increasing 
-1 -2chain RpPc £ RpPc £ . . .  of le f t  ideals must terminate, for any
c £ C(P) . Therefore, for some k 2; 1 , RpPc k = RpPc (k+^  , and
hence R P = R Pc"^ . Thus R P is  an ideal o f R„ .
P P P P
In fact RpP is a quasi-regular ideal, since for any c a^ e RpP
(where c e C(P) , a e P) , 1 - c"^a = c” \ c- a ) , and both c  ^ and
c-a are units of Rp . Therefore RpP £ J(R p) .
To see that RpP is the only maximal ideal of Rp , le t  X be
an ideal of R which is not contained in R P .
P P
Then X n R | P  (since Rp(X n R) = X) , and i f  <j>:R R/P
denotes the natural surjection, <j>(X n R) is a non-zero ideal of the
prime Noetherian ring R/P , so by Goldie's theorem <j>(X n R) contains
a regular element of R/P , i.e .  (X n R) n C (P) + <t> » so X = Rp .
Thus RpP is the only maximal ideal of Rp , and J (R p) = RpP .
Now, R/P embeds in Rp/RpP by means, of the map r+P -*• r+RpP .
I f  c + P is a regular element of R/P, i .e .  i f  c e C(P) , then
c + R P has inverse c " ' + R P in R /R P ; furthermore each elementP P P P
of Rp/ RpP is of the form (c + RpP )” \ a  + RpP) where c e C(P) and
- 8 -
and a e R . By theorem 1.1, Rp/Rpp is isomorphic to the le f t  
quotient ring of R/P , which by theorem 1.28 of [3] is  simple
Artiman.
i
Therefore, Rp/ J (Rp) is simple Artinian, and Rp is lo ca l.
1.4 Definition:
Let R be a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring, M a le f t  R-module.
Then the singular submodule Z(M) is  given by Z(M) = imeM | cm = 0 
for some c e C(0)> .
■
The reduced rank p^(M ) of M is defined to be the Goldie 
dimension of M/Z(M) .
Remark:
( i )  The fact that Z(M) is a submodule of M is  a consequence 
of the le f t  Ore condition on C(0) .
( i i )  Note that i t  is  possible for the reduced rank of a module to 
be in fin ite .
The definition of reduced rank is  now extended from the semiprime 
case as follows.
1.5 Definition:
Let R be a ring such that the nilpotent radical N of R is
nilpotent and R/N is a le f t  Goldie ring. I f  k z 0 is such that 
1/
N = 0 , then the reduced rank of a le f t  R-module M is defined by
i
£
Lk " l  -j i + i
pr(M) = E PR/N(N1M/N1+ M)
where = R and the reduced ranks on the right are calculated as 
in definition 1.4.
I I
The next two results provide an alternative defin ition of the 
reduced rank of a module, which is used frequently in the lite ratu re .
Here, the composition length of a module M w ill be denoted by L(M) .
1.6 Lemma:
Let R be a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring with le f t  quotient ring Q , 
and le t  M be a le f t  R-module. Then the kernel of the homomorphism 
<i>:M + Q 8R M given by <j>(m) = 1 Q m is  the singular submodule, Z(M) .
Proof:
See Proposition 2.1, p.130 of [2 ].
I
1.7 Lemma:
Let R be a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring with le f t  quotient ring Q , 
and le t  M be a le f t  R-module.
Then dim(M/Z(M)) = L(Q flR M) when e ither side is f in ite ,  and 
dim(M/Z(M)) is in fin ite  i f f  L(Q fiR M) is  in fin ite .
Proof:
Consider the exact sequence 0 -*■ Z(M) -*■ M -*■ M/Z(M) 0 . Since, 
by corollary 3.32 of [19], Q is a f la t  right R-module, the sequence
- 9 -
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0 Q 0R Z(M) -*■ Q 0RM -*■ Q 0R M/Z(M)- 0
is also exact. But Q 0R Z(M) = 0 , which leaves the exact sequence 
0 -*■ Q 0RM -*■ Q 0rM/Z(M) 0 ; therefore Q 0RM and Q 0R M/Z(M) are 
isomorphic as le f t  Q-modules.
I t  is therefore su ffic ien t to prove the result fo r the case 
where M is  torsion-free ( i . e . ,  Z(M) = 0) .
Let M be a non-zero torsion-free module, and suppose i t  contains
a d irect sum M, © .. © M of n non-zero submodules. Then, the 1 n
sequence
0 - M. © ..  © M , -»■ M, © .. fi M M -*■ 0 1 n-1 1 n n
is exact, therefore so is the sequence
0 - Q 0r (M1 •...«Mn_1) -v Q 0r (M1 ©...© Mn) H. Q 0RMn *  0 .
Furthermore, none of the tensor products appearing are zero, since 
M is torsion-free, and by lemma 1.6.
This gives rise  to a chain
0 / Q 0 ^  ©...© Mn-1) j| Q 0r (M1 ©..© Mn) £ Q 0RM .
Repeating the procedure now for the sum ©..© Mn_j , and so on, 
yields a chain
«Vi ; " A  »M2> % •••• % d V Hi ••••"»)
of length n of d istinct Q-submodules of Q 0R M .
Therefore, dim M s L(Q 0R M) . (1)
Now, assume that Q 0R M contains a chain
0 * A, £ A2  ^ . . .   ^ An c Q 0R M
of d istinct non-zero Q-submodules.
Since Q is  semisimple Artin ian, each is a d irect summand
of A.+1 (by theorem 4.3 of [1 9 ]), so Q 0R M contains a d irect sum
B, ® . . .  8 B„ of non-zero submodules.1 n
By lemma 1.6, M may be considered as an R-submodule of Q 0R M . 
n
C learly, the sum B. n M is d irect. In fact, each B. n H is
non-zero, for le t  c"'* 0 a be a non-zero element of B^  , where a c M
Then, c (c _1 1 a) = 1 i  a e B. n fl (from lemma 1.6), and 1 0 a
is  non-zero since M is  torsion-free.
Therefore, M contains a d irect sum of n non-zero submodules, 
and
dim M 2 L(Q 0pM) .
In view of (1 ), the proof is  complete.
The next important result of the section is the following:
1.8 Theorem (Warfield [21]):
Let R be a ring with nilpotent radical N . Then R has a le ft
- 12 -
Artinian le f t  quotient ring i f f  ( i )
( 11)
( i i i )
( iv )
R/N is  le f t  Goldie; 
N is nilpotent; 
p (RR) is f in i te ;
C(0) = C(N) .
Proof:
Use lemma 1.7 together with theorem 3 of [21].
§3. Primary and Artinian Rings.
Let R be a le f t  Artinian ring with Jacobson radical J(R ) .
Then R/J(R) is  a semisimple Artinian ring, and by theorem 1.8 of 
[6 ], has only a f in ite  number of minimal ideals. Each minimal ideal is 
generated by a unique central idempotent (by theorem 1.6 of [6 ] ) ,  and 
these w ill be called the semi prim itive idempotents o f R/J(R) .
The purpose of this section is to show that i f  f  e. R is such that 
4>( f ) is a semiprimitive idempotent of R/J(R) , where $:R R/J(R) is 
the natural surjection, then fRf is a primary ring. I t  w ill also be 
shown that a primary ring is isomorphic to a fu ll matrix ring over a 
completely primary ring. Primary and completely primary rings are 
defined in defin ition 1.9.
Both these results are well-known, and they provide a useful method 
for proving results about le f t  Artinian rings: f i r s t  prove the assertion 
for completely primary rings, then for matrix rings over completely 
primary rings, and f in a lly  for le f t  Artinian rings, using the fact that 
fRf is primary.
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This method w ill be used in chapter 3, as w ill the results about 
idempotents and matrix units which appear in th is section.
1.9 Defin ition:
A le f t  Artinian ring R w ill be called completely primary i f  
R/J(R) is  a division ring. R w i l l  be called primary i f  R/J(R) is 
simple Artinian.
Note that i f  R is  a completely primary ring then J(R ) is  the 
unique maximal one-sided ideal of R .
1.10 Theorem:
A primary ring is isomorphic to a fu ll matrix ring over a completely 
primary ring.
Proof:
Let R be a primary ring. Then R/J(R) is  simple Artin ian, so 
by the Wedderburn structure theorem, R/J(R) = Mn(D) where D is a 
division ring. Now, by theorem 1, p.55 of [11], R = Mn(B) where 
B/J(B ) = D . Thus, B is a completely primary ring.
1.11 Defin ition:
A subset ( e . . | i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  
J  n
matrix units in R i f  r e... = 1 *I
i=l 11
n> of a ring R is called a set of 
and e1j ck l * eU  s)k  • whcre sjk
is the Kronecker delta.
1 .1 2  Lemma:
Let R be a ring which possesses two sets of matrix units
I 1 .J s 1 , . . ,s } and f ^  | k ,t  * i , . . , t )  , such that the rings
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e^Re^ and f kk Rfkk are completely primary, for each 1 s i s s ,
1 s k <; t .
Then s = t and there exists a unit u of R such that 
f i j  = u' 1ei j u » for = 1" * * s •
Proof:
See [11], theorem 3, p.59.
Recall that an idempotent element of a ring is said to be primitive 
i f  i t  cannot be written as the sum of two non-zero orthogonal idempotents.
1.13 Lemma:
Let R be a ring with two sets of prim itive orthogonal idempotents
s t
{e, I i = l , . . , s }  and i f ,  1 j  = l , . . , t>  such that z e. = 1 = E f ,  ,
1 J  1=1 1 j=l J
and the rings e.Re. and f  .R f. are completely primary, for 1 s i s s ,I I  J J
1 s j  s t .
Then s = t and i f  the f j  are suitably ordered, then there exists 
a unit u of R such that u " ^ u  = f  ^ , for a ll i = l , . . , s  .
Proof:
See [11 ], theorem 2, p.59.
1.14 Lemma:
Let R be a le f t  Artinian ring, and le t  e be a prim itive idem- 
potent of R . Then eRe is  a completely primary ring.
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Proof:
To show that eRe is  le f t  Artin ian, le t ( I n) n>Q a descending 
sequence of le f t  ideals of eRe . Then, (R In) n>o is  a descending 
sequence of le f t  ideals of R , therefore RI^ = R I f o r  a ll k 
greater than some n u l l .  But since I n £ eRe for a l l  n 2 0 , 
eRel^ = eReIk+.| for a l l k 2 m , i . e .  1^  = I k+^  for a ll k 2 m ,
and eRe is  le f t  Artinian.
pDp
Therefore, is a semisimple Artinian ring. I f  i t  has a
proper le f t  ideal I , then by [6 ], theorem 1.12, I is  generated by 
an idempotent e^  . Thus, with <f> denoting the natural surjection,
<t>(e) = e.| + (<t>(e) - e^) , and e-j and $(e) - e-| are orthogonal 
idempotents. By proposition 5, p.54 of [11], there ex ist orthogonal 
idempotents e^  and e  ^ of eRe such that e^  = 4>(e^ ) , $(e)-e-| = $ (eg) 
and e-| + e  ^ = e .
This contradicts the p rim itiv ity  of e , therefore no such le f t  
ideal I exists, and eRe is completely primary.
1.15 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  Artinian ring with Jacobson radical J (R )  , and 
le t  e c R be an idempotent. Then J(eRe) = e J(R )e  = eRe n J(R )  .
Furthermore, i f  e is such that $(e) is a semi prim itive idempotent 
of R/J(R) (where <f> is the natural surjection) then eRe is  a primary 
ring.
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Proof:
The f i r s t  assertion is standard - see proposition 1, p.48 of [11].
To prove the second assertion, denote <t>(e) by e and consider 
the map <(i:eRe -*■ e R/J(R)e given by i|<(ere) = e(r+ J(R ))e  .
Since e (r+ J(R ))e  = ere + J (R )  , is  the restriction to eRe of 
the natural surjection from R to R/J(R) , and is therefore a well- 
defined ring homomorphism. I t  is  c learly surjective , and has kernel 
eRe n J(R ) . By the f i r s t  part of the theorem, eRe n J(R ) = J(eRe) , 
therefore = e R/J(R) e .
Since e is central in R/J(R) , e R/J(R )e = R/J(R)e , and since 
e is semiprimitive, R/J(R)e is  a minimal ideal of the semisimple 
Artinian ring R/J(R) . Therefore R/J(R) e is  a simple Artinian ring, 
and eRe is primary.
§4. Skew Laurent Polynomial Rings.
Let R be a ring, a :R -*■ R an automorphism, and x an indeterminate.
Then the skew polynomial ring R[x,a] is defined to be the set of poly- 
m .
nomials of the form l  r.x  (m z 0 , r . e R) equipped with the usual 
i=0 1 1
addition for polynomials, and m ultiplication subject to the rule 
xr = a (r)x  , where r e R .
I t  is easily seen that the set {x1}^^  is  a le f t  Ore subset of 
R[x,a] , so as in §2, the le f t  localization of RCx.a] at 
ex ists; i t  is  called the skew Laurent polynomial ring and is denoted
- 17 -
by R[x,x-1,a ] . Since a is surjective, each element of R[x,x 1,o]
m i
may be written in the form I  r.x  where n,m e Z .
i=n 1
This ring has been studied by Jordan in his paper [15 ], in which 
he finds su ffic ien t conditions on R for RLx,x \ o ]  to be semi­
prim itive, prim itive and Jacobson. Recall that a ring R is  said to be 
Jacobson i f  each prime ideal is  an intersection of prim itive ideals.
He also finds, in [17], necessary and suffic ient conditions for 
R[x,x_1,a] to be simple.
I t  is the purpose of this section to present a ll these results: 
in chapter 5 they w ill be generalized to the case where a:R -*■ R is a 
monomorphism, not necessarily surjective.
1.16 Defin ition: ([15])
An ideal I of R is said to be an a-ideal i f  a ( I )  = I . An 
a-ideal I of R is  said to be a-prime i f  for a ll a-ideals A,B of 
R , AB £ I implies either A £ I or B £ I . R is said to be a-prime 
i f  0 is an a-prime ideal.
1.17 Proposition:
I f  R is  le f t  Noetherian and a-prime then R[x,x \ a ]  is semi­
prim itive.
Proof:
See proposition 2 of [15].
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1.18 Defin ition: C l5]
( i )  The automorphism a is  said to be s t i f f  on R i f  fo r a ll 
non-zero ideals I of RCx.x \ a ]  , I n R f  0 .
( i i )  a is said to be rigid on R i f  the mapping 0 from the 
co llection of ideals of RCx,x  ^,o] to the collection of a-ideals of 
R given by 0(1) = I n R is a b ijection .
( i i i )  R is said to be a-prim itive i f  there exists a maximal le f t  
ideal M of R which contains no non-zero a-ideals of R .
( iv )  R is said to be aG i f  i t  is  a-prime and the intersection 
of a l l  the non-zero a-prime ideals of R is non-zero.
1.19 Theorem:
I f  R is a-primitive and a is  s t i f f  on R then RCx,x \ a ]  is
le f t  prim itive.
Proof:
Theorem 1 of C l5].
1.20 Theorem:
I f  R is le f t  Noetherian, R is aG and a is  s t i f f  on R , then
RCx.x’ 1^ ]  is le f t  prim itive.
Proof:
See theorem 2 of [15].
1.21 Remark:
In his paper [15], Jordan shows that theorems 1.19 and 1.20 are
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log ically  independent, and that R[x,x \ o ]  can be prim itive without 
R being a-prim itive, or without R being aG .
1.22 Theorem:
I f  R is  le f t  Noetherian and a is  rig id  on R then R[x,x ,a] 
is a Jacobson ring.
Proof:
See theorem 5 of [15].
1.23 Defini t io n :
The automorphism a:R R is said to be inner i f  there exists a 
unit c of R such that, for each r e R , a (r ) = c V c  . I t  is said 
to be power-inner i f ,  fo r some n 2 0 , a n is inner.
1.24 Theorem:
Rtx,x’ \ a ]  is  simple i f f  both the following hold:
( i )  R has no proper a-ideals,
( i i )  a is not power-inner.
Proof:
See theorem 1 of [17].
§5. Definition and Basic Properties of A(ft,a) .
Let a:R  -*■ R be a monomorphism, not necessarily surjective. As
- 20 -
mentioned in the introduction, the object here is to construct an 
overring A(R,a) of R , to which a extends as an automorphism, 
and which is  minimal among a ll overrings of R with that property.
The f i r s t  step is  the construction of the skew polynomial ring 
R[x,a] , which is  defined (as in section 4) to be the set of a ll poly­
nomials of the form i r . x 1 with the usual addition, and m ultip lication 
i 1
governed by the rule xr = a (r )x  .
As in section 4, the set {x1} . ^  is  a le f t  Ore subset of RCx.a] , 
so i t  is possible to form the skew Laurent polynomial ring R[x,x  ^,a] - 
however, since a is not surjective, the elements of RCx.x’ 1,a] are 
f in ite  sums of elements of the form x ^rx1 where i , j  £ IN and r e R . 
Note that m ultip lication is now given by xr = a (r )x  and rx 1 = x ^ ( r )
Now, A(R,a) is defined to be the subring ( x ’ rx’ l r i  R . i^O) of 
R[x,x_1,a] . To see that A(R,a) is  indeed a subring, a ll that is  
necessary is  to observe that, for any n £ IN , i * 0 and r c R ,
and x"J sxJ  are elements
of A(R,a) , then
; ' j SXj  = x‘ ( i+ j)Caj ( r )  + a1(s )]  X i+ J £ A(R,a)
and (x‘ i rxi )(x ” ^sx^) = x“ ^ +^ a ^ (r )a * (s ) xi+J £ A (r,a ) .
Thus, A(R,a) is  a subring of R[x,x_1,a] .
The monomorphism a is then extended to A(R,a) by defining 
a (x "’ rx’ ) = x_ ia (r )x ’ . Since, for any i 2 0 and r c R ,
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a(x*^i+1V  Xi+1) = X_(i+1)a (r )  xi+1 = x’ V  x1 , a is  actually an 
automorphism of A(R,a) . No confusion should arise from the fact that 
a denotes both the monomorphism on R and its  extension to A(R,a) .
Now, i f  S is another overring of R to which a extends as an 
automorphism, then A(R,a) may be embedded in S by the map 
x’ V x 1 - a_1(r )  . Thus, A(R,a) is , up to isomorphism, the minimal 
overring of R to which a extends as an automorphism.
The next few results, a l l  of which appear in Jordan's paper tl63, 
summarize some of the elementary properties of A(R,a) .
1.25 Proposition:
An element x’ V x 1 of A(R,a) is regular i f f  for a ll n * 0 , 
an(r )  is a regular element of R .
Proof:
Assume x V x 1 is  regular, le t  n * 0 , and le t  s e R be such 
that an(r )s  = 0 . Then (x’ V x 1 )(x ‘ i^+n s^ x1+n) = x 1^+nV n(r)s  x1+n 
Hence x’ 1^+rV  x1+n = 0 , therefore s = 0 and an(r )  is regular.
= 0 .
Conversely, i f  an(r )  is regular in R for a l l  n * 0 , and 
(x’ V x 1 ) (x "V x J ) = 0 for some j  2 0 , s £ R , then
x " (1+j ) aJ ( r ) a 1 (s)x1+J = 0 , which means that <»Vr)a (s ) * 0 » and 
therefore that s = 0 , since aJ (r )  is regular and a is a monomorphism. 
Hence, x’ J sxJ  = 0 , and x 'V x 1 is regular.
1.26 Corollary:
A(R,a) is a domain i f f  R is a domain.
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Proof:
Clear, from proposition 1.25.
1.27 Proposition:
An element x Y x 1 of A (R ,a) is a unit i f f  for some n  ^ 0 , 
an(r )  is  a unit of R .
Proof:
I f  x Y x 1 is a unit of A (R , a )  then, for some s « R and j  2 0 , 
(x’ Y x ’ )(x "J sxJ ) = 1 . Therefore x ^ 1'+J^ ( r ) a i (s )x1+J = 1 , so 
a J ( r ) a i ( s )  = 1 . S im ilarly , a Y s )a J (r )  =1 , and a ^ r )  is  a unit of R.
The converse is sim ilar.
1.28 Proposition:
I f  R is commutative then A(R,a) is commutative.
Proof:
This is a d irect consequence of the definition of m ultip lication in 
A(R.a) .
1.29 Remark:
Consider the skew Laurent polynomial ring A(R,a) [x,x \ a ]  , where 
a denotes the extension to an automorphism of A(R,a) .
Since A(R,a) is a subring of Rtx.x’ Y a ]  , i t  follows that 
A(R,a) tx.x” 1,a ] £ R[x,x_1,a ] . But since R is a subring o f A(R,a) , 
and a extends from R to A(R,a) , R[x,x Y a ]  = A(R,a)[x,x ,a] .
r
1
■Hr
|
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Using th is  observation, in chapter 5 the results about skew 
polynomial rings presented in the previous section w ill be generalized 
to the case where a is not necessarily surjective .
§6. Chain Conditions in A(R,a) .
In order to examine chain conditions and ideal-theoretic properties 
in A(R,a) , i t  is c learly  necessary to determine how a le f t  ideal of 
A(R,a) is related to the le f t  ideal structure of R .
Let I be a le f t  ideal of A(R,a) . The best way to visualize I 
in terms of R is to define, for each i 2 0 , a set I .  £ R by -
, i |
putting I. = ( r  £ R | x rx e l }  . Then, I is  given by the union
I = U x - Y x 1 , and the sequence of subsets ( I . ) .  n of R has some 
i;>0 1 1 1 u
special properties.
F ir s t ly ,  since for any i 2 0 and r  e R , x i rxi = x’ i^+1^a(r)xi+1 ,
i t  is c lear that r e I .  i f f  a (r )  e I . +.j - in other words,
a” "*(I^+i ) = I.j • This provides the motivation for the following definition:
1.30 D e fin ition : [16]
A sequence (^)-j>g subsets of R such that for a ll i 2 0 , 
a-1 ( I-j+i) = called an a-sequence.
Now le t  r,s  c I., for some i 2 0 . Then x’ V x ’ and x i sxi are 
elements of I , and since I is a le f t  ideal, x ’ (r-sjx1 e I , whence
r-s e I.. . Also, i f  t  e R then, since I is a le f t  ideal of A(R,a) ,
(x '1tx1) (x "1rx1) = x 'V x 1 £ I , so tr  e ^  and ^  is a le f t  ideal 
of R . Furthermore, since ( I-j) - j is an a_secluence* - ^ +n
‘1
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for any n * 0 , and since I^+n is  a le f t  ideal, Ran(1^) £ I i+n •
Again, because ( I^ ) ^ q ’ s an a-sequence, a n(Ran(I^ ))  £ 1^  ,
so that U a "n(Ran( I . ) )  £ !,• • Hence the following defin ition arises: 
n*0 1 1
1.31 Definition: [161
A le ft  ideal I of R is said to be closed i f  U a-n(Ran( I ) )  s I .
n*0
Thus, given a le f t  ideal I of A(R,o) , there exists an a-sequence
( I . ) . . .  of closed le f t  ideals of R such that I = U x M .x  . This 
11-0 i20
correspondence is now made more precise.
1.32 Definition: [16]
Let ( I i^i&0 and ('V i^O  be a_se(luences closed le f t  ideals 
of R . Then, define a relation “s" on the set of a-sequences of 
closed le ft  ideals of R by putting * ( J -j)i^0 i f f  *i £ J i
for a l l  i * 0 .
I t  is clear that "s" is a relation of partial order.
1.33 Theorem:
There exists an order-preserving bisection, r , from the p artia lly  
ordered set of le ft  ideals of A(R,a) to the p artia lly  ordered set of 
a-sequences of closed le f t  ideals of R , given by
r ( I )  = ( I ^ ^ q where ^  = {reR | x V x 1 e 1} .
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The inverse map, A , is given by
= U x_1I x1 ,
1 12U Ì2Q
for any 
Again, b 
ajchis also order-preserving.
P r o o f :
173Tb
See theorem 4.7 of [16],
1.34 Proposition:
I f  I is a le f t  annihilator ideal of R then I is closed.
Proof:
See lemma 4.2 of [16],
The following result gives an important method of constructing 
a-sequences of closed le f t  ideals.
1.35 Proposition:
Let I , J  be closed le f t  ideals of R . For each k a 0 , le t
p . ( I )  = U a 'n(Ran+k( I ) )  . Then 
K naO
( i )  p. ( I )  1s a closed le f t  ideal for a l l  k a 0 ;
1.
(1 i ) is  an «-sequence;
( i i i )  pk(pm( I ) )  “ pk+m( I )  for a11  ^ 0 '•
(1v) 1f I  ^ J  then Pk( I )   ^ P j J J )  f ° r a11 k 2 0 •
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The inverse map, A , is  given by
* ( ( i i W  = i ” 0 XV  .
and is also order-preserving.
Proof:
See theorem 4.7 of [16 ].
1.34 Proposition:
I f  I is  a le f t  annih ilator ideal of R then I is  closed. 
Proof:
See lemma 4.2 of [16 ].
The following result gives an important method of constructing 
o-sequences of closed le f t  ideals.
1.35 Proposition:
Let I , J  be closed le f t  ideals of R . For each k 2 0 , le t
p. ( I )  = U a "n(Ran+k( I ) )  . Then 
K n*0
( i )  Pk( I )  1s 3 closed le f t  ideal for a ll k a 0 ;
( i i )  (pk( I ) ) k20 1s an a-sequence;
( i l l )  Pk(P|n( I ) )  - Pk+m( I )  for a ll k.m * 0 ;
( iv )  i f  I  ^ J  then Pk( I )  £ Pk( J )  f ° r  k 2 0 .
Proof:
(1 ). (11) : proposition 4.4 of [16];
( i i i )  : proposition 4.5 of [16];
(1v) : lemma 5.1 of [16].
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1.36 Proposition:
Let 136 an “ -sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R .
Then for a ll i,k  * 0 , Pk( I i ) £ L +k .
Proof:
See proposition 4.6 of [161.
I t  is now possible to establish the f i r s t  result about chain 
conditions in A(R,a) .
1.37 Theorem:
I f  R is le f t  Artinian then A(R,o) is le f t  Artinian.
Proof:
See [161, corollary 5.3 and theorem 5.2.
Having seen that the le f t  Artinian condition is preserved on passage 
from R to A(R,a) , the next property to look at is  the le f t  Noetherian 
one. This is much less convenient.
1.38 Defin ition: [16]
An a-sequence ( I^ ) ^ q of closed le f t  ideals of R is said to be 
stable i f  there exists n * 0 such that for a l l i * n , ( V  = * i+l *
Note that the condition p -|(^) s ^ +-| for i * n is equivalent 
to the condition pi ( I n) = I i+n for a l l  i 2 0 , by proposition 1.35.
1.39 Definition:
The pair (R,a) w ill be called le f t  Jordan i f
__
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1 . 3 6  P r o p o s i t i o n :
ib le.
L e t  ( I ■ )) -j >o an a - s e c l uence c l o s e d  l e f t  i d e a !  r
Then f o r  a l l  i , k  *  0 , p k ( I i ) £  I. .+k .
-dan" w ill
P r o o f :
S e e  p r o p o s i t i o n  4 . 6  o f  I 1 6 i .
I t  i s  now p o s s i b l e  t o  e s t a b l i s h  the f i r s t  •v m . ’ ' :
■ t  N o e t h e r i a n  i f f  R i s  l e f t  J o r d a n .
c o n d i t i o n s  i n  A ( R , a )  .
1 . 3 7  Theor em:
I f  R i s  l e f t  A r t i n i a n  then -t~* ■ *
P r o o f :
on may
S e e  [ 1 6 ] ,  c o r o l l a r y  5 . 3  and t H-
: (c f example 5.9 of [1 6 ]).
Having seen t h a t  t he  l e * t  , ' ' - v  ; ir t he
from R to A ( R , a )  , th- n e x t  . . .  
one.  T h i s  i s  much l e s s
1 . 3 8  D e f i n i t i o n :  H i
t o  be t he  K - a l g e b r a  endomorphism s uc h t h a t
, and l e t  <y> d e n o t e  t h e  i d e a l  g e n e r a t e d  by y .
An a-sequens;:
. . T h e a  a s j  1 y een t h a t  the sequence ( I j L > n  g i v e n  bystable i f  the  ^ 1
I .  = <w> for each i 2 0 i s  an a - s e q u e n c e  o f  c l o s e d  ( le f t )  ideals.
Note tint "  n+i pH 1 n, , 2n
But forvAjach n > 0 , Ra (<y>) £ <y > , and since a (y) = y
ti ’ ; ■ '■> quenct H i ) i
by theorem 1.40, A (K [y ],a ) is not Noetherian.
Iff»  S-WM*» .
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1.36 Proposi tion:
Let be an a_se(luence ° f  closed le f t  ideals of R .
Then for a l l i,k  * 0 , Pk( I i ) £ I^+k .
Proof:
See proposition 4.6 of [161.
I t  is now possible to establish the f i r s t  result about chain 
conditions in A(R,a) .
1.37 Theorem:
I f  R is le f t  Artinian then A(R,a) is le f t  Artinian.
Proof:
See [161, corollary 5.3 and theorem 5.2.
Having seen that the le f t  Artin ian condition is preserved on passage 
from R to A(R,a) , the next property to look at is  the le f t  Noetherian 
one. This is much less convenient.
1.38 Defin ition: [16]
An a-sequence (I^ J.^ q of closed le f t  ideals of R is said to be 
stable i f  there exists n 2 0 such that for a ll 1 i  n , P j( I^ ) • I^+1 .
Note that the condition p j ( I j )  ■ I i+1 for a l l i 2 n is equivalent 
to the condition pi ( I n) ■ I i+n fo r a ll i 2 0 , by proposition 1.35.
1.39 Definition:
The pair (R,o) w ill be ca lled  le ft  Jordan i f
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( i )  R has acc on closed le f t  ideals and
( i i )  every a-sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R is  stable.
Remark:
I f  no confusion arises, the phrase "(R ,a ) is le f t  Jordan" w ill 
often be abbreviated to "R is le f t  Jordan".
1.40 Theorem:
The ring A (R ,a) is le f t  Noetherian i f f  R is le f t  Jordan.
Proof:
Theorem 5.6 of [161.
The following example shows that the le f t  Noetherian condition may 
easily be lost en route from R to A(R,a) .
1.41 Example: (c f example 5.9 of [1 6 ]).
Let K be a f ie ld ,  and le t  KCy] be the polynomial ring in the 
indeterminate y over K . Note that KCy] is a commutative, Noetherian 
ring.
Define a:KCy] K[y] to be the K-algebra endomorphism such that 
2
a (y ) = y , and le t  <y> denote the ideal generated by y .
Then, i t  is e a s ily  seen that the sequence ( I^^>q 9'*ven
I .  = <y> for each 1 * 0  is an a-sequence of closed ( le f t )  ideals.
n+l on+l n 2n
But for each n * 0 , Ran (<y>) £ > > and since a (y) = y ,
i t  is clear that y  { a n(Ran+\<y>)) . Thus, the sequence
is not stable, so by theorem 1.40, A (K [y ],a ) is not Noetherian.
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The fina l resu lt is  perhaps surprising, in view of example 1.41. 
1.42 Theorem:
I f  R is a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring then A(R,a) is a semi­
prime le f t  Goldie ring.
Proof:
Corollary 7.4 of [16].
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CHAPTER 2
THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF A(R,g).
As was shown in the work of Jordan [16], in order to study the 
le f t  ideals of A(R,a) , i t  is necessary to analyse the a-sequences 
of closed le f t  ideals of R .
In this chapter, the a-sequences which give rise to prime, semi­
prime and nilpotent ideals of A(R,a) are isolated, together with the 
a-sequence that corresponds to the nilpotent radical of A(R,a) . These 
results are then used to obtain weak conditions on R which ensure that 
the nilpotent radical of A(R,a) is  nilpotent.
Sim ilar techniques are then applied to subrings, rather than le ft  
ideals, of A(R,a) to show that i f  R has the property that a ll nil 
subrings are nilpotent with bounded index of nilpotence then A(R,a) 
has the same property.
By examining the a-sequences r ( I k) (k e A) , where ( I k | k e a } 
is a collection of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) whose sum is d irect, i t  is 
shown that le f t  Goldie dimension cannot increase on passage from R to 
A(R,a) . However, an example is then constructed which shows that the 
ascending chain condition on annih ilator le f t  ideals need not be passed 
from R to A(R,a) .
F irs t  of a l l ,  a new correspondence is introduced, which is sometimes 
easier to apply than the a-sequence method. This is the correspondence 
between the collection of a-invariant le ft  ideals of R and the collection 
of a-stable le f t  ideals of A(R,a) , and w ill be quite useful la te r on.
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§1. ot-Invariant and a-Stable Ideals.
2.1 Defin ition:
Let R be a ring, a:R •+ R a monomorphism. Then a le f t ,  righ t, 
or two-sided ideal I of R is  said to be a-invariant i f  <*(I )  £ I .
I is said to be a-stable i f  I is a-invariant and a ( I )  £ I .
For the purpose of the following theorem, le t A denote the
collection of a-stable le f t  ideals of A (R ,a) , and le t 8 denote
the collection of a-invariant le f t  ideals of R .
Note that "a-stable le f t  ideal of A (R ,a )" means a le f t  ideal 
which is stable under the automorphism on A(R,a) which extends a 
from R .
2.2 Theorem:
Let I be an a-stable le f t  ideal of A(R,a) , J  an a-invariant 
le f t  ideal of R .
Define K (I) = { r  « R | x V x 1 e I fo r some i 2 0}
G (J) = (x ^ax1 | a e J  , i * 0} .
Then ( i )  K (I) « 8 , G (J) e A ; G:B ■* A and K:A -► 8 are order­
preserving maps;
( i i )  GnK = id. and ICG(J) = U a 'n( J )  . 
u * u n^ O
Proof:
( i )  F ir s t  note that K (I) = I n R . Indeed, i t  is obvious that
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I n R £ k( I )  . I f ,  on the other hand, r £ K (I) , then x V x 1 £ I
for some i * 0 . Since a ( I )  £ I , a’ (x ’ rx1) e I , or
x ^ ( r j x 1 £ I , that is ,  r £ I .
Thus K (I) = I n R , so c learly  K (I) is  a le f t  ideal of R , 
with o (K ( I)) £ K (I) .
Now consider G (J) . C learly, 0 £ G (J) and i f  a £ J  , i 2 0 ,
(x^ax1) + (x '^ - a jx 1) = 0 , so that each element of G (J) has an
additive inverse in G (J) .
Let r £ R , j  2 0 and b £ J  .
Then ( x * 'W )  + (x^ax1) = x‘ i^+^ [ a 1(b) + aJ (a )]x i+J , and since 
J  is a-invariant, a ^ b ) £ J  and a^(a) £ J  , whence G (J) is closed 
under addition.
S im ilarly , (x 'J rxJ ) (x^ax1) = x '^ +J'^[a’ ( r )a J (a )]x i+J , and 
since the le f t  ideal J  is  a-invariant, a^(a) £ J  , so that G (J) 
is  a le f t  ideal of A(R,a) .
To see that G (J) is  a-stable, le t x^ax1 £ G (J) , where a £ J  . 
Then afx^ax1) = x ^ a fa jx 1 , which is an element of G (J) since J  is 
a-invariant, whence a (G ( J )) £ G (J) . On the other hand, i t  is  clear 
(by definition of G (J ) )  that x ’^ +^ ax ’ +^ € G (J)  . But 
a(x‘ i^+1 ^ax1+1) = x’ ax’ , and therefore a '^ G i J ) )  c G (J) .
I t  is obvious that G and K are order-preserving.
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( i i )  Since K (I) = I n R , GgK(I) = G(I n R) , so that 
GqK (I) = (x | a e I n R, i 2 0} . I f  x a^x^  £ GqK (I) where 
a £ I n R , then a ^ a ) £ I since I is  a-stable; thus x^ax1 £ I 
On the other hand, i f  a £ I , say a = x V x 1 , then a1 (a) € I 
since I is a-stable, whence r £ I n R , and a £ G(I n R) .
Thus, GqK (I) = I .
Now le t r £ KgG(J) . Then r = x ^ x 1 for some a £ J  and
i 2  0 , i.e . a1( r ) = a , and r £ U a 'n( J )  .
nsO
I f  r £ U a n( J )  , then a ^ r )  £ J  for some i s 0 , and 
nsO
therefore x’ V ^ J x 1 £ G (J) . But x ^ ( r j x 1 = r , so
r £ G (J) n R = KnG (J) . Thus ICG(J) = U a 'n( J )  .
n>0
2.3 Remark:
( i )  I f  I and J  are righ t (or two-sided) ideals in the above
theorem, then the same method of proof shows that G (J) and K (I) are
also righ t (or two-sided) idea ls, and that G and K have the same 
properties as those asserted in the theorem.
( i i )  Although K (I) was only shown to be an a-invariant le f t  
ideal of R , i t  is  in fact a-stable. To see th is , le t  r c R be 
such that a (r ) e K (I) . Then x ^a(r)x £ GgK(I)=I, by part ( i i )  of 
the theorem. But x” ^a(r)x = r  , whence r £ I n R = K (I) .
The next result gives a very useful property of the a-sequences 
which correspond to a-stable le f t  ideals of A(R,a) .
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2.4 Proposition:
Let I be an a-stable le f t  ideal of A(R,a) , and denote r ( I ) 
by ( I-j ) is0 • Then ! i = Xj  for a11 i >J 2 0 •
Proof:
Without loss of generality, assume i > j  . Let r £ I .  , so that 
x 'V x 1 « I . Since I is a-stable, a 1_J(x V x 1) e l ,  i .e.
- V - J ^ x 1 e I , and therefore x J rxJ  e. I . So I i £ 1 j
Now, i f r e I .  , then x'^rx^ e I , and since I is
j-1( I )  £ I ,. Therefore, x^"1(x’ ^rx^)x1"^ e I , i.e . -iX
and r e 1^  . Thus I.  = I j  .
Remark:
In view of theorem 2.2 and the importance, already shown, of closed 
le f t  idea ls, i t  would be interesting to know whether there is any 
re lationship between the closed le f t  ideals and the a-invariant le f t  
ideals of a ring. The following proposition begins to answer this 
question.
2.5 Proposition:
Let R be a ring, and le t I be an a-stable le f t  ideal of R .
Then I is closed.
Proof:
Let n * 0 . Then a“ n(Ran( I ) )  £ a‘ n(R I) since I is a-invariant, 
therefore a n(Ran( I ) )  £ I since I is a-stable. So I is  a closed
le ft  id e a l.
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In general, an a-invariant le f t  ideal does not need to be a-stable 
in order to be closed. For example, le t R = K[y] where K is a fie ld
and y an indeterminate, le t a:R + R be the K-endomorphism of R
2 2 such that a (y ) = y , and le t I be the ideal y R .
Then I is a-invariant and closed, but i t  is not a-stable, since
y  *  a _ 1( I )  .
Note that in this example, by 1.41, R is not le f t  Jordan. In 
the case where R is le f t  Jordan, the following theorem shows precisely 
which a-invariant le f t  ideals are closed.
2.6 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  Jordan ring and le t  I be an a-invariant le f t  
ideal of R . Then I is a closed le f t  ideal i f f  I is  a-stable.
Proof:
I f  I is a-stable, then I is closed, by proposition 2.5.
Conversely, suppose that I is closed. Then a’ 1( I )  is also 
closed. To see th is, f i r s t  note that for n = 0 , a n(Ran(a ^ (1 ))) = a ^( I ) 
since a "^ ( I)  is  a le f t  ideal.
Now assume that for some k 2 0 , a k(Rak(a "*(I ) ) )  s  a \ l )  .
Then o‘ <k+1,(Rak+1(a’ 1( I ) ) )  = a ' (k+1)(Rak(a (a '1( I ) ) ) )
c a-<k+1>(Rak( I ) )  Since a t o 'V ) )  £ I
» a * V k(Rak( I ) ) )
-1c  a ( I )  since I is closed.
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By induction, U a n(Ran(a ^( I ) ) )  z a ^(1) and a ^( I ) is 
n^ O
closed. Note that the above argument did not require R to be le f t  
Jordan, nor I to be a-invariant.
Now, for each k 2 0 , consider the sequences ) i >0 
ideals of R , where
J ki
I for i = k
p._k( I )  for i ü k
a_ (k_i ) ( i ) for 0  ^ i s k
and is  as defined in proposition 1.35.
So the sequences look like :
(‘W i^ O  : I p -j ( I ) P2( I ) P3( I )
^ l i ^ O  : a” 1( I ) I P ^ I ) P2( I )
( J 2i i^^ rO : a '2( I )  a "1( I ) I P-j ( I )
and so on
By proposition 1.35, ( J o i i s  a n  a * s e < l u e n c e  o f  c 1 o s e d  l e f t  
ideals. Furthermore, the sequence (dQi^i>0 ’ s a descend’ n9 one* To 
see th is , le t r e p . ( I )  for some i 2 1 , so that a n(r )  c Ran+1( I )
H
4
i
>
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for some n 2 0 . Since I is a-invariant, an+1( I )  c an+’ ~ ( I )  , 
so that an(r )  e Ran+^ ^(1) , and r e a n(Ran+^  ^( I )) £ P j _ j ( I )  .
(Note that Pq( I )  = I . since I is closed.)
As was shown above, a ^(1) is closed, and applying that argument
1/
inductively shows that a ( I )  is closed, for a ll k 2 0 .
Since I is a-invariant, (a n( I ) )n£o ’ s an '*ncreas''n9 
sequence and th is, together with the fac t that (J oi >0 is a 
decreasing sequence, shows that ( ^) i >0 is  a decreasin9 sequence, 
for each k 2 0 .
Therefore, ( ( J. . ) .  n) is an increasing chain of a-sequences 
1 u k^ O
of closed le f t  ideals of R .
By theorem 1.33, (A (J. . ) .  n) is  an increasing chain of le f t
ksO
ideals of A(R,a) . Denote the le f t  ideal M Jk i ) i>0 by J k » and
le t  J  denote the le f t  ideal U J. .
k*0 K
We now want to find the a-sequence r ( J )  .
Let x’ V x 1 € J  fo r r c R , i 2 0 , and le t  k 2 0 be such that
x_ irx’ e J k . Then r e , by defin ition of J k , and by uniqueness
of the a-sequence r ( J k) • Since each (dk )^^>o ’ s a descending
sequence, i t  must be true that J. . £ U a n( I )  .
K1 nsO
Thus, r ( J ) i , ( i . e . ,  the i th term of the a-sequence r ( J ) )  is
contained in U a n( I )  . 
n*0
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On the other hand, i f  r e  U a n( I )  then r e a’ m( I )  for some
n^ O
m > 0 , so that r e J  n . But J  n = J  .. . . Thus m,0 m,0 m+i,i
x V x ’ e J m+^ = J  , and U a "n( I )  c r ( J). j  .
Therefore, r ( J ) .  = U a n( I )  for each i 2 0 .
1 n>0
But R is le f t  Jordan, so A(R,a) is le f t  Noetherian, therefore
there exists i  2 0 with J  = J„  .I
Since r ( J , )  = ( J , f i ) i20 . equating the term of the 
a-sequences r ( J )  and r ^ )  gives
I = U a 'n( I )  . 
n>0
Thus, a ^( I ) c I and I is a-stable.
2.7 Remarks:
( i )  Not a l l  closed le f t  ideals are a-invariant, even in the le f t  
Jordan case. For example, le t K be a f ie ld , a:K ->• K a monomorphism 
which is not an automorphism, and le t R = K 0 K . Define a:R -*■ R by 
a (x ,y ) = (y ,o (x )) . Then R only has two proper ideals, I-j and Ig
where 1^  = (0 ,K) and I  ^ = (K,0) . Both 1^  and I  ^ are closed, 
also a"^( ¡ 2) = I j  , and a’ ^(I-|) = Ig . Thus there are only two 
d is tin c t proper a-sequences of closed ideals: I , ,  Ig, I j ,  or
¡2« I-j, I 2» . . .  . both of which can be seen to be stable. Thus, R is 
Jordan, but c lea rly  neither ^  nor ^  is a-invariant.
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( i i )  On the other hand, a-invariant ideals need not be closed.oo
For example, consider the ring R = n R. where R. = R, = Z , the
i =1 1 1 L
ring of integers, and R^  = (1) , the rational f ie ld , for i  ^ 3 , ;•
Define a:R R to be the monomorphism such that 
a(a^ .a^.a^. • • •) = (a.| ,a.| . . . )  , and le t  J  denote the
ideal (2Z, 2Z, (J , 0 , Q , . . . )  of R . C learly J  is  a-invariant.
But a ( J )  = { ( a l t a2,a3, . . . )  | a1 = a2 ; al t a2,a3 £ W. ; ai £ d) 
for i > 4} ,
Ro (J) = (2 Z , 2 Z ,  H, 0), . . . . )  and
4
therefore a ^(Ra( J )) = ( 2 Z , Z ,  (P, Q, . . . )  i  J  .
Thus J  is  not closed. Note that
( 2 , 0 , 0 , . . . ) ,  (2 ,Z Z ,  0, 0 . . . )  , ( 2 ,  Z , Q, 0, . . . )
e tc ., is an in fin ite  ascending chain of closed ideals, so that R is 
neither Noetherian nor Jordan.
§2. Prime and Semiprime Ideals.
The aim of this section is to determine precisely which a-sequences 
of R give rise to prime, and semiprime, ideals of A(R,a) . In order 
to achieve th is, we define a sort of term-wise m ultip lication of 
a-sequences; once this is  done, the characterization of the prime and 
semiprime ideals of A(R,a) is quite convenient.
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( i i )  On the other hand, a-invariant ideals need not be closed.oo
For example, consider the ring R = n R. where R, = R, = 2 , the
i =1 1 1 ¿
ring of integers, and R^  = fl) , the rational f ie ld , for i 2 3 ,
Define a:R -*■ R to be the monomorphism such that 
a(a^ .a g .a j. . . . )  = (a.j ,a.j ,a2 ,a3>. . . )  , and le t  J  denote the 
ideal (2Z, 2Z, QJ , Q , Q) , . . . )  of R . C learly J  is a-invariant.
But a ( J )  = {(a^ .a ^ .a ^ ,...) 1 8 ^ = 8 2 ; 3^ 2,32 e TIL ; a^  « (? 
for i > 4} ,
Ra (J) = (2 Z , 2 Z , (5, Q......... ) and
therefore a (^Ret(0 )) = (2 2 , 2 , (D, Q), . . . )  t  J  .
Thus 0 is  not closed. Note that
( 2 ,  0, 0, . . . )  , ( 2 , 2 ,  0, 0 . . . )  , ( 2 , Z ,  <J, 0, . . . )
e tc ., is  an in fin ite  ascending chain of closed ideals, so that R is 
neither Noetherian nor Jordan.
52. Prime and Semiprime Ideals.
The aim of this section is to determine precisely which a-sequences 
of R give rise  to prime, and semiprime, ideals of A(R,a) . In order 
to achieve th is , we define a sort of term-wise multiplication of 
a-sequences; once this is done, the characterization of the prime and 
semiprime ideals of A(R,a) is quite convenient.
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F irs t of a l l ,  i t  is necessary to find those a-sequences of 
le f t  ideals of R which produce two-sided ideals of A(R,a) .
2.8 Defini tion :
A right ideal I of R is said to be a closed right ideal i f
U c fn(an( I )R )  c I . 
n^ O
2.9 Proposi tion:
Let ( I i )-j>o an “ _setluence closed le f t  ideals of R . 
Then A ( ( I . ) ^ q) is an ideal of A(R,a) i f f  each I .  is a closed 
righ t idea l.
Proof:
F irst assume that I = is an ideal of A(R,a) and
le t  j,k  2 0 .
Then (x"^ IjX J )(x ’ ^ +k R^xJ+k) c I since I is an ideal, 
i . e .  x '(j+klak( I j.)Rxj+k c i 
or ak( I . )R  c I j+k .
But 1S an “ 'Sequence, therefore
a k(ak( I j )R )  £ I j  » for each k z. 0 .
So I .  is a closed right ideal of R , for each j  i  0 .
J
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Conversely, assume that each I., is  a closed righ t ideal. By
theorem 1.33, I is  a le ft ideal of A(R,a) . Let i , j  s o and le t
r,s  e R such that x V x 1 e I - i .e . , r e ri *
Then (x-i i w - rx )(x ^sx^) = x-< s)xi+j •
Since (r ) ‘  ' i +j ; which is a right ideal of R ,, a ^ r )« 1(s) « I i+j
thus lx’ V x 1)(x ‘ j sxJ ) e I , and I is  an i deal of A(R,a) .
The term "closed ideal" w ill be used to refer to an ideal of R 
which is closed both as a le f t  and as a right ideal.
2.10 Defin ition:
Let A, B and P be le f t  ideals of A(R,a) and denote the 
a-sequences r(A) , r(B) and r(P) by ( A . ) ^  , (B. ) . sQ and 
(Pi ) i  >o respectively.
Then the product of r(A) and r(B) , denoted r(A)r(B) , is 
the sequence (A..B.) ^ q of le f t  ideals of R .
The notation r(A)r(B) s. T(P) w ill mean that, for each i 2 0 ,
Ai Bi £ Pi *
Let r(P) be an a-sequence of closed ideals of R . Then, r(P) 
is said to be prime i f ,  given any two a-sequences r(A) and r(B) of 
closed le f t  ideals, r(A)r(B) c r (P) implies that either r (A) c r(P) 
or r(B) c r(P) .
Remark:
I t  is not claimed that the product of two a-sequences is again an
a-sequence.
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The following result, which characterizes the prime ideals of 
A(R ,a) , w ill be needed to prove theorem 3.9, which concerns the 
localization of A(R,a) at a prime ideal.
2.11 Theorem:
An ideal P of A(R,a) is prime i f f  the a-sequence r(P ) of 
closed ideals is  prime.
Proof:
F irs t, assume that r (P ) is a prime a-sequence of closed ideals 
of R . By proposition 2.9, P is  an ideal of A(R,a) . Let A , B
be le f t  ideals of A(R,a) with AB £ P , and le t r e A.B. for some
n -i i -i 1i i  0 . Then r = z a^b  ^ where x a^x c A and x b^x e B for
k = l , . . , n  .
But x V x 1 = Z (x V x ’ )(x  ^b.x1) £ AB , so that r e (AB). ,k=1 K k 1
and consequently A..B.. £ (AB).. for each i 2 0 .
Now, AB £ P , therefore r (AB) s r(P) , and so A ^  £ P^  -
i .e .  r(A)r(B) £ r(P) . Since r(P) is prime, either r(A) £ r(P) or
r(B) £ r(P) , and applying 4 y ie lds that either A c p or B c p .
Thus, P is a prime ideal of A (R ,a) .
Conversely, assume that P is  a prime ideal of A(R,a) , and 
le t  r(A) and r(B) be two a-sequences of closed le f t  ideals of R 
such that r(A)r(B) £ r(P) . By proposition 2.9, r(P) is an a-sequence 
of closed ideals of R .
Let r c (AB)  ^ for some i z. 0 .
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- i i  - i i   ^ _1 k 1 k ” k^ k^Then x rx e AB , i .e .  x rx = I  (x a.x )(x b.x *)
k=l k k
-i i, -j, j
where x Ka^x k e A and x Kb^x e B for k = l , . . . , n  .
Let j  = max{ik, j k | k=l,. ,,n ) .
Then
-i l -jx rx = x
n J- ik J- Jk 7  • 
Z a  k(3k)a k(b ) xJ 
k=l k k 1
i .e .
and hence
k=l
. n i+j-i i+j-j
a J ( r )  = Z a k ( ak ) a k ( bk ) • 
k=1 k k
4
Since ak e A.. and (A. is an a-sequence,
i+j-i,, i+j-j,.
(ak) < Ai k+i +j- ik = Ai+j  * S im ilarly , a (bk) * B .+j 
Thus aj ( r )  e A. . B. . , and since T (A )r(B ) cr(P ) , a j (r )  e P. .i+J i+J
But ( P . i s  an a-sequence, so that r e Pi .
So, (AB)  ^ £ P^  for each i 2 0 , whence r(AB) c r(P )
Applying A y ie lds AB c p and since P is prime, either A c P or 
B c P .
i+J
But this means that either r(A) c r(P) or r(B) c r(P) , and 
r (P) is  a prime a-sequence.
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2.12 Corollary:
A(R,a) is  a prime ring i f f  there do not exist two non-zero 
a-sequences of closed le f t  ideals of R , whose product is zero.
Proof:
Put P = 0 in theorem 2.11.
2.13 Example:
Let R and a:R R be as in 2 .7 ( i) ,  that is , R = K § K where 
K is a f ie ld  and a(x ,y) = (y ,c (x )) where a:K K is a monomorphism 
which is not surjective. Then the only two proper a-sequences of closed 
ideals are H
(O.K) , (K,0) , (O.K) . . .
and (K.O) , (O.K) , (K.O) . . .  .
Since their product is  zero, coro llary 2.12 shows that A(R,a) is 
not a prime ring.
2.14 Corollary: (c f 6.1 of [16])
I f  R is prime then A(R,a) is prime.
Proof:
Let (A ,)^Q  ancl be tw0 a_se(luences closed le f t
ideals with A^ B.. =0 for each i 2 0 .
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Since R is prime, one of the sequences, say (A^),>o ’ must
admit an in fin ite  subsequence (A. ) with A. =0 for a ll k  ^ 0 .
’ k k>0 'k
Let i > 0 . Then, there exists k 2 0 with i^ > i , and 
i _ i ktherefore A. = a *(A. ) = 0 .
1 'k
So A^  = 0 for a l l  i * 0 , and by corollary 2.12, A(R,ct) is 
a prime ring.
We now t ur n our  a t t e n t i o n  t o  the semi pr i me i d e a l s  o f  A ( R , a )  .
2.15 D efin ition:
4
An «-sequence r(P) of closed ideals of A(R,a) is said to be 
semiprime i f  for any a-sequence r(A) of closed le f t  ideals of R , 
r (A )n £ r(P) for some n e. M implies that r (A ) £ r(P) .
Note that the m ultip lication of a-sequences in the above definition 
is as defined in defin ition 2.10.
2.16 Theorem:
An ideal P of A(R,a) is semiprime i f f  the a-sequence r(P ) 
of closed ideals is semiprime.
Proof:
F ir s t ,  assume that r (P ) is a semiprime a-sequence of closed 
ideals, and le t A be a le f t  ideal of A(R,a) which satis fies  
An £ P fo r some n e IN . By proposition 2.9, P is an ideal of A(R,a) .
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Let 1 2 0 ,  and le t  r e (A..)n (where (A. = r(A )) .
Then
But r ( P )  is a semi prime a-sequence, therefore A.. £ P.. . or 
r(A) £ r (P )  . Applying A then yie lds that A £ p , and P is a 
semi prime ideal of A(R,a) .
Conversely, assume that P is a semiprime ideal of A(R,ct) and 
le t  (A . ),.¿q &e an a-sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R such that 
(A^)n £ Pi for a l l i 2 0 , and some n £ N .
Let r e (An) i for some i 2 0 , i . e .  x’ V x 1 £ An , and
-1 i ™ , " j lk vJ lk Wv' j 2k ¥j 2kv /y‘ j nk yJ nk. x rx - z (x 3 - j ) ( x  )•••(*
J ,L  J  ftL
where x a^x £ A for i  - l , . . , n  and k « l, . . ,m  .
m
where each
a.. £ A. , i.e .  x’ ^ - .x 1 £ A , for l  = l , . . , n  and k = l, . . ,m  .1
m
c -1 1So x rx = x
Hence (A .)n £ (An) i . Now, An £ P implies that (An). £ Pi 
for each i 2 0 and therefore that (A .)n £ P. for each i 2 0 .
4
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Let j  =
Then x Vx
Z a
k=l
so that aJ (r )  = z a (a,. ) ..1 * • a
But since a . e A.
J !tk
a
for each i  = 1 , . . ,n  and k = .
Since (Pi ) is0 is  an a-sequence,
this means that r e , and therefore that (An)^  c for a ll i 2 0 .
ideal, A c p so that r (A) c r(P) .
Thus, r(P) is a semiprime a-sequence.
2.17 Corollary:
A(R,a) is semiprime i f f  there does not exist a non-zero a-sequence 
(A i) i>o closed le f t  ideals of R such that for some ne IN , (A^)n = 0
for each i 2 0 .
Proof:
Put P = 0 in the theorem.
Now, applying A gives An c P , and since P is  a semiprime
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2.18 Corollary: (c f  proposition 6.1 of [16])
I f  R is semi prime then so is A(R,«) .
Proof:
Let (Ai )1>Q be an «-sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R 
with (A^)n = 0 for some n e IN and a l l i j  0 . Since R is 
semiprime, A^  = 0 for a ll i > 0 , so by corollary 2.17, A(R,a) 
is  semi prime.
2.19 Example:
Let K be a f ie ld , o:K -»■ K a monomorphism which is not an
K Kautomorphism. Let R be the upper triangular matrix ring (g K) 
and define «:R + R by
a
 ^
C\J 
1____ = o(k-|) o(k2)
k3_ r 0 o(k3)^
I be the ideal O
 O of R .
Then the sequence (A^)^>g where A^  = I for a ll i 2 0 is  a
2
non-zero «-sequence, but I = 0 . By the argument prior to defin ition 
1.31, I is  closed as a le f t  ideal of R .
By corollary 2.17, A(R,«) is not semiprime.
53. Sums of Ideals and Goldie Dimension.
Given a collection (Bk)kcA of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) , i t  would
be useful to know how the a-sequence of the sum l  B. compared with
kcA K
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the a-sequences of the individual Bk 's .
That question is investigated in this section, along with a 
closely related one; namely, when is such a sum direct?
The result about directness is then applied to show that i f  R 
has f in ite  le f t  Goldie dimension, then the le f t  Goldie dimension of 
A(R,a) cannot exceed that of R . In the lig h t of this result, i t  
would be interesting to know whether the ascending chain condition for 
annihilator le f t  ideals is preserved on passage from R to A(R,a) , 
and example 2.25 shows that this is ,  in general, not the case.
The work concerning the a-sequence of a sum of ideals w ill be 
used in the next section to study the nilpotent radical of A(R,a) .
2.20 Proposition:
Let (Bk)keA be a collection of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) , and
denote the a-sequences r(Bk) and r( I  Bk) by ( (B ^ - j^ g  and
keA
(Ai ) i 2q respectively.
Then, for each i > 0 , A. = U a 'n( £ (B . ). ) .
1 n>0 keA K 1+n
Proof:
F irs t  le t  r e  U a n( £ (Bu) . , _ )  for some i > 0 . 
n>0 keA K 1 "
So, for some n s 0 , an(r )  = i  where x ^ +n b^kxi+n e Bk
keA
for each k e A ,  (and only a f in ite  number of the bk 's are non-zero).
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Therefore, X- ( i+n^ n(r)xi+n = E x-(i+n>b. X(i+n> e E B,
keA K keA K
But X (i+n)an(r)xi+n = x Y x 1 , so r £ A| , and
U a"n( E (B .). ) c A. for each i 2 0 .
n*0 keA K 1+n 1
Now let r e A. - i . e .  x ' 1rxi e E B. and x Y x 1 = E x kb. x k 
1 keA K keA K
' j k Ywhere x b^x e Bk for each k e A .
Let j  = i + max{jk | k e A and bk  ^ 0> .
Then x‘ J aj ' 1(r)xj  = x ' j  E aJ Jk (b. )xJ 
keA
i-i J ' J k .i . e .  aJ 1(r) = E a K(bk) .
keA
J - J ,
But since bk e (Bk)j , a (bk) e (Bk)j and therefore
aj ' V )  e E (B ).  . 
keA K J
Putting n = j - i  , this gives a (r) e E (B .). and so
keA K 1 n
A = U «-"( E (B ) )
1 n^ O keA K 1+n
Remark:
(a ( E (Bk).j+n))n2Q is in fact an ascending sequence of le ft  ideals 
keA
of R , for each i 2 0 .
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Indeed, for any n a 0 , le t  an(r )  e z (Bk)^+n .
keA
Then an(r ) = Z b. where x"^1+n b^kxi+n e Bk (again, only 
keA K
f in ite ly  many of the bk's are non-zero).
Therefore, an+\ r )  = z a(b. ) and 
keA K
x-l, W l >«(bk)x1tn* ' = x-(i *n>bkx1*n .  Bk , 
hence “ (>>k) < ( Bk) , w i • ° r  x < « ' (" * ,><k^ ( Bk) 1, nt, )  ■
The next resu lt shows when a sum of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) is 
d irect.
2.21 Proposition:
Let (Bk) keA be a co llection of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) , and 
denote the a-sequence r (B k) by ((Bk) i ) i > 0 , for each k e A  .
Then, the sum Z B, is d irect i f f  for each 1 2 0 ,  the sum 
keA K
Z (B. ) is a d irect sum of le f t  ideals of R . 
keA K 1
Proof:
Assume there exists u O  with Z (B. ) not a d irect sum of
keA K l
le f t  ideals of R .
Then there exists a f in i te  subset { 1 , . . ,n> of A and 0 t  r k e ( B ^
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for k = 1 , . . . ,n such that
n n . 0  i
z r. = 0 ; i .e. Z x r. x = 0 .
k=1 K k=l K
But x V . x *  e B. fo r each k = l , . . , n  so the sum Z B, is not 
K K keA K
direct.
Now assume that z B, is not d irect. Then there exist non-zero
keA K
“ Jb J u
elements x r kx of Bk , for k = 1 ,..,n  say, such that
n ‘ hZ x r. x = 0 . 
k=l K
Let j  = maxijk | k = 1,. .,n } .
n - i  J ' J ' t  i  nThen Z x J ot K(r. )xJ  = 0 , i.e .  Z a K( r . ) = 0 .
k=l * k=l K
J - Jk
But since rk e (Bk) j  , a ( r k) e ( Bk)  ^ , and since a is
a monomorphism, a (r^ ) J4 0 for each k = 1»«.»n
Thus, Z (B . ) .  is not d irect. 
keA K J
2.22 Coro llary:
A(R,a) has f in ite  le f t  Goldie dimension i f f  there does not exist
an in fin ite  collection ( (B k)4) t20 of non-zero a-sequences of closed
keA
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le f t  ideals of R such that Z ( B. ) is d irect, for each u  0 ,
keA k
Pro o f:
Iimiediate from proposition 2.21.
2.23 Corollary:
I f  R has le f t  Goldie dimension n < ® then A(R,a) has le f t  
Goldie dimension at most n .
Proof:
I f  possible, le t (Bk)-|<k<n+i be a collection of non-zero le f t  
ideals of A(R,a) whose sum is d irect.
Each ( = r ( Bk) ) is a non-zero a-sequence, so for
each 1 s k s n+1 , there exists z^  s 0 such that i f  z > z^  then
(B^)^ f 0 . This follows because i f  no such z^  exists, then
((Bk)«.)juO has an in fin ite  subsequence q with ( B ^  = 0
for a ll i i  0 , and as in the proof of corollary 2.14, this implies
(B^)^ = 0 for a l l  z s 0 .
Let Z = max{zk | 1 s k s n+1} .
Then (B^)  ^ f 0 for each 1 s k s n+1 and by proposition 2.21, 
n+1
z (B . ) is d irect. This is impossible since R has le f t  Goldie 
k=l K 1
dimension n .
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2.24 Example:
oo
Let S be a ring and le t R be the product n S. where
i=l 1
S. = S for a ll i 2 1 .
Define a:R R by a (s1 ,s2,s 3, . . . )  = (s] ,s] ,s2,s 3, ---) ,
and for j  s 1 , le t 1^. be the ideal of R which has S in the 
j^*1 co-ordinate and zero elsewhere - e.g. I 2 = (0, S, 0, 0, . . . )  .
Consider the a-sequence ( ( B ^ ) ^  where ( B ^  = I k+t+1 , so 
that the a-sequence l ° °k s  like
(0,0,S,0,0 . . . )  , (0 ,0 ,0 ,S ,0 ,0 ,...) , (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,S ,0 ,...)  etc.
oo
Clearly each I .  is closed, so that, for a ll l  z 0 , Z (B, )
J  k=l K 1
is a d irect sum of non-zero closed ideals of R .
By corollary 2.22, A(R,a) has in fin ite  le ft  Goldie dimension.
In view of corollary 2.23, attention is now turned to the other 
Goldie crite rion : the ascending chain condition for annih ilator le f t  
ideals. The following example shows that i t  is possible that R has acc 
on le f t  annih ilators, but that A(R,a) does not. The ring R concerned 
was used by Kerr [18] as an example of a ring with acc on annihilators 
but with no bound on the lengths of chains of annihilators.
2.25 Example:
Let K be a fie ld  and let
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y = I i . j  £ in , j  £ i>
be a collection of commuting indeterminates.
Let a : KCYl KEYl be the K-monomorphism such that
The action of a can be represented by the array:
y2i y22
A A A
y 31 y 32 y 33
- ' n  . \  - -
y41 y42 y 43 y44
Now consider the ideal I of KEY] generated by 
{Y3, y 1jy ik | i , j ,k  £ M k f  j> .
C learly, a ( I )  = I .
Also, any element of a(KEY]) is a sum of terms of the form 
k Cn(D  jn(2) 0n(p)
y i2j 2 ' " V p
where k c K and i , j 4 z 2 for l  - 1,.
«<>
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Y = I 1 .J € «  . j  s i>
be a co llection of commuting indeterminates.
Let a : KCY] -*• KLYl be the K-monomorphism such that
: <y u> •
The action of a can be represented by the array:
y21 $22
. N -  N .
y31 y 32 y33
- N -  N k .  N .
y41 y42 y43 y44
Now consider the ideal I of KEY] generated by 
{Y3 , y1 jy ik | i , j , k  e l l  k t  j> •
Clearly, a ( I )  s  I .
Also, any element of a ( KCY] )  is a sum of terms of the form
n (l)  ^ (2 )  -n(p)
i l j l 12j 2 * "  V p
where k e K and i^ .j^  2 2 for A ■ 1,.
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So i f  f  e K[Y] and â ( f )  £ I , then
J (f )   ^ V a „b jc .d _ ^ e mf „  +  ^ „kmm mm mm ' i t
where h^  £ S(K [Y ]) for each m , l  , and none of the
V  V  fm’ V  V  k* is ec’ ua1 t0 1 •
Thus,
.-1
 ^ m 01 ,b “ l^C-1 "l^e - l,f  "I
+ Z a 
l
-1
'V V - V 'V - V
So f  £ I and â '^ ( I )  ç I - whence I is â-stable.
Therefore, â defines, in a natural way, a monomorphism
. KEY] KEY]a : ---- ----
I I
KC Y1 A---- w ill be denoted by R , Y w ill denote the image of Y
I
in R , and y . . w ill denote the image of y . . in R .
I J I J
The relationships thus created between the ( y ^ )  may be summed 
up by saying that, in the above array, the product of any two d istinct 
terms in the same row is zero, as is the product of any three terms in 
the array.
The following argument, due to Kerr [18], shows that the ring R
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has acc on annih ilator ideals. I t  achieves this by ex p lic it ly  
determining the form of a ll the annihilator ideals of R .
F irs t , i t  is  necessary to establish some notation. R can be
given a graded structure by making a ll the elements of Y homogeneous
of degree 1 , and a ll the elements of K homogeneous of degree 0 .
So R = Rq 9 Ri § Rg where R^  consists of a ll the homogeneous
elements of degree i . The set Y forms a basis over K for R^  ,
and the set f y . y^. 0 | e ither i  ^ k , or i = k and k t  i )  forms a n j  k*'
basis over K for R£ .
Let Yn denote the set iy nj | j  s n} , for each n e IN .
The precise form of a l l the annihilator ideals is summarized by 
the following:
Summary:
There are three separate cases to be considered. Let S c R , 
and assume that S f {0 }.
( i )  I f  S ¡f! RjR then *(S ) = 0 ;
( i i )  I f  S c  R R^ and S c R^  then i.(S) = R-jR ;
( i i i )  I f  S c  R^ R but S i  R£ then either t (S ) = Rg
or there exists n e N and a subset T of Yp such that t (S ) = TR + R
Proof:
( i )  Note that (R^R)^ = 0 , and that i f  f  i  R^ R , then f
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has a non-zero constant term and is therefore regular. Thus, i f  
S i  R-jR then * (S ) = 0 .
( i i )  C learly R-jR c t (R 2) c j i (S) . Also, since any element 
lying outside R-jR is regular, t ( S )  = R-jR .
( i i i )  Here, i t  is necessary to find £ (f )  where f  e R-|R but
f  i  R2 . Let g « R be such that fg = 0 , and write f  and g as 
sums of their homogeneous components:
f  = f 0 + f l + f 2 and 9 = 90 + 9i + 92 •
Since f  c R-jR , f Q = 0 and since g is not regular, gQ = 0 .
The second term is zero because y ^ y ^  = 0 for j  / k , and the 
other two terms give:
So fg = ( f 1+f2)(g 1+g2) = . Let f ,  = l  a . . y . . and le t  
i , j  J  J
so that
+ l
i , j »k, t 
i<k
1 j"k i,jrl r k t  '
a1 jb-jj = 0 for a11 ( 1 )
and ai j bkt + aktbi j 0 for a ll i . j . k . t  with i t  k . (2)
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Since f i  R2 , at least one of the ai . (say anm) , must be
non-zero.
From (1), bnm = 0 and from (2 ),
a. .b + a b . . = 0 for a l l  i , j  with i  ^ n . i j  nm nm i j
Thus, b . . = 0 for a ll i , j  with i  ^ n ; in other words, 
* J
9 e R + R9 where T = Y \{y } 3 nm 2 nm n nm
Now, i f  {a > is the set of a ll the non-zero a . . 's  ,
V p i*p-q
then applying the above to each a gives
P P
i j
9 ‘  „ V V n “  * R z ) '  ( j , V „ )R+  R2P=1 p p P=1 p p
= T R^ + where
T, denotes the set n T
p=l p p
Thus, i f  S = R^ R but S t  R2 , then
4(S) = n 4 (f) = n (T-R + R9) = ( n T,)R + R, , 
feS feS T C f«S ' c
where n T, c Y for some n e W  - i f  n T, = <j> then 4(S) = R~ 
feS f  n feS T c
This completes the proof of the assertions appearing in the above
summary.
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I t  is now easy to see that R has acc on annihilators. Let
J  be a non-trivial annihilator ideal other than R R^ . By the above
results, J  = TR + R0 where T c Y for some n e IN . But T is  a 2 n
f in ite  set, so J  can only contain a f in ite  number of d istinct 
annihilator ideals. This shows that R has descending chain condition 
on annihilator ideals, and since R is commutative, R also has acc 
on annihilator ideals.
Now consider the ring A(R,a) . The process of forming A(R,a) 
may be thought of as extending the previous array as follows:
-2 2 -1x y 2 1 x x yn x
-2 2s* -1 Xx y 3i x x y 2 1 x y 3 1
-2 2s» -1 \  \  ,
x  y 4i x  x  y 3i x  y 3 i  y22
N * . i  X  X  N
x y41X y31 y 32 y 33
' S S y 4l'S s ^y42Ss‘y43SS4y44
Consider, for m 2 0 
Then, ( x ' X l . l ^ ) 2 * 0
an element of the form x"mym+1 . 
but for n 2 0  with n t  m
,m+n
" x' (m+n,“ m(yn+l . l ) an(ym+l , l ) x'
- x‘(m+n)v v xm+n•^ n+m+l ,1+nr n+m+1,1+n
= 0 . (3)
INotice that the elements appearing here are precisely those 
occupying the same row as y ^  in the array.
Now le t  Bn = {x mym+i -|Xm | m 2 n} , fo r each n 2 0 . Since . f l
B 2 B for a ll n s 0 , certa in ly t(B  ) £ ¿(B , , )  . But from n n+1 J  v n' ' n+1'
W '  x_nyn+l ,1x" e *(Bn+l> but x‘ " V l , /  i  *<Bn> ■
Thus, (* (Bn) ) n>o 1S an i nfir>ite ascending sequence of annihilators
of A(R,o) .
§4. The Nilpotent Radical.
The aim of this section is to determine in complete generality the 
a-sequence of the nilpotent radical N of A(R,a) , and to use this 
information to establish weak conditions on R which ensure that N 
is  nilpotent.
In view of the fact that N is the sum of a ll the nilpotent le ft  
ideals of A(R,a) , the approach used is f i r s t  to determine the 
a-sequences which correspond to nilpotent le f t  ideals of A(R,o) , and 
then to use proposition 2.20 to find the a-sequence which corresponds 
to N . This a-sequence is it s e lf  shown to give rise to a nilpotent 
le f t  ideal of A(R,a) in the case where every n il le f t  ideal of R is 
nilpotent.
2.26 Definition:
An a-sequence r(A) of closed le f t  ideals of R is said to be 
nilpotent i f  there exists n e N with r (A )n = 0 .
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á&'í
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2.27 Lemma:
A le f t  ideal A of A(R,a) is nilpotent i f f  the «-sequence 
r(A ) is  nilpotent.
Proof:
Denote the «-sequence r (A) by (A^)^>q and assume i t  to be 
nilpotent - i.e .  r (A )n = 0 for some n e IN.
Let x Kakx K « A for 1 * k * n .
n ’ k -i n i _ i k iThen n x a,x = x n a (a .)x  where
k=l K k=l K
-i i _ i k i _ ik \i = max(ik | 1 s k s n} . But x '« R(ak)x = x *akx « A , so
a € f ° r  each 1 s k s n . Since A? = 0 ,
n 1-1.
n a K(a. ) = 0 . Thus A = 0 and A is a nilpotent le f t  ideal 
k«l k
of A (R ,a) .
Conversely, assume that A is a nilpotent le f t  ideal of A(R,a) 
and le t  n « N be such that An = 0 .
Let r = a^2  ••• an where x_1akx1 e A for some i 2 0 , and 
each 1 s k s n .
• • n i •
Then x’ ’rx ■ n x" a. x1 c A = 0 , and therefore r = 0 . 
k=l K
Thus (A .)n = 0 and r(A ) is a nilpotent «-sequence.
2.28 Theorem:
Let N denote the nilpotent radical of A(R,a) and le t (N^)^g
denote the a-sequence r(N) .
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Then, for a ll i * 0 , N. = U a n( E (B. ) ) where
1 n*0 keû K n
{ ( ( B f c J i ) i I  e ^  ^  the collection of a ll nilpotent a-sequences
of closed le ft  ideals of R .
Proof:
N = E A^  where {Ak | k e A} is the collection of a ll nilpotent
le f t  ideals of A(R,a) .
By lemma 2.27, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
co llection  of nilpotent le f t  ideals of A(R,a) and the collection of 
nilpotent a-sequences of closed le f t  ideals of R .
By proposition 2.20, then,
By proposition 2.4 then, N. = N. for a ll i , j  2 0 , and* J
N. = U a 'n( E (B . ) ) for each i 2 0 .
1 nsO keA K n
2.29 Example:
Let R , a:R -► R and I be as in example 2.19, so that
where ct:K ♦ K is a non-surjective monomorphism, and I is the ideal
N. = U a’ n( E (B. ). ) for each i 2 0 .
1 n^ O kcA K 1 "
But a(N) and a'^(N) are both sums of nilpotent le f t  ideals of 
A(R,a) , so that a(N) £ N and a_1(N) £ N ; thus N is a-stable.
R = (q £) where K is a fie ld ,
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(q q ) . Then, I is a closed le f t  ideal, a '^ ( I )  = I and I is
the only nilpotent le ft  ideal of R . Thus, the only nilpotent 
o-sequence is ( I . ) ^ g  where I. = I for each i > 0 .
By theorem 2.28, N = A(N. ) . >0 where N. = U a n( I )  = I .
1 1 1 n>0
Thus, N = U x ' V  = G( I ) .
i*0
2.30 Theorem:
I f  R is a ring such that each nil le f t  ideal of R is nilpotent, 
then N(A(R,a)) is nilpotent.
Proof:
Denoting N(A(R,a)) by N , theorem 2.28 gives
N. = U a "n( Z (B. ) ) where 
1 n*0 keA K n
{ (Bk) i | k e A} is the collection of nilpotent a-sequences of 
closed le f t  ideals of R .
Since each (B. ) is  a nilpotent le f t  ideal, E (B. ) is a nil 
k n kcA K n
le f t  ideal, for each n £ 0 .
Now le t r e a"n( E (B. ) ) . Then an( r ) m = 0 fo r some m e IN , 
keA K n
i.e .  an(rm) = 0 , and rm = 0 since a11 is  a monomorphism. Thus
U o‘ n( E (B. ) ) is a nil le f t  ideal of R , therefore i t  is nilpotent. 
tuO keA k n
Thus, (N ^ - q is a nilpotent a-sequence, so by lenma 2.27, N is 
nilpotent.
4
i
f
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2.31 Corollary:
Let R be a ring which sa tis fies  any of the following:
( i )  R is a le f t  Goldie ring ;
( i i )  R has acc and dec on annihilator le f t  ideals ;
( i i i )  R has Krull dimension.
Then N(A(R,a)) is n ilpotent.
Proof:
( i )  By Lanski's theorem (C3D, theorem 1.35), nil subrings of a 
le f t  Goldie ring are nilpotent, so the result follows by theorem 2.30.
( i i )  By the theorem of Herstein and Small ( [3 ],  theorem 1.34), nil 
subrings of a ring with acc and dec on le f t  annihilators are ni 1 - 
potent, and theorem 2.30 fin ishes the proof.
( i i i )  By theorem 5.1 of [10], n il subrings of a ring with Krull 
dimension are nilpotent, so theorem 2.30 yields the result.
Remark:
Note that conditions ( i i )  and ( i i i )  do not themselves persist on 
passage from R to A(R,a) . Example 2.25 shows that i t  is possible for 
R to have acc and dec on le f t  annihilators, and for this condition 
to fa il in A(R,o) , while example 3.15, which o rig ina lly  appeared in 
[16], shows that Krull dimension can also be lost.
I t  is not known whether R being a le f t  Goldie ring ensures that
A(R,a) is le f t  Goldie.
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§5. Nil Subrings.
In the previous section, i t  was shown that certain weak chain 
conditions on R are suffic ien t to make the nil potent radical N of 
A(R,a) n il potent. The object here is to use a sim ilar approach 
to obtain conditions on R which would ensure that nil subrings of 
A(R,a) are nilpotent. For instance, i t  turns out that this is  the 
case i f  R is  a le f t  Goldie ring.
To establish the main resu lt, i t  is f i r s t  necessary to find a way 
of identifying , in R , the subrings of A(R,a) , and then to be able 
to determine which ones are n il and which ones are nilpotent. 1Recall that i f  S is a nilpotent subring of R , then the index | |
of nilpotence of S is the smallest integer k for which S = 0 .
2.33 Lemma:
There is an order-preserving b ijection , with an order-preserving 
inverse, from the p a rtia lly  ordered set of subrings of A(R,a) to the 
p a r tia lly  ordered set of a-sequences of subrings of R .
Proof:
F irs t  note that the collection S of subrings of A(R,a) is 
p a rtia lly  ordered by inclusion, and the collection A of a-sequences 
of subrings of R is p a rtia lly  ordered by the relation s , given by
(Ai>U0  ^ <Bi>1*0 i f f  Ai £ Bi for each 1 * 0 •
Let S e S and for each i 2 0 , put S. = {r  s R | x V x 1 e S) .
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Then (S^).^q is an a-sequence of subrings of R . Indeed, r « 
by definition means x Y x ’ e S , and x Y x ’ = x ’^ +^ Y (r )x ’ +^  , so 
that r e i f f  a (r )  £ . So (S^)^>q is an a-sequence. Now
le t r,s  e . Then, x 'Y x 1 , x ’ sx1 e S , therefore x ’ (r-s)x1
and x’ Y sx 1 £ S , since S is a subring of A(R,a) . Thus r-s £ 
and rs £ , whence is a subring of R for each i * 0 , and
(Si )i>Q £ A . I f  this a-sequence is denoted by r (S ) then c learly  
r:S A is order-preserving.
Now le t ( S . ) . if, £ A and le t  S denote the set U x 'Y .x 1 .
1 12U i*0 1
Then S is a subring of A(R,a) . Indeed, i f  x Y x 1 , x J sxJ £ S , 
then
x Y x 1 - x Y x J = x <1+J>(«J (r )- « 1(s ))x 1+J
and (x‘ Y x i )(x Y x Y  = x” ^ +JY ^ r j a 1 (s)x1+^  .
Since r £ Si and ( S . ) . 2Q is an a-sequence, aJ (r )  £ Si+  ^ . 
S im ilarly , a’ (s ) e S^+j  , and since Si+j  is a subring of R , 
a Y r J- a Y s ) and aJ ( r )a ’ (s ) both l ie  in . Thus, S is a sub­
ring of A(R,a) . I f  S is denoted by A ((S^ )1i0) then i t  is clear 
that A:A S  is also order-preserving.
To show that the two maps r and A are mutually inverse, le t  
( S ^ ^ q be an a-sequence of subrings of R , and le t  S be a subring 
of A(R,a) .
Denote the a-sequence r(A (S^ )^g ) by (T ^ J^ q and le t r £ T.. 
for some i i  0 . Then, x "Y x ’ € ¿ ( S ^ L ^  l.e .  x Y x ’ = x Yx^ for
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some j  2 0 and some s « Sj . Therefore, x ( 1+j ) a^ (r)x1+^  =
= x ' ( i+ j)a1(s)x i+j , whence a^(r) = a ^ s ) e S .+j , so that r e , 
and T.. £ S.. . The reverse inclusion follows d irectly  from the 
defin ition of r and A ; consequently TqA = id^ .
The fact that, fo r any subring S of A(R,a) , S £ A (r (S )) also 
follows straight from the definition. On the other hand, i f  
x ' V x 1 e A (r (S )) then x V x 1 = x J sxJ for some j  2 0 and s e 
(where r (S ) = (S ^ ^ ) , so x ' V x 1 e S  , and AQr = id5 .
2.34 Lemma:
Let S be a subring of A(R,a) and denote r (S ) by (S . )^ g  .
Then
( i )  S is n il i f f  is n il for each i > 0 ;
( i i )  S is nilpotent i f f  there exists k > 0 such that
k
S.j = 0 fo r each i i  0 .
Proof:
( i )  I f  S is n il and r e for some i 2 0 , then x ' V x 1 e S 
and there exists n 2 0 such that (x V x 1 )11 = 0 . But this means
r n = 0 , so that S. is  n il.  S im ila rly , i f  each is nil and 
x ' V x 1 e S , then r e S. and is therefore nilpotent. Clearly x V x 1 
is  also nilpotent, and S is n i l.
( i i )  The proof of lemma 2.27, applied to subrings rather than le f t
ideals, works here.
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2.35 Theorem:
Let R be a ring which satis fies :
( i )  Each n il subring of R is nilpotent;
( i i )  The set of indices of nilpotence of subrings of R is bounded. 
Then nil subrings of A(R,a) are nilpotent.
Proof:
Let S be a nil subring of A(R,a) . By lemma 2.34, (S . . ) .^
( = T (S )) is an a-sequence of nil subrings of R , and by condition
k
( i i )  of the theorem, there exists k e IN with = 0 for a ll i  ^ 0 .
By lemma 2.34, S is a nilpotent subring of A(R,a) .
2.36 Corollary:
I f  R is a le f t  Goldie ring, then nil subrings of A(R,a) are 
nilpotent.
Proof:
By theorem 4.4 of [20], n il subrings of le ft  Goldie rings are 
nilpotent, of index not greater than k(dim R + 1) where dim R is 
the le f t  Goldie dimension of R and k is the index of nilpotence of 
the le f t  singular ideal Z(R) of R . Theorem 2.35 therefore gives 
the result.
A
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CHAPTER 3 
LEFT JORDAN RINGS.
The study of the ring A (R ,a) is greatly aided i f  i t  is assumed 
to be le f t  Noetherian - in other words, i f  R is assumed to be le f t  
Jordan. In this chapter, several aspects of A(R,a) are studied 
under that assumption.
The aim of the f ir s t  section is to study the le f t  Jordan condition 
it s e lf ;  in particular to show that i t  is stable under the formation of 
matrix rings, polynomial rings and localizations when the new rings are 
equipped with appropriate in jec tive  endomorphisms. The f i r s t  result of 
the section, easily deduced from 1.37, states that any le f t  Artinian 
ring, with any monomorphism, is  le f t  Jordan, so i t  can be seen that the 
class of le f t  Jordan rings is wide enough to warrant further study.
Localization is then examined in more deta il, and in particular 
i t  is shown that i f  R is a commutative local ring, then so is A(R,a) . 
Also, in the case where a can be extended to a monomorphism ap on 
the localization Rp , where P is a le f t  localizable prime ideal, 
certain conditions are found under which A(Rp,ap) may be viewed as 
the localization of A(R,a) at a prime ideal.
Section 3 moves on to study Krull dimension, and relates the Krull 
dimension of A(R,a) to the set of closed le f t  ideals of R . There 
follows a s light diversion, where the le f t  Jordan condition is tempor­
a r ily  dropped in order to answer a question asked by Jordan in [161:
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i f  R is  Noetherian of Krull dimension 1, does A(R,a) necessarily 
have Krull dimension? The answer is in the negative, and is provided 
by example 3.16.
In section four, the a-sequence of the Jacobson radical of A(R,a) 
is determined in terms of maximal closed le f t  ideals of R , and in 
section f iv e , maximal le f t  ideals of le f t  Artinian rings are shown to 
be closed.
{■
F in a lly , these results are combined in order to generalize a 
result of Jategaonkar, which states that i f  R is le f t  Artinian, then 
a \ j ( R ) )  = J(R ) , for any monomorphism <*:R -*• R .
4
I■
§1. The Left Jordan Condition.
3.1 Proposi tion:
I f  R is a le f t  Artinian ring and a:R R is a monomorphism, 
then (R ,a ) is le f t  Jordan.
Proof:
Since R is le f t  A rtin ian, A(R,a) is le f t  A rtin ian, by theorem 
1.37. By Hopkins' theorem (C6], theorem 2.10), A(R,o) is le f t  
Noetherian, i.e .  (R,a) is  le f t  Jordan.
Notation:
Given a ring R and a monomorphism o:R -*• R , denote by a the 
monomorphism on Mp(R) (the fu ll nxn matrix ring over R) obtained 
by le ttin g  M e Mn(R) have (i. j )- e n try  r^j , and defining a(M) to 
be the matrix whose (i. j )- e n try  is •
i
3.2 Theorem:
If  (R ,a ) is le f t  Jordan, then so is (Mn(R ),a ) , fo r any 
n e IN .
Proof:
The f i r s t  step is to show that Mn(A(R,o)) is isomorphic to 
A(Mn(R ),a ) .
Let B « Mn(A(R ,a)) . Then there exists i * 0 and a matrix
B' e M (R) such that n
B = B' X (where Mn(A(R ,a))
’'x "1_ ‘ v _
is  regarded as a subring of Mn(RCx,x \ o ] ) ) .  A matrix B‘ which 
satis fies  this condition w ill be called a B-matrix of order i . 
C learly, there is at most one B-matrix of order i , for given 
i 2 0 and B e Mn(A(R ,a)) .
To show that a B-matrix of order i exists for some i * 0 , 
write the (j.k )-entry of B as B jk = x JK5jkx ' where i^k * 0 
and a., e R for j ,k  = l , . . . , n  . I f  i = max{i.. | j ,k  = l , . . , n )  
then B jk = x_ io ^k( aj k)x1 and
-i i
B = x x ;1 B* X1 where
■ -i • iX X
BV  = a ^k(a.,.) . So B' is the B-matrix of order i . 
JK  JK
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Now attempt to define a map i|i:Mn(A (R ,a )) A(M (R ),a ) by
= x 1Bi x1 where i > 0 is such that the B-matrix of order i 
ex ists; B^  is the B-matrix of order i .
To show that *l> is a well defined map, le t B^  and B^  be 
B-matrices of orders i and j  respectively, so that
x' 1 .  
x' 1 Bi X1 .  X1 II X ' J B.J *cJ X ‘ C_I. ____________________
__1
X- 1 ‘ x 1 X 1 Cj. *xJ*■— — r i_
Writing the (M )- e n try  of Bi as bkA , and the (M )- e n try  
0f Bj  as ckJl gives
x‘ \ /  = x' J ck,xJ
and so x' (l+ j)aj (bw )x1+j = x' (i+ j)ai (c kA)xi+j fo r a ll
k,£ = l , . . , n  . Thus, aJ (bkA) = a1(ckA) , therefore aJ (B^) = a i (BJ.) .
Now, x ' Y x 1 = x-(i+% J ( B . ) x i+j  = x_ (i+ j)a1(B .)x 1+J  = x’ j B.xj  ,
J  J
so that \p is  well-defined.
To see that ti» is  a ring isomorphism, le t B,C e Mn(A (R ,a )) ,
and denote their (k ,^-entries  by BkA and CH  respectively. So
Bki. = x k bk ix k<l and Ckt = x ki<:kJix k* where bkJi,ckt e R and
1ki • j k* are integers for M  = l , . . . n  . Let i = max{ikA, j kJ k , t . l , . . , n}.
-i i 'ife « i
Bk* = x “  (bk*>x (1)
Ck* a x' ia1 •and (2 )
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Hence, ( B+C)k ? 
and ^(B+C) = x ^Dx’ where = a ^ (b ^ )  + a k i (C|(Jl) .
But from (1) and (2),
i|i(B) = x V x 1 where
i- i
a (3)
and * ( 0  = x ' V x 1 where a ( 4 )
Thus, * is additive.
To show that <P preserves the m ultiplicative structure, note 
that (1) and (2) above yield
p=l
for k ,t = 1 , . . ,n .
where B^  is the B-matrix of order i . By definition of B^  ,
Bi = 0 implies B = 0 . Thus \p is in jective. I t  is c lea r that * 
is surjective, so Mn(A(R ,a)) = A(Mn(R),a) .
Now, i f  (R ,a) is le f t  Jordan, then A(R,a) is le f t  Noetherian, 
and therefore so is Mn(A(R,a)) . By the isomorphism above, this means 
A(Mn(R ),a ) is le f t  Noetherian, so (Mn(R ),a ) is le f t  Jordan.
But from (3) and (4) above, ip(B)ip(C) = x '1D'D"x1 and since
D'D" = D , ip is a ring homomorphism.
Now assume ip( B ) = 0 for B e Mn(A(R ,a)) . Then, x 1B^x1 = 0 ,
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Notation:
%Given a ring R and a monomorphism a:R •+■ R , a w ill denote 
the monomorphism obtained on RCy] , the ring of polynomials in one 
indeterminate over R , by defining
2( 2 y " ) = * a ( f n)yn •n=0 n n=0 n
3.3 Theorem:
I f  (R,a) is le f t  Jordan, then so is (R [y ],a ) .
Proof:
The f i r s t  step is to show that A (R [y],a ) = A(R,a)Cy],
n - ik i k kLet f  e A (R ,a )[y ] . Then f  = E x r.x  y where each r , e  R ;
k=0 K K
n _• i- i. . .
or f  = I  x" a K( r . ) x y  where i = max{i. | k = 0 ,. . ,n }  .
k=0 K K
Now, regarding A (R ,a )[y] as a subring of R[x,x \ o ] [ y ]  , f  
may be written as
n -1 1-’ k k i f  = e x 1« V j y  x1 . 
k=0 K
Thus, f  can be written in the form x 'V 'x 1 where i a 0 and 
f '  e R[y] . C learly, for given i and f  , f '  is unique - i t  w ill 
be referred to as the f-polynomial of order i .
Now, attempt to define a map 4i:A (R ,a )[y ] -*• A (R [y],a) by putting 
ij/(f) ■ x’ V 'x 1 where i is such that the f-polynomial of order i 
ex ists, and f '  is the f-polynomial of order i .
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To show that * is well-defined, le t f .  and f . be the f-* J
polynomials of order i and j  respectively, and write
n k m kf, = I  a .yK , f • » Z b .yK
1 k=0 k J k=0
n -i i k m -i i k Then f  = Z (x V x ^ y *  = z (x J b.xJ )y .
k=0 K k=0 K
Comparing coeffic ients gives n = m and x ^ x 1 = x J bkxJ for 
each k = 0 n . Therefore, x~(i+^ U ( a k)xi+J = x ( i+ JV ( b k)xi+  ^
or aJ (ak) = a1(bk) .
Bu t  t h i s  means t h a t  a J ( f ^ )  = a 1( f j ) , so  t h a t  
x’ W  a x- ( i + J ) 3i J ( f . ) x1+j = x-( i+ j )2:1 (f  .)xi+ j  = x ' j f . x j  , a n d *1 1 J J
i s  w e l l - d e f i n e d .
with
To show that * is a ring homomorphism, le t
n H  k n ' j k J kf  = I  (x ka. x k)y and g = E (x b. x
k=0 k k=0
f.9
) y
6 A(R,a ) [ y ] , 
Let
i = max{ikJ k | k = 0 ,..  ,n} .
O  ^k ” j(. Jl. k
Then, f+g = l  (x Ka. x K + x \ x  )y
k=0 k
" -i i _ i lr i k
= E X 1 (a  k(a. ) + a k(b , ) )x y
k=0 k
so *(f+g) = x 'V .x ’ where f i
n i- it 1-jk k
£ (a k(ak) + a  k(bk))y  . 
k=0 K
But since f
n -i i _ i k i kï  x a k(a .)x  y and g
k=0 *
n -i i kï x  a k(b ,)x y  ,
k=0
*(f) + *(g) » *(f+g) . (1)
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Now, to look at the m ultip licative property of <p , fg can be
2n -i i -j j  .
written as fg = Z l  z (x pa x p)(x  V x  q) ]y K 
k=0 p+q=k p q
2n . i- i i- j . .
= Z x-1[ Z a P(a )a q( b J l x V
k=0 p+q=k p q
so that <|/(fg) = x V  where h is the polynomial given by
2n i- i i- j .
h = E E a p(a )a q(b )yK . 
k=0 p+q=k P q
From (1) i t  can be seen that 41( f )  = x 'V^x 1 where
n i _ i k k -i i n i _ j k kf . = Z a (a. )y ; and that 4*(g) = x g.x where g. = l a  K(b. )y
1 k=0 K 1 1  k=0 K
Since f^g  ^ = h , i t  is evident that 4>(fg) = 4'(f)4<(g) , so 
that 4< is a ring homomorphism. I t  is  clear that 4» is b ijective .
Thus, A (R [y],a ) ■ A (R ,a )[y ] .
Now, i f  (R,a) is le f t  Jordan, then A(R,a) is le f t  Noetherian 
and by the H ilbert basis theorem ([22], V o i.I ,  theorem 1, p.202) so 
is A (R ,a )[y] . By the above isomorphism, this means that A (R [y],a) 
is le f t  Noetherian, i .e .  (R [y ],a ) is le f t  Jordan.
Next, the behaviour of the le f t  Jordan condition is examined when 
R is localized at an appropriate prime ideal.
To be specific, le t  R be a prime, le f t  Noetherian ring and le t 
P be a le f t  localizable prime ideal of R which satis fies  a(C (P)) c C(P)
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Then, as in theorem 1.3, the set
I = ( r  £ R | cr = 0 for some c e C (P))
is an ideal of R , and since R is  prime, I is essential as a 
le f t  ideal i f  i t  is non-zero. In that case, by Goldie's theorem, 
I contains a regular element, which is c learly  impossible.
Thus I = 0 and a may be extended to a monomorphism ap on 
the localization Rp by defining ap(c_1r) = a (c )_1a (r )  where r e R ,
c e C (P) .
3.4 Theorem:
Let R be a prime, le f t  Noetherian ring with a l e f t  localizable 
prime ideal P which satis fies  a (C (P )) c C(P) .
Then, i f  (R,a) is le f t  Jordan, so is (Rp,ap) •
Proof:
Let S denote the set U x V (P )x ’ £ A(R,a) . Since a (C (P )) c C (P),
i^O
and since, as in theorem 1.3, C (P) consists of regular elements of R , 
proposition 1.25 shows that S consists of regular elements of A(R,a) .
The fac t that a (C (P )) c C(P) also ensures that S is  a m u ltip licatively 
closed set.
Let x 1rx1 e A(R,a) and x J cxJ e S .
Since C(P) is  a le f t  Ore subset of R , and since a(C (P )) c C(P) , 
there exist non-zero elements r  ^ e R , c^  e C(P) such that 
r^a1(c ) = cia j (r )  .
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But this means that x'^i+^ r^ a ’ (c)x^+J = x "^ +^ c ,a^ (r )x 1+J , 
and therefore (x ^ +^ V jx ’ +^ ')x = (x’ ^ +^ c ,x 1+'^)x"Vx1 .
Since x ( i+j ) CiX i+j  e S , A(R,a) has the le ft  Ore condition 
with respect to S , and i t  is therefore possible to form the le f t  
localization S ^A(R,a) .
Now consider the ring A(Rp>ap) . Since R is a subring of Rp
and a = a A(R,o) is a subring of A(Rp,ap)
I f  x 'ex ’ « S , then c  ^ « Rp and (x ’ c ^ ) ( x  ^cx1) =
(x ’ cx^)(x ’ c x )  = 1 , so that each element of S is a unit of
A(Rp,ap) •
Furthermore, any element of A(R ,a ) has the form x_1c” rx’
P. P .
where c e C(P) and r e R . But x c^ V x 1 = (x ’ ex’ ) x^ V x 1 .
Thus, A(Rp,oip) may be identified  with the localization S~^A(R,a) .
Now, i f  A(R,a) is le f t  Noetherian, then so is S"^A(R,a) and 
therefore so is A(Rp,<Xp) . Hence, (^p»ap) '*s le f t  Jordan.
3.5 Remark:
The same method as that used in  the proof of theorem 3.4 can be 
used in the more general case where R is any ring with an a-invariant, 
m u ltip licative ly  closed subset T of regular elements, which satis fies
the le f t  Ore condition. In this case, a again defines a monomorphism 
a jiR j -*■ Ry , and i f  (R,a) is l e f t  Jordan, then so is (Ry,ay) .
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§2. Localization.
In view of theorem 3.4, the question arises as to whether, given 
an appropriate localizable prime ideal P , is  a local ring,
and i f  i t  is ,  how i t  is related to A(R,a) .
The f i r s t  result of this section shows that i f  R is a commutative
local ring, then A(R,a) is always local, and then the problem of
relating A(Rp,oip) to A(R,a) is solved in the case where R is a
commutative domain: in fact, A(R ,a ) can be viewed as a localizationP P
of A(R,a) a t a particular prime ideal. For the definitions and basic 
properties of commutative localization, re fer to chapter 3 of C13.
F in a lly , an analogue of these results is  proved when R is a prime, 
le f t  Noetherian, le f t  Jordan ring.
3.6 Proposi tion :
Let R be a commutative local ring, a:R •+• R a monomorphism.
Then A(R,a) is also a local ring.
Proof:
1k
Let x r kx e A(R,a) for k = l , . . , n  and assume that 
n _ ik 1kE x r. x is  a unit of A(R,a) . 
k*l K
-i n 1_ik iThus, i f  i ■ maxii. | k = l , . . , n )  then x ( E a (r. ))x  
k k=l *
is a unit of A(R,a) and by proposition 1.27, there exists m 2 0 
n i- i. n m+i-i.
with am( E a K(r. ) )  * E a K(r. ) a unit of R . I f  none of the 
k-1 K k=l K
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UH-i-i, m+i-i.
a K(r. ) a unit of R , then a ^r^JR - M where M is
n rm-i-i.
the unique maximal ideal of R , which implies that ( Z a K(r. ))R=  M
k=l K
Clearly this is impossible, so there exists kg £ { l , . . , n }  such that
m+i-i.
a ( r  ) is  a un it of R .
K0
By proposition 1.27, this means that is a unit of
A(R,o) .
Now, le t M-j and M2 be two d is tinct maximal ideals of A(R,a) , 
and le t  m-j e but m-| i  .
Then m1 A(R,a) + M2 = A(R,a) , so there exists m2 £ M2 , 
a £ A(R ,a) such that m^ a + m2 = 1 . Since n^a £ , the above
argument shows that m2 must be a unit, whence M2 = A(R,a) and 
A(R,a) is lo ca l.
Notation:
I f  P is a prime ideal of a ring R , then T(P) w ill denote 
the set { r  £ R | a^ (r) c P for a ll k 2 0} .
I f  S £ R , then S' w ill denote the set-theoretic complement 
of S .
3.7 Theorem:
Let R be a commutative domain, and le t P be a prime ideal of 
R satisfying a (P ')  £ P' . Then
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( i )  T(P) is an a-invariant prime ideal of R ;
( i i )  G (T(P)) is a prime ideal of A (R ,a) ;
( i i i )  A(Rp,ap) = A(R,o)G (T(P)) •
Proof:
( i )  I t  is clear that T(P) is an a-invariant ideal of R .
To show that i t  is prime, le t a,b £ R with ab e T(P) , and assume
since a (P ')  £ p' , this means an(a) i  P for a ll n 2 k .
But an(a)an(b) = an(ab) £ P , whence an(b) £ P for a ll n 2 k 
Since a (P ')  = P' , an(b) e P for a ll 0 s n s k , so b £ T(P) and 
T(P) is prime.
( i i )  Let S denote the m u ltip iica tive ly  closed subset
U x V 'x 1 of A(R,a) . 
i^O
Then x’ V x ’ £ S i f f  there exists k 2 0 such that ak(r )  i  P . 
Indeed, assume that x V x 1 « S for some i 2 0 , r  s R . Then, for 
some j  2 0 ,
u
that a l  T(P) . Then, there exists k 2 0 with a (a) / P , and
where s e P' ,
i.e . x *(i+ J^ ( r ) x i+J = x_t1+J,« i (s)x i+j , so that a^ (r) = a’ (s ) . 
Since a (P ')  £ P' , aj (r )  i  P .
U
On the other hand, i f  a (r )  £ P' then, for any i 2 0 ,
x- ( i+k)ak( r ) xi+k £ S , i.e .  x 'V x 1 £ S .
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Thus, S' = {x V x 1 | i  ^ 0 ; a^ (r) « P for a ll k s 0}
- G(T(P)) .
Since S = G (T (P ))‘ is  m ultip licative ly closed, G(T(P)) is a 
prime ideal.
( i i i )  Since S is a m u ltip licative ly closed set, i t  is possible 
to form the localization S ^A(R,a) = A(R,a)G^ p^  *
Now, regarding A(R,ct) as a subring of A(Rp,Op) , i t  is  evident 
that each element x ’ cx’ of S (c e P 1) has an inverse, x ’ c ^x1 , 
in A(Rp,<*p) , and furthermore, any element x ’ c V x 1 of A (Rp»ap)
(r  £ R , c e P1) can be written in the form (x ’ ex’ ) (x V x ’ )
By theorem 1.1, A(Rp,ap) = A(R.a )6(T( P) ) .
3.8 Example:
Let R = KCy] where K is a f ie ld  and y is an indeterminate,
2
and le t a be the K-endomorphism of R such that a (y ) = y .
Let P be the prime ideal generated by y . C learly a (P ')  £ P1 , 
and in this case a(P ) £ P so that T(P) = P . By proposition 3.6, 
A(K[y]p,ap) is a local ring and by theorem 3.7, i t  is isomorphic to
A (K [y ],a )G(p) .
In the case where R and A(R,a) are not necessarily conmutative, 
the following result provides an analogue of theorem 3.7.
3.9 Theorem:
Let R be a prime, le f t  Noetherian, le f t  Jordan ring with an
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a-stable, le f t  localizable prime ideal P .
Then (1) a(C(p)) c C(P) ;
( i i )  G(P) is a le f t  localizable prime ideal of A(R,a)
( i i i )  A(Rp,ap) 5 A (R ,a )G(p) .
Proof:
( i )  Since P is an a-stable ideal, a may be used to define
a monomorphism a : R/P -*• R/P , by putting a(r+P) = a ( r )  + P . Now, 
i f  r  e C(P) , then r+P is regular in R/P . But R/P has a simple 
Artinian le ft  quotient ring, so by proposition 2.4 of C13], 
a(r+P) = a(r)+P is also regular in R/P . Thus a (r ) e C(P) .
( i i )  To see that G(P) is a prime ideal, consider the a-sequence 
r(G(P)) , and denote i t  by ( I . J ^ g  . Since G(P) is an a-stable 
ideal, I.. = I .  for a ll i , j  2 0 , by proposition 2.4.
Thus, for each i 2 0 , 1^  = I q = G(P) n R , but by theorem 2.2,
G(P) n R = U a n(P) , and since P is a-stable, I .  ■ P for a ll 
n*0 1
i s 0 .
Now le t (A^) >^0 an<* (® i) iaO *3e two a_se(luences closed le f t  
ideals of R such that A^B. c I .  for each i > 0 . That is ,
A^ B^  = P and since P is a prime ideal, e ither A^  c P or B^  c P 
for a l l  i 2 0 .
Since R is le f t  Jordan, there exists m > 0 such that, for a ll 
1 • Pl<Ai)  = Ai +l and pj(B^) = Bi+  ^ . Assume, without loss of
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generality, that Am £_p . Then, for a ll n = 0 ,1 , . . ,m , 
a " (m”n)(A ) c a-(m-n)/p) = p so that A. £ P for i = 0 ,1 , . . ,m .
A1so* Am+k = pk(Am)
= U a"n (Ran+k(A )) 
n^ O
c u  a 'n(Ran+k(P)) 
n^ O
c p fo r a ll k * 0 , since P is a-stable.
Therefore, (A .) i2Q 5 r(G(P)) and r(G(P)) is  a prime a-sequence 
By theorem 2.11, G(P) is a prime ideal of A(R,a) .
To show that G(P) is le f t  localizable, le t  S be the subset
U x_1C(P)x’ of A(R,a) , and le t x ncx1 e S , where c e C(P) . 
i^O
I f  x” J rx  ^ e A(R,a) is  such that (x"^rx^)(x ’ cx1) e G(P) , then
x‘ (i+ j)a V ) a J (c )x 1+j £ G(P)
and by theorem 2.2, < J(r)a^ (c ) e KqG(P) = P .
But a (C (P )) C C(P) , SO J ( c )  e C(P) , whence a1(r )  € P .
Thus x-<1+J > . V ) x 1+J e G(p) • or x"^rx  ^ 6 G(P) •
So, S £ *C(G(P)) , and a sim ilar argument on the right gives 
S £ C*(G(P)) , so that S £ C(G(P)) .
On the other hand, le t  x^cx1 e C(G(P)) and assume that rc e P
for some r e R .
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Then, (x V x 1) ^  ^ x 1) e G(P) for any i £ 0 ,
i.e .  x V x 1 e G(P) and therefore
r e KqG(P) = P , again by theorem 2.2.
Thus, C(G(P)) c U x 1 'C iP Jx 1 , and a sim ilar right-handed
i>0
argument gives C(G(P)) c U x ^ ' ( P J x 1 , whence S = C(G( P)) .
iaO
The proof of theorem 3.4 shows that A(R,a) has the le f t  Ore 
condition with respect to S , so G(P) is le f t  localizable.
( i i i )  The proof of theorem 3.4 also shows that S is a multi­
pi ic a tiv e ly  closed set of regular elements of A(R,a) , so i t  is 
possible to form the le f t  localization S ^A(R,a) , which has been 
shown in ( i i )  above to be the same as A (R ,a )^ pj .
But as in the proof of theorem 3.4, S"^A(R,a) may be identified
with A(Rp,ap) . so that A(Rp,ap) - A(R, a )G(P) *
Remark:
The isomorphism given in theorem 3.9 ( i i i )  above shows that 
A(Rp,ap) is  a local ring, since G(P) is prime and le f t  localizable.
3.10 Example:
Let K be a f ie ld , o:K -*■ K a monomorphism which is not surjective, 
and define o ,:K [y] K[y] by
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Mg ( KCy 3 ) and define a: R -*■ R by
~ ( y ) g ( y ) ^ ( f ( y ) ) ^ ( g f y ) )
h ( y ) k ( y ) a - , ( h ( y ) ) a1(k (y ))
Since A(K,a) is a f ie ld  (by proposition 1.27), (K,a) is le f t  
Jordan, and by theorem 3.3, so is (K [y],a^ ) . By theorem 3.2, R is  
le f t  Jordan too. R is also prime and le f t  Noetherian.
Let <y> denote the ideal of K[y] generated by y , and le t
< y >  < y > \
P = l . Then P is a prime ideal of R , a(P) s  P , and
<y > <y >J
since o is a monomorphism, a \ p ) £ P , so that P is a-stable.
Recall that an ideal I of a ring R is said to have the le f t
AR-property i f  for each le f t  ideal K of R there exists n e IN with 
K n I n £ ik  . The ideal I is said to have the right AR-property i f  
for each right ideal K of R , there exists n e IN with K n I n c KI 
I f  each ideal of R has both the le f t  and right AR-property, then R 
is called an AR-ring.
By corollary 11.8 of [3 ], any coirmutative Noetherian ring (in 
this case, KCy] )  is an AR-ring, and i t  is well-known ( [3 ],  Corollary 
11.6) that a fu ll matrix ring over an AR-ring is again an AR-ring. So
Mg( KCy1) is an AR-ring, and by a theorem due to P.F. Smith ([3 ],
corollary 11.12), which states that any semiprime ideal of a le f t  and
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right Noetherian AR-ring is localizable, P is localizable.
Theorem 3.9 therefore applies, and gives A(Rp,ap) = A(R,a)g^pj .
§3. Krull Dimension.
Even in the case where R is assumed to be le f t  Jordan, Krull 
dimension does not behave well on passage from R to A(R,a) . This 
is illu stra ted  by example 3.14, which shows that i t  is possible for R 
to have Krull dimension i (fo r any non-negative integer i )  , but 
for A(R,a) to be a f ie ld , and therefore to have Krull dimension zero. 
This example f i r s t  appeared in Jordan's paper [16], and the object of 
the f i r s t  part of this section is to explain these examples by relating 
the le f t  Krull dimension of A(R,a) to the set of closed le f t  ideals 
of R , in the case where R is le f t  Jordan.
The second part of the section is rea lly  a diversion, in the sense 
that the le f t  Jordan assumption on R is temporarily discarded. I t  
is devoted to answering the following question, which was posed by 
Jordan in [16].
I f  R has le f t  Krull dimension zero, then i t  is le f t  Artinian, so 
by theorem 1.37, A(R,a) is le f t  Artinian and therefore also has le f t  
Krull dimension zero.
However, example 3.15 shows that i t  is possible to have a 
commutative, Noetherian domain R of Krull dimension 2, with A(R,a) 
not having Krull dimension at a l l .
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The question to be answered, then, is what happens when 
K dim^R = 1 ?
Example 3.16 answers this by giving a commutative, Noetherian 
domain R of Krull dimension 1 , and a monomorphism a:R-*- R , such 
that A(R,a) does not have Krull dimension.
For the definition and basic properties of Krull dimension, refer 
to CIO].
3.11 Proposition:
Let C denote the collection of closed le f t  ideals of R , and 
define a relation on C * IN by ( I ,n )  <v (J,m) i f f  pm( I )  = Pn( J)  •
Then ^ is an equivalence re lation on C xIN .
Proof:
I t  is clear that ^ is  reflex ive and symmetric. To see that i t  
is trans itive , assume that ( I,n )  n. (J,m) and (J,m) ^ (K ,i)  , so 
that
Pm(I) = pn( J )  and pt ( J )  = Pm(K) .
Applying p  ^ to both sides of the f i r s t  equation gives
p , ( I )  = P , . ( J )  . and applying p to the second equation gives  rn+ & n+£ n
b^ * 35-
Thus, p^ I )  3 Pm+n(K) and applying « ’ m gives Pt ( 0  3 p „ ( k) • 
again by 1.35. Thus ( I ,n )  •v (K ,t ) .
3.12 Proposition:
Let S denote the set of equivalence classes C * ]N/<\. , and 
define a relation s on S by
C (I.n )] * C (J,n )] i f  Pm( I )  £ Pn( J )  .
Then s is  a partial order on S .
Proof:
I t  must f i r s t  be shown that s is well-defined. Assume that 
(1-, ,n ,) -v ( I,n ) and (J^ m .) -v (J,m) with pm( I )  c p„( J ) .
Since pn( I-j) = P ( I ) » applying p ^  gives
pn+m,+m^ I l^ " pn-j+m^+m( I )  •
Since p ^ )  = Pm ( J )  . applying pp +n gives
W + i W  3 pm^ +n^ +n( J )  •
Now, (2 ), (3) and (4) y ie ld  P n+fl) 
and applying a* (m+n) to this gives, 
by proposition 1.35, pm ( I , )  ç p„ ( J , ) .Mil I Ni I
n-HDi+n/h^  - pm+n,+n^l^ *
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Thus < is well-defined.
I t  is clear that £ is reflex ive.
To see that < is antisymmetric, assume that [ ( I , n ) ]  < C(0 ,m)U 
and C( J ,m)] £ C (I,n )] . Then pm( I ) s pn( J )  and pn( J )  ç pm( I ) , 
i . e .  p„ ( J )  ■ Pm( I )  and C ( I.n ) ]  = [( J.m )] .
T ransitiv ity  may be proved in the same way as i t  was for n, in 
proposition 3.11.
3.13 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  Jordan ring.
Then K dim./D ,A(R,«) = K dim S , where S is  equipoed with«1 K,a)
the partial order £ .
Proof:
Let C (I,n )] e S and define an «-sequence ( Ij ) j^ Q  of closed 
le f t  ideals as follows:
= < 1
a_(n_j ) ( I ) j  < n
j  = n 
P j .n d )  i  > "
Note that ( I )  is  closed 
closed for j  > n since ( Ij) j> o  ’ s 
by proposition 1.35.
for j  < n , and 
an «-sequence of
P j-nd ) is
le f t  ideals,
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Thus, a stab e^ «-sequence of closed le f t  ideals
with I n = I , so that a ideal of A(R,a) .
Denote the le f t  ideal obtained in th is  manner by <H(I,n)] , so that 
tp is a map from S to L , the la t t ic e  of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) .
i|i is order-preserving, because i f  C (I,n )] s [( J ,m )] then 
Pm( I )  £ Pn( J )  , but * [ ( I , n ) ] Btfn = Pm( I )  , and * [ ( J,m )lm+n = Pp( J )  , 
so that £ <HI(J,m)]m+n, where (^C(J.m)Di ) iat0 denotes r (* [ ( J ,m )] ) .
Now, for 0 s j  < m+n ,
and for a ll j  s 1 ,
s ■« (•’•■)W j  •
By theorem 1.33, then, ip [ ( I ,n ) ]  c ij>[(J,m)] .
Since any a-sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R is stable, 
is surjective.
To see that ip is in jective , le t  I , J  be closed le f t  ideals 
of R such that ipC(I,n)] = ipC( J,m ) ] for some n,m > 0 . Then by
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1.33, <|i[(I,n)]. = 4)[(J,m )].j for a ll i > 0 , and in particu lar,
|1’[ ( I *n) ]m+n = ^ ( J » m) J m+n gives om( I )  = op( J )  , so that 
[ ( I ,n ) ]  = [(J,m )] .
The inverse b ijec tion ,  ^ , is  also order-preserving. Indeed, 
le t  I , J  be le f t  ideals of A(R,a) with I c J  , Since R is le f t  
Jordan, both a-sequences ( I-j) -j>q and ^i^i>0 are sta^^e - Let 
n 2 0 be such that, fo r a ll i a n , P-jCI-j) = I i+  ^ and P-|(J.j) = J^+-] •
Then i|»[(I ,n )] = I and <|>[{J ,n )] = J  .
But by theorem 1.33, I p c J n , hence Pn( I n) £ Pn( J n) * and 
C( In»n)^ * [ ( J n.n )] » so iji"1 is  order-preserving.
Thus, K d im ^  a jA(R,a) = K dim S .
3.14 Example: (Jordan, [16])
Let K be a f ie ld ,  and denote by R the polynomial ring 
K[x-j]i>i i n a countable number of commuting indeterminates.
Denote by R^  the localization of R at the m u ltip licative ly
closed subset xj^ j> i+1 ’  and a i :^i **i the
K-endomorphism such that (x^) = x^+^  for a ll j  2 1 . I f
denotes the quotient f ie ld  of K[xJ. ] j >^ +^  , then R.. may be identified 
with S j[x ^ ... .X j]  , which by proposition 9.2 of [10], has Krull 
dimension i .
But, for each i > 0 , Ri does not have a proper closed ideal. 
So C x IN = {O.R^} x IN , and c lea rly  for any n,m c IN , pm( 0) = pn(0)
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and p (R .) = p (R .) . Thus S consists of only two elements, and n i ' m' i
therefore has Krull dimension zero. By theorem 3.13, K dim A(R.,a^) = 0 
fo r  each i  ^ 0 .
Remark:
Turning away now from the le f t  Jordan setting, the following example 
shows that i t  is possible to have a ring R of Krull dimension 2 , and 
a monomorphism a:R -*■ R such that A(R,a) does not have Krull dimension. 
By proposition 3.1, le f t  Krull dimension zero (that is to say, the ring 
R is le f t  Artin ian) is  preserved on passage from R to A(R,a) , and
example 3.16 f i l l s  in the gap, f i r s t  noted by Jordan in [161, at Krull
dimension 1 by showing that i t  is possible for R to have Krull 
dimension 1 but for A(R,a) not to have Krull dimension.
3.15 Example: (Jordan, [16])
Let K be a f ie ld  and le t  R = K[y] , the polynomial ring over K
in  one indeterminate. Let a:R + R be the K-monomorphism such that
< * ( y )  ■  y 2  •
Now consider the ring A (R ,a )[t] where t  is an indeterminate,
n { n ,
and extend a to RCt] by defining a( z f . t  ) = Z a ( f . ) t  . By
1=1 1 i=l 1
the proof of theorem 3.3, A (R ,a )[t] = A (R [t],a ) , and since by 1.41 
A(R,a) is not Noetherian, by proposition 9.1 of [101, A (R ,a )[t ] 
cannot have Krull dimension.
By proposition 9.2 of [10], K dim RCt] = 2 , but A (R [t],a ) 
does not have Krull dimension.
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3.16 Example:
As in the previous example, le t R = K[y] and le t a:R -* R
2
be the K-monomorphism such that o(y) = y . Note that R is a 
commutative, Noetherian domain of Krull dimension 1. I t  w ill be 
shown that A(R,a) does not have Krull dimension.
Let <yn> denote the ideal of R generated by yn , and le t
n / 2 nn be an even integer. Then clearly  a(<yn/ >) c <y> . On the
other hand, i f  f  e R is such that a ( f )  « <yn> , then
o (f) = yn(lc^y1) where c^  e K and each i is even (since n+i
has to be even). Thus f  = y^^EC.-y1^ 2) e <yn/^ > , and therefore 
-1 , n . n/2 1
°> (<y >) = <y > ■ - ( l )
Now le t  n be an odd integer. Then c learly  
n+1
a(<y  ^ >) £ <yn+1> £ <yn> . But i f  f  e R is such that o (f) c <yn> , 
then a ( f ) = yn( lc . y 1) . Again, each n+i must be even, and since n
■j
is odd, each i must be odd. Thus, a ( f )  = yn+^  ( I c . . y ^ ) , so that
n+1 i -1 n+1 1
~7~ ~7~ ~ T
f  = y ) « <y > .
i
This, combined with (1) above, y ie ld s , for any n elN :
n even<yn/2>
< y
n+1
a ^(<yn>) = *
n odd
( 2 )
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Next, le t  k £ and le t  ly  denote the set
k+1ly  = {(n 0>n1 , . . ,n k) e IN nQ = 1 and for a ll 1 s i < k ,
either n^ =2n^ _^  or n. = 2n._^-l}
where N = (nQ,n1 , . . ,nk) .
. e IN , a map IN by
, and f k<"> = 2f k. 1 (n)-l for
lg and N € Zk , put
ni<y > for 0 s i s k
A «<
-♦> i 7T AC for i a k + 1
By (2 ), ((B n ’ s an a_secluence ideals, and by the
argument prior to definition 1.31, each (BN k)^  is closed. By 
theorem 1.33, i t  therefore defines an ideal of A(R,a) , which w ill 
be denoted by BN k .
The collection {B^ k | k e INg , N e Zk) of ideals of A(R,a) 
w ill be denoted by X .
I t  is now claimed that given BN k , BN k e X with 
Bm . 5 Bm . , there exists an in fin ite  descending chain of ideals
li,K r  Ni »Ki
there exists m > k+k, such
33 shows that
in X between k and k
Indeed, since B ^ k f  BN >k , 
that ( “V m *  ^ . k ^ m  • (Theorem 1 .
(Bn k ) i ~ (Bn k i^ f ° r i i 0 - and i f  no such 01 exi s ts> 
then (B^ k )^  = (B^ k ). for a ll i 2 k+k^  , so that
a" J ( ( B N,k) i ) = a" j ( ( B N1 ,k1 ) i ) for 311 0 s J 5 1 i y ie ld ing
BN,k = BN] ,k1) -
m0 mi
Assume that (BNfk)m = <y > and ( B ^ ^ y  > .
Since m 2 k + k] , (BN>k)m+1 = <y > and ( B ^ ) ^
Define
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Since mg 2 m^ +1 , 2m -^l < 2m^ < 2mg-l so that
(BN,k\n+1 P ^N^k^m+l  ^ ^ .k ^ m + l and because f k is an
increasing function for each k £ IN ,
Hence, BN>k £
The process can be repeated for bn k  ^ BN k * and rePeated 
application yields the required in fin ite  chain of ideals in X between
Now assume that A(R,a) has Krull dimension. Then by lemma 1.1 
of C101, the A(R,ot)-module I/ J has Krull dimension, for any ideals 
I  ^ J  of A(R,a) .
Let I , J  e X be such that I  ^ J  and K dim I/ J = minCK dim A/B
A  ^ B , A,B e X} . A s  shown above, there exists an in fin ite  descending
chain ( I j ) j * o  i deal s in X with J   ^ 1^  jj I for each j  2 0 .
By the definition of Krull dimension (as in C IO ]), there must exist
k 2 0 such that for a ll j  2 k , K d im (Ij/ Ij+i ) < K d'*ni •
This is a contradiction, so A(R,a) cannot have Krull dimension.
54. The Jacobson Radical.
The behaviour of the Jacobson radical on passing from R to A(R,a)
B.N,k and B
is not at a ll straightforward. For instance, examples 3.17 and 3.18
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below show that i t  is possible for either of the rings R or A(R,a) 
to be semiprimitive, but not the other. However, i t  is then shown 
in proposition 3.19 that i f  J(R ) is a-invariant, which is always 
the case when R is le f t  Artinian (by lemma 1.1 of £131), then 
A(R,a) semiprimitive implies that R is semi prim itive.
Attention is  then turned to the Jacobson radical of A(R,a) under 
the assumption that R is le f t  Jordan, with the object of calculating 
its  a-sequence in terms of closed le f t  ideals of R . The method used 
is sim ilar to that employed in the previous chapter to study the nil- 
potent radical of A(R,a) .
F irs t, those a-sequences which give rise to maximal le f t  ideals 
of A(R,a) are determined, and then i t  is possible to find the 
a-sequence of the intersection of a ll the maximal le f t  ideals - i.e .  
the a-sequence of the Jacobson rad ica l. In fac t, i f  (J-j)-j>o denotes 
the a-sequence of J (A (R ,a ))  , then J^ is  given by the intersection 
of a ll the maximal closed le f t  ideals of R .
F ina lly , th is  enables some of the behaviour of semiprim itivity 
on passage from R to A(R,a) to be explained.
3.17 Example: (Jordan, [16])
Let B be the formal power series ring KCCx^]]^ in a countable 
set of commiting indeterminates over a f ie ld  K , and le t  R be the 
commutative polynomial ring B[Xg] .
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Define a:R R to be the K-algebra endomorphism such that 
° ( xi )  = x-j+i for al l  i 2 0 , and le t I be the ideal of R 
generated by {x ..}..«  . Then a \ l )  = I , and a ( I l  c 0 , so 
for a ll a e I , 1 - a(a l is a unit of R (by, for instance, 
theorem 2, p.131 of v o l . I I  of [22 ]).
Now consider the a-sequence where ^  = I for a ll
i 2 0 . I f  x 'V x 1 € A( ( I l ) ia 0 ) , then r « I and
1 - x V x 1 = x ^ +^ (1  - a (r ) )x ’ +^  , so by
proposition 1.37, 1 - x’ V x 1 is a unit of A(R,a) . Thus A ( ( I i )^>Q) 
is a quasi-regular ideal of A(R,a) , so A(R,a) is not semi prim itive.
In general, by theorem 4, p. 12 of [11], for a ring R which has 
no n il ideals, J (R [ t ] )  = 0 . Here, B is a domain, so B[xQ] = R 
is semi prim itive.
3.18 Example:
Let S be the polynomial ring KCx- e ^  in an in fin ite  number 
of commuting indeterminates over a fie ld  K , and le t  a : S -*• S be 
the K-monomorphism such that a(x^) = x ^  . Let P be the ideal
oo
generated by (x . | i a 1} , i .e .  P = I  x .S . Then P is a
i=l
prime ideal of S .
Let R denote the localization of S at P . I f  f  t S - P , 
then a ( f )  { P , so a extends to a monomorphism a:R * R by defining
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o(fg = a (f)a (g )  ^ , where f e S and g £ S - P .
Now for any f  e S , there exists n £ II such that ^ ( f )  { P - 
therefore, for a ll fg  ^ e R , there exists n £ IN with an(fg"^) a 
unit. By proposition 1.37, A(R,a) is  a f ie ld , therefore semi- 
primi tive .
But R is a local ring with unique maximal ideal PR (by [1 ], 
chapter 3), which is therefore the Jacobson radical.
Remark:
Note that, in example 3.18, J(R ) is not a-invariant. The 
next result shows that i f  J (R )  is  a-invariant, then such examples 
( i .e .  with A(R,a) semiprimitive but R not) do not ex ist.
3.19 Proposition:
I f  the Jacobson radical of a ring R is a-invariant, then 
(1) G ( J(R )) c J (A (R ,a )) ;
( i i )  I f  A(R,a) is semiprimitive then so is R .
Proof:
( i )  By theorem 2.2, G (J(R )) is an ideal of A(R,a) , so i t  w ill 
be suffic ien t to show that G (J(R )) is le f t  quasi-regular.
Let x ’ ax’ £ G (J(R )) with a c J(R ) . Then, there exists
101
c £ R with c (l-a) = 1 , so that x ’ cx1 (l-x^ ax1) = 1 , and 
G (J(R )) is le f t  quasi-regular.
( i i )  Intersecting both sides of ( i )  with R gives
G (J(R )) n R c J(A (R ,o }) n R or, by theorem 2.2, U a 'n( J (R ) )  c
naO
J(A (R ,o )) n R . Thus, i f  J(A (R ,o )) = 0 , then J(R ) = 0 .
From now on, R w ill be assumed to be le f t  Jordan, but J(R ) w ill 
not necessarily be a-invariant. Note that the ring R in example 
3.18 is  le f t  Jordan, but J(R ) is not a-invariant.
3.20 D efin ition :
A closed le f t  ideal M of R is  said to be a maximal closed le ft 
ideal i f  i t  is not s t r ic t ly  contained in any proper closed le f t  ideal.
Remark:
C learly , i f  a maximal le ft  ideal happens to be closed, then i t  is a 
maximal closed le f t  ideal. Also, i f  a maximal le f t  ideal M of R is 
o-invariant, then R / o~^(M) = M , so o ^(M) = M and by Deposition 
2.5, M is closed.
However, example 3.18 shows that even i f  R is le f t  Jordan, i t  is 
possible that none of its  maximal ideals are closed.
3.21 Lemma:
Let R be a le f t  Jordan ring, M a le f t  ideal of A(R,a) and 
denote the a-sequence r(M) by (M^)^q •
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Then M is a maximal le f t  ideal i f f  there exists k 2 0 such 
that, for each i i  k , H. is a maximal closed le f t  ideal of R .
Proof:
F irs t , le t  k 2 0 be such that for a ll i 2 k , NL is  a
maximal closed le f t  ideal o f R , and assume that there exists a le ft  
ideal I of A(R,a) with M p I  ^ A(R,a) .
Then, there exists i 2 0 , r e R such that x 'V x 1 c I but
x V x 1 / M ; i .e .  r e I .  but r i  . For each j 2 0 ,
aJ ( r ) « I i+j . but i f  aJ ( r )  € Mi+j , then r e since (Mj) 
is an a-sequence. This is impossible, so a^(r) e I,j . but
aj (r )  i  Mi+J. for a ll j  2 0 .
By theorem 1.33, M.+J.  ^ I .  .  ^ R for a ll j  2 0 , which con­
tradicts the definition of k . Thus, M is a maximal l e f t  ideal.
Conversely, assume that M is a maximal le f t  ideal o f  A(R,a) and, 
i f  possible, that for each N e IN there exists k 2 N such that 
is  not a maximal closed le f t  ideal of R .
Since R is  le f t  Jordan, there exists e IN such that, for a ll 
j  2 0 , Mn = Pj (mn ) and by assumption, there exists p 2 with
Mp not a maximal closed le f t  ideal. Thus, there exists a closed le ft
Ideal I with R 3 L  3 M .P f  P r  P
By the proof of theorem 2.6, a"^ (Ip ) is a closed le f t  ideal for 
a ll j  = l , . . , p  , and since (M^)^q is  an a-sequence, c a"^p" ^ ( I p) 
for j  » 0, . . ,p  .
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Now since Mp <j I , by proposition 1.35 p ^  (Mp)  ^ p ^  ( I p) 
for a ll j  > 0 . Thus the following a-sequence is obtained:
-
o"(P_ i ) ( I  ) for 0 s i s p
*i =-
^i-p^p) for 1 ? P
kw
with the property that ( I 1 )1a0 }  <Mi >i>o *
Applying A shows that M cannot be a maximal le f t  ideal.
Thus, there exists N e IN such that for a ll k > N , is  a maximal 
closed le f t  ideal.
3.22 Lemma:
Let {(1^ .)i>0 | k £ X} be a co llection  of a-sequences of closed 
le f t  ideals of R , where X is an indexing set. Then
( i )  ( n K  ’ s an a_sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R;
kcX K’ 1 12U
( ,1 ) \ V ( i m W  '  <k<"x 'k . i h a )  •
Proof:
( i )  Let i 2 0 . To show that n I, . is a closed le f t  ideal
kt-X K>1
of R , let n > 0 .
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Then a' n(Ran( n I. . ) )  c a‘ n(Rc.n(I., . ) )  for a ll k € X 
ksX K’ ’
£ ! k ,i for a ll k s X , since
each I. . is  closed. Thus a n(Ran( n I. . ) )  c  n I, . 
K>1 kcX K>1 kiX K>1
Now, a _1 ( n I. . , )  = n a "1 ( I.  . ,)
keX K,1+l kfX K>1 1
*  n I. . , so that 
keX
( n I. . ) .  n is an a-sequence of closed le ft  ideals of R . 
kfX K>1 12U
( i i )  Fix j  > 0 and le t r e T ( ^ a ( I fc ^  ) i 20 ) . , i.e .
- J.v JrxJ £ ¿(1  ^ . ) >^q for a ll k £ X . Since the maps r and A are 
mutually inverse (theorem 1.33), this means r £ I. . for a ll k £ XK * J
and r( n A(I. i ) i Q) i £ n I. . . 
kfX K>1 12U J  k£X K,J
On the other hand, i f  r £ n I. . then x J rxJ  £ n a (I. .)<>uo • 50kfX keX
r € r ( k£XM Ik ‘ i ) i i 0 ) J  '
Notation:
The collection of a ll the maximal closed le f t  ideals of R w ill
be denoted by M .
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3.23 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  Jordan ring and denote by ( J . ) the 
a-sequence r ( J (A (R ,a ) ) )  .
Then J .  = n M , for a ll i s 0 .
1 MeM
Proof:
I t  was shown in lemma 3.21 that a le f t  ideal M of A(R,a) is
maximal i f f  M. is a maximal closed le f t  ideal, for a ll i greater
than some k « N .
I t  is now claimed that, given any j  , k i  0 and any maximal closed 
le f t  ideal I of R , there exists a maximal le f t  ideal M of A(R,a) 
such that M. = a ^( I ) .
To see th is, define an a-sequence as follows. Put
Mj+k = I and NT = a” J^+k' 1 ^ (I) for i = 0 ,...,j+ k  . By the proof
of theorem 2.6, each a J^+k ^ ( 1 ) is  closed, and Mj = a k( I )  .
I f  p j ( I )  is not a maximal closed le f t  ideal of R then, since 
R is le f t  Jordan and therefore has ascending chain condition on closed 
le f t  ideals, there exists a maximal closed le f t  ideal N which contains 
P '1 ( I )  •
By proposition 1.35, a ^(p -j ( I ) )  = I = M.+k , SO a_1 (N) 2 I .
But a_1 (N) is a closed le ft  ideal, so maximality of I gives 
a ’ ^(N) = I , and the next term in the a-sequence (Mi )^ o  be
defined as Mj+k+^  = N •
.4
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The procedure can then be repeated for p-j ) , obtaining
a maximal closed le f t  ideal such that a_l(M j+k+2) = Mj +|<+i •
Continuing the process yields an a-sequence (M- ).2q of closed 
le f t  ideals such that a’ k( I )  = M. , and i f  i > j+k then M. 
is a maximal closed le f t  ideal. By lemma 3.21, M = a ((M ^)^q) is  
a maximal le ft  ideal of A(R,a) , and the claim is proved.
Now, for any i s 0 ,
J  = ( n M)
M a maximal 
le f t  ideal 
of A(R,o)
n M. where r(M) = (M.). n , by
M a maximal 
le ft  ideal 
of A(R,o)
lemma 3.22( i i ). But by the claim proved above, for any k 2 0 and
I 6 II , there exists a maximal le f t  ideal M of A(R,a) with 
-kM.j = a ( I )  . By lemma 3.21, every must be of that form, so
J  - n a” k( I )  . - ( 1 )
1 k*0
IeM
Now, for each k 2 0 , le t Ak be the collection of a ll maximal 
a-sequences closed le f t  ideals of R such that, for a ll
i 2 k , M.. is a maximal closed le f t  ideal. By lemma 3 .22 (i), the
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The procedure can then be repeated for P-|(Mj+k+i )  , obtaining
a maximal closed le f t  ideal Mj +k+2 such that a"^(Mj+k+2) = Mj+k+l *
Continuing the process yields an a-sequence (M .).^q of closed 
_ 1/
le f t  ideals such that a ( I )  = Mj , and i f  i 2 j+k then
is a maximal closed le f t  ideal. By lemma 3.21, M = a ((M ^)^q) is
a maximal le f t  ideal of A(R,a) , and the claim is  proved.
Now, for any i 2 0 ,
J ,  - ( " M)
M a maximal 
le f t  ideal 
of A(R,a)
= n M. where r(M) = (M.).^g , by
M a maximal 
le f t  ideal 
of A(R,a)
lemma 3.22( i i ). But by the claim proved above, fo r any k 2 0 and 
I e M , there exists a maximal le f t  ideal M of A(R,a) with 
M. = a‘ k( I )  . By lemma 3.21, every must be of that form, so
J .  * n a k( I )  . - (1)
1 ksO
IcM
Now, for each k 2 0 , le t Ak be the collection of a ll maximal 
a-sequences (Mj ) ^ q of closed le ft  ideals of R such that, for a ll 
i 2 k , M.. is a maximal closed le f t  ideal. By lemma 3 .22 (i), the
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sequence ( I kj ) j >0 9iven by
I. . = n M. for each j  2 0
is an a-sequence of closed le f t  ideals of R : le t I k be the le ft  
ideal of A(R,a) so obtained.
Then I k is a--stable. Indeed, le t  r e I k . for some j  s 0 .» J
Let (Mi } iso € Ak • and define a new a-sequence (Ni ) i >0 by Pu ttin9
Ni = M^ +i for each i 2 0 . Then (^i)-jsO e Ak and N. = Mj+1 .
But r « I k so r e  N. = NL+] , whence r e I kj +1 , and 
*k ,j~ I k ,j+1
Now, for any x"J rxJ e I k , i.e . r e ¡ k j ,  
a "1 (x ',W )  = x"^J+1 V x +^1 e I k since I k^= I kj +1 • ™us 
a_1 ( I k) £ I k , and since R is le f t  Jordan, the ascending chain 
I ~ ~ a^ ( lk) - - ° n( I k) ~ must terminate» giving
a ( Ik) = I k , and so I k is a-stable.
By proposition 2.4, I k k= I k Q for a ll k 2 0
sk n MMeM
and k,o n a °(M ) . MeM 
n*k
but
Thus, from (1),
J ,  = n M . 
1 MeM
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3.24 Corollary:
I f  R is a le f t  Jordan ring such that the intersection of a ll 
the maximal closed le f t  ideals is zero, then A(R,a) is semi prim itive.
Proof:
By theorem 3.23, J^ = 0 for a ll i 2 0 .
3.25 Corollary:
I f  R is a le ft  and right Jordan ring then the intersection of a ll 
the maximal closed le f t  ideals is the same as the intersection of a ll 
the maximal closed right ideals.
Proof:
Since the Jacobson radical is le ft- rig h t symmetric, the right- 
handed version of the above work shows that each term of r ( J (A (R ,a ) ) )  
is given by the intersection of a ll the maximal closed right ideals.
3.26 Examples:
( i )  Consider the ring R of example 3.18. R is  le f t  Jordan, 
and the only closed le f t  ideal, apart from R i t s e l f ,  is 0 . By 
corollary 3.24, A(R,a) is semi prim itive, as was seen in example 3.18.
( i i )  Let K be a f ie ld , a:K -»■ K a monomorphism which is not an 
automorphism. Let S = K[y] and define <T:S-*■ S by
-  n i n 1a( z f .y  ) = E a ( f . )y  . Then S is  le f t  Jordan, by theorem 3.3.
1=0 1 1=0 1
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by
Now define
Ss with a:R -*■ R defined
S1 s2 II
« (s ^ a (s2)
0 s3 0 a (s3)
Since the map in the proof of theorem 3.2 restric ts  to an isomorphism 
between A(Mn(S ),a ) and Mn(A (S ,a )) where Mn denotes the upper 
triangular matrix ring, (R,a) is le f t  Jordan.
The maximal le f t  ideals of R are
II "s s’ 0 0 and = o s' 0 sL J 1
of which is a-invariant and therefore closed, by the remark following 
definition 3.20.
Theorem 3.23 therefore gives J(A (R ,a ))^  = 1^  n
55. Maximal Left Ideals of Left Artinian Rings.
This section has two objectives, the f i r s t  of which is to show that 
maximal le f t  ideals of le f t  Artinian rings are closed. I f  R is a le f t  
Artinian ring with Jacobson radical J (R )  then, as was seen in section 3 
of chapter 1, the semiprimitive idempotents of R/J(R) are defined to 
be those central idempotents of R / J(R) which generate minimal ideals.
I t  was shown in theorem 1.15 that i f  (f^ | i = l , . . , n )  are orthogonal
-  n o  -
idempotents of R such that {<j>(f.) | i = are precisely
the semi prim itive idempotents of R/J( R) ($ being the natural 
su rjection ), then f.jRf.j is  a primary ring, for each i = l , . . , n  .
By theorem 1.10, a primary ring is  a matrix ring over a completely 
primary ring, and the three-step method of proof described in section 3 
of chapter 1 w ill be used here. Thus, maximal le f t  ideals w ill f i r s t  
be shown to be closed in completely primary rings, then in primary 
rings, and f in a lly  in le f t  Artinian rings. Note that the phrase "each 
maximal le f t  ideal is closed" is taken to mean that the maximal le f t  
ideals are closed under any monomorphism a:R R . Also, note that 
i f  M is a maximal le f t  ideal which is  not closed, then for some k  ^ 0 , 
M p a ' k(Rak(M)) , so that 1 « a ‘ k(Rak (M)) , and since o ( l )  = 1 ,
1 e Ra (M) . This fac t w ill be used frequently.
The second aim of the section is to use theorem 3.23, which gives 
the a-sequence of J(A (R ,a ))  , to generalize a resu lt of Jategaonkar
[13] which states that i f  R is le f t  Artinian then a ^ (J(R )) = J(R ) •
Sp ec ifica lly , the generalization is  that the le f t  Artinian condition 
on R may be replaced by the assumption that R is le f t  Jordan, and 
that maximal le f t  ideals of R are closed. Observe that by the f i r s t  
part of the section, a le f t  Artinian ring satis fies  these conditions.
An example is provided to show that th is is a genuine generalization.
In this section, $ w ill denote the natural surjection from R 
onto R/J(R) , and T  w ill denote the identity element of R/J(R ) .
- I l l
3.27 Proposition:
I f  R is a completely primary ring and M is the unique maximal 
le f t  ideal of R , then M is  closed.
Proof:
Since M = J (R )  and R is le f t  Artinian, M is nilpotent. 
Therefore an(M) is  a nil subring for any n z 0 , so an(M) £ M . 
Hence Ran(M) £ M , and since a n(M) is a nilpotent le ft  ideal, 
a’ n(Ran(M)) £ M , and M is closed.
Notation:
Let S be a completely primary ring, and le t  i,n  e IN . Then 
w ill denote the maximal le f t  ideal of Mn(S) obtained by insisting 
that the entries in the i th column are elements of J ( S ) , the other 
entries being arb itrary . K. w ill be called the i standard maximal 
le f t  ideal of Mn(S ) .
3.28 Proposition:
Let S be a completely primary ring, and le t M be a maximal le f t
ideal of M (S) . Then there exists i e IN and a unit u of M (S) n' ' n
such that M = K.u .
Proof:
F irs t , consider the case where S is a d ivision ring, and le t M 
be a maximal le f t  ideal of the simple Artinian ring Mn(S) . By
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theorem 1.12 of C6] ,  M = M (S)e for some idempotent e of M ( S )  .n n
The idempotent element 1 - e is  prim itive, since the fact that
therefore that Mn(S )(l- e ) is a minimal le f t  ideal.
By lemma 1.10 of [ 6] ,  e = e2 + e  ^ . . .  + ek where the e . are 
mutually orthogonal, prim itive idempotents, so with e^  = 1 -e ,
1 = e^  + e2 + . . .  + ek and again the e^  are mutually orthogonal.
Now le t i f .  | i = l , . . , n }  be the standard primitive orthogonal 
idempotents for Mn(S) ( i .e .  f  ^ is the matrix with 1 in the 
( i, i)- e n try  and zero elsewhere). By lenmas 1.13 and 1.14, there exists
a unit u of Mn(S) such that, reordering the f  ^ i f  necessary,
ei = u V^u for a ll i = l , . . , n  , and k = n .
Now consider the case where S is completely primary, and le t M 
be a maximal le f t  ideal of Mn(S) . Since (by theorem 3, p .ll of [11]) 
J(M n(S ) ) = Mn( J ( S ) )  , there is an isomorphism
Then, M = Mn(S )e2 9 . . .  9 Mn(S )ek
= (Mn(S ) f 29 . . .  9 Mn(S ) f k)u
= K.u for some 1 s i s n .
* J(M „(S ))
-*> Mn(S / J(S )) . Let 4> denote the natural surjection from
M„(S) to and le t A denote the map 4<0♦ :Mn(S ) -► Mn(S / J (S ) )
J(Mn(S ))
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Then X(M) is a maximal le f t  ideal of Mn(S / J(S )) . Since S / J( S ) 
is a d ivision ring, X(M) = K.U where is the i ^  standard 
maximal le f t  ideal of Mn(S / J (S ) ) ,  and u is a unit of Mn(S / J(S )) . 
But since units can be lifte d  over nil ideals, there exists a unit u 
of Mn(S) such that X(u) = lT , and c learly  X ^ (K .) = , where
K. is the i th standard maximal le f t  ideal of Mn(S ) .
Therefore, *(K-jU) = and
M S X-1 (X(M)) » X "1^  u) 2 K.u .
By maximality of M and K.u , this implies M = K..U .
3.29 Lemma:
Let u e R be a unit, M any subset of R , and assume that
1 € Ran(M) for some n  ^ 1 . Then 1 e R(uga)n(M) where u:R ■* R 
•v -1is defined by u (r) = u ru .
Proof:
The proof is by induction on n . Assume that 1 « Ra(M) . Then 
1 = £ r.a(m^) where r.. e R and nu e M , and 1 = £(u V^u)(u  ^a(m. )u) e
Ru0a(M) so the assertion holds for n = 1 .
Now assime the conclusion to be true for n-1 
1 e Ran(M) , i .e .  1 = £ r^a0^ )  for r  ^ « R ,
1
an_1 (u) = £ r i an(mi )an _ l(u) , and since an_1 (u) 
inverse an’ \ u ’ ^) ,
, and assume 
m.j e M . Then
is  a un it, with
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, _ n-1 , v-1 n-1 . . n-1 , -1 . n, » n-1 . .1 = Ea (u) r.a  (u)a (u )a (m.)a (u) .
i 1 1
So 1 = Sctn % )  V^c»n \ u )a n \ u  ^a(m^)u) e RaP \uga(M )) .
By the induction hypothesis, 1 e R(UgCi)n"^  (Uga(M)) , 
i.e . 1 £ R(UgCi)n(M) , and the re su lt is proved.
3.30 Lemma:
Let R be a le ft  Artinian ring with Jacobson radical J (R )  ,
and le t  (e. | i = l , . . . , n )  be a set of mutually orthogonal primitive
n _  _
idempotents of R/J(R) such that i  e, = 1 .
i =1 1
I f  ig. | i = 1 , . . ,n} is any set of mutually orthogonal, non-zero 
n
idempotents of R with E g. = 1 , then each g. is  prim itive.
i=l 1 1
Proof:
Assume that, for some 1 s k s n , gk is not prim itive.
Then gk = gk = gk + gk where gk and gj| are non-zero, orthogonal 
idempotents.
Since g^  = gkgk and gj| = gkgk , fo r any 1 s i s n with i t  k , 
gj^i * (g^gj^Jgi = o , and s im ila r ly  g j^  = 0 .
Thus {g1, . .  »gk.!»gk*9k*gk+l•* **gn> is a set of n+1 non_zero mutually 
orthogonal idempotents.
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Since R is a ring with unity, J (R )  cannot contain any idem- 
potents, so the set {« (g 1) , . . . lK g k _ 1  M (g £ M (g j| ) .* (9k+1).• • .* (9n)> 
consists of n+1 mutually orthogonal, non-zero idempotents of 
R/J(R) , where $:R -*■ R/J(R) denotes the natural surjection.
But th is means that R/J(R) can be written as a d irect sum of
n
n+1 non-zero le f t  ideals, and since R/J(R) = 8 R/J(R)e. (each
i=l 1
R/J(R)ei being minimal) ,  this contradicts the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya 
theorem ( [4 ] ,  theorem 6.12).
3.31 Theorem:
Every maximal le f t  ideal of a primary ring is closed.
Proof:
Let R and S be isomorphic rings, Tp:R -*■ S an isomorphism, 
and le t M be a maximal le f t  ideal which is not closed under the mono­
morphism a:R  -+ R .
Then ip(M) is not closed under the endomorphism 1 of S .
Therefore, by theorem 1.10, i t  is enough to prove the resu lt for rings 
of the form Mn(S) where S is completely primary.
Now i f  M is a maximal le f t  ideal of M (S) , then by proposition
3.28, M = K.u for some 1 s i s n and some unit u of Mn(S) .
u
I f  M is not closed, then for some k 2 1 , 1 e Mn(S)a (M) , or
1 e Mn(S)ak(K.u) .
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Thus, 1 e Mn(S)a^(K.j )a^(u) , which means that 1 e M ^ S Ja^ K .) , 
so is not closed either.
I t  is therefore suffic ien t to show that the standard maximal le f t
ideals of M (S) are closed, n
Let ( e . . | i , j  = l , . . , n }  be the standard set of matrix units* J
fo r Mn(S) - i .e .  e^. is the matrix whose (i. j )- e n try  is 1 , but 
has a ll other entries zero. Since, for each i = l , . . . , n  , S = e^M (S )e^ ., 
a l l  the rings e.^M (S )e ^  are completely primary.
But (a (e ^ )  | i , j  = l,..,n >  is another set of matrix units for
M (S) , so the set ia (e . . )  | i = l,..,n >  consists of mutually orth- 
n 11 n
ogonal non-zero idempotents, such that I  a (e . . ) = 1 .
Since V s>
J(Mn(S ) )
= Mn(S / J(S ))  (as in the proof of proposition 3.28), 
M (S)
and since S/ J(S ) is a d ivision ring, —----  is a simple Artinian
J(Mn(S ))
ring and there exist prim itive, mutually orthogonal idempotents
(g i I i = l , . . , n} of V iL
J(Mn(S ))
with Z g. = 1 . By lemma 3.30, 
i=l 1
a (e ^ )  is prim itive, for each i = l , . . , n
Therefore, by lemma 1.14, a(e...)Mn(S )o (e ^ ) is completely primary 
for each i = l , . . , n  , and by lemma 1 .12, there exists a unit u of 
Mn(S) such that e^j = V * (e ^ j)  ' ^or each = •
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Now, for each i = l , . . . , n  , define a map '1>.:S + S by
f\j
<|^(s) = (UQo(se^))^ where se^ is the matrix with s in the 
( i , i )-pl ace and zeros elsewhere, and (m).^ denotes the (i,i)- en try  
of the matrix m . Then <|). is a ring homomorphism. Indeed, for 
s . t  e S ,
^•(S+t) = (u0a((s+t)ei i ))ii
= (u0a(se ii + te i l ) ) i 1
= (uQatse^) + u()a (te i i ))i1 since uQa is additive, 
= (u0o(sei i ))ii + (u0«(tei1))ii , so *1
is  additive. Also,
\ ( s t )  = (uoa( ( s t ) e . . ) ) . .
■  ( V ( s e i i t e n ) ) f i
= (u0a ( s e i i  )u0ot(t e i i  ) ) i i  since uQa is  a ring 
homomorphism. But since Uga(e^) = e^  ,
V (se1 1 ) "  ifdo(e1 1se1 1 > " en V (sei 1 )ei i  * so that V (sei i }
is a matrix with zeros everywhere except possibly the (i,i)- p o s itio n , 
for any s e S .
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Thus ( i 0a(se1 i )il0a ( t e i i ) ) i 1 = ( ^ ( s e . . ) ) . .  ( " ^ ( t e . . ) ) . .  
and ip. is  a ring homomorphism.
I t  is in jective  because i f  ^-(s) = 0 , then since every entry
f\j
of the matrix UQa(se^) except possibly the (i.i)- en try  is  zero
anyway, V < seii> = 0 . Since UqO is a monomorphism, se.^ = o ,
hence s = 0 , and *1 is  in jective .
Let M be the J th standard maximal le f t  ideal of M (S )n and,
i f  possible, assume that UqCi (M) £ M . Then for some m e M , uQa(m) 
has a unit of S appearing in the j tfl column - say (uQa(m)) . isv/ r J
a unit of S . But e. m e M , and una(e . m) = e. u-aim) (since Jp 0 jp jp 0
u0a (e . . )  = e .. for a ll i , j  = l , . . , n )  , and e. uQa(m) has a unit 
of S appearing in its  ( j »j ) -place.
Therefore, in order to show that Uga(M) c M , i t  is su ffic ien t 
to show that for any m e M , (uQa(m ))., cannot be a unit o f S .
J J
Now, for any m e M ,
J J J J ' J J
Since i|/. is a monomorphism of the completely primary ring S ,J
and m.. e J (S )  , proposition 3.27 shows that ip.(m..) c J ( S )  , and is J J J J J
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therefore never a unit of S .
Thus, Ugci(M) c M , and for any k a 0 , 1 i  Mn(S)(Uga)^(M) .
1/
By lemma 3.29, 1 i  Mn(S)a (M) for any k > 0 , and by the comments 
at the beginning of the proof, every maximal le f t  ideal of a primary 
ring is closed.
3.32 Lemma:
Let R be a semisimple Artinian ring , M a maximal le f t  ideal 
of R , and e £ R an idempotent. Then either eMe = eRe or eMe 
is a maximal le ft  ideal of eRe .
Proof:
Assume that eMe \ eRe .
Since R is semisimple Artinian, there exists a le f t  ideal K 
of R such that R = M 0 K (by lemma 1.9 of [ 6] ) .
Therefore eRe = eMe + eKe - (1).
I t  is  claimed that eKe is a minimal le ft  ideal of eRe . Indeed, 
le t X be a non-zero le ft  ideal of eRe with X c eKe . Then RX is 
a le f t  ideal of R , and 0 f RX £ Ke .
Since K is a minimal le f t  ideal, the map if*:K -► Ke given by 
if*(k) » ke has kernel either K or 0 , and i f  ker if* = K then Ke = 0 , 
which implies from (1) that eMe = eRe . This contradicts the earlie r 
assumption that eRe eMe , therefore ker i|i = 0 and Ke is a minimal 
le f t  ideal of R .
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Thus, RX = Ke and since X £ eKe , eReX = eKe . Therefore 
X = eKe and eKe is  a minimal le f t  ideal.
Now this means that either eKe n eMe = 0 or eKe n eMe = eKe . 
The second alternative is impossible because i t  would mean eKe £ eMe 
and, from (1), that eRe = eMe . Therefore eKe n eMe = 0 , and 
the sum at (1) is d ire c t, showing that eMe is a maximal le f t  ideal 
of eRe .
3.33 Theorem:
Every maximal le f t  ideal of a le f t  Artinian ring is closed.
Proof:
Let R be a le f t  Artinian ring, le t  M be a maximal le f t  ideal 
of R , and le t  | i = l , . . , n }  be the semiprimitive idempotents 
of R/J(R) . By lemma 1.10 of C6] ,  each 7. may be written as the 
sum of mutually orthogonal prim itive idempotents, and these may be 
numbered such that, fo r 0 = kg < < . . .  < = m ,
7i = 1 e i 
j =ki- l+1 J
( 1 )
where each e^  is a prim itive idempotent, for each i = l , . . , n  .
Since R/J(R) (which w ill be denoted IT) is the direct sum of the
_  n
ideals generated by the 7. , 1 = z 7 .r .  for r . e IT . Since the
1 ’ „
7, are orthogonal, this gives 7. = 7 .r. , whence z 7. = 1 , and l 1 1 1  . =1 i
m __
z e. = 1 .
J- l J
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By proposition 5, p.54 of [11] then, there exist orthogonal
idempotents {e  ^ | i = 1 ,..,m } of R such that 4>(e.) = ? . for
m
each i = , and l  e. = 1 . By lemma 3.30, each e. must
i =1 1 1
be prim itive. 
Putting f..
k.1
ej for i = 1 , . . ,n  gives a set
{f^ | i = l , . . . , n )  of orthogonal idempotents of R such that 
n
E f . = 1 and * ( f . )  = 7. , for i = 1 ,..,n  . 
i =1 1 1 1
I t  is  now claimed that, for some 1 s i s n , f^Mf.. is a maximal 
le f t  ideal of the subring f .R f . of R .3 i i
Indeed, there exists 1 s i s n such that 7^R 7^  is a maximal 
le f t  ideal of 7.M 7 ., otherwise, by lemma 3.32, 7.M 7.= 7.R 7. for1 * J J J J
each j  = l , . . , n  , so that 7. e 7.R 7. for each j  = l , . . , n  . SinceJ J J
each 7. is  centra l, and since M is a le f t  ideal of 1? , this meansJ
that 7  ^ e FT for a l l 1 s j  s n , and therefore that 1 e M .
The natural surjection <j>:R -*■ R/J(R) , when restricted to f^Rf^ • 
has image 7.R 7. and kernel f^Rf.j n J(R ) = J ^ R f ^ )  (by theorem 1.15).
f i R f i
Thus - i— - = f.R  7 ,. By theorem 1.15, J ( f .R f . )  = f , J (R ) f ,  £ f.Mf. ,
J ( f . R f . )  1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1
and the image of is 7^1 7^, which by the preceding paragraph
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is  a maximal le f t  ideal of d R  f . . Therefore 
f .R f.
le f t  ideal of —— -
J ( f .R f . )
Hence, f.Mf^ is a maximal le f t  ideal of 
proved.
f.M f.
J ( f .R f . )
is a maximal
f.jRf. and the claim is
Now, i t  is c lear that ( a ^ )  | i = l, . . ,m } is a set of mutually
m
orthogonal idempotents of R with [  « (e .) = 1 , so by lemma 3.30,
i=l 1
each a(e^) is prim itive.
By lemmas 1.13 and 1.14 therefore, there exists a unit u of R 
and a permutation it on d ,. . ,m } such that una (e .) = e , forU 1 ï ï ( l  )
each i = 1 , . .  ,m .
I f  p denotes the period of it , then (uQd)p(e^) = e^  for each 
i = 1 , . .  ,m .
u
Now assume M is not closed, so that for some k > 0 , 1 e Ra (M) 
By lemma 3.29, 1 e R(u0a )k(M) - (2) .
Let q be the smallest integer such that pq * k .
Applying (Uga)p^ ’ k to both sides of (2) gives
1 £ R (i0a )Pq(M) - (3) •
The monomorphism (Uqo)p w ill be denoted by e , so, multiplying 
both sides of (3) on the right by f  ^ gives f  ^ e Req(Mf^) , since
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= f.,- • Therefore,
f. = lr .B q(m .f.'
i j  J  J  v
where r .  e R , m. « M 
J  J
Multiplying on the le f t  by f.. gives
f t ■ ■ f s f i * j f i> •J J
Since f . is central in R/J(R) , f . r .  = r . f .  + a. where i v ' i j  J  i J
a^  e J(R ) , fo r each j  , so
f. = If.(r.f, + a.)6q(m.f.)i , i v j  1 J v J i where a. e J(R )
;< V jW V i>  * w V i :
■ 5( f i r j f i )B * f i aj 6 • s1nceJ J
B (f . )  = f. . Since a. e J(R ) , the second summand is an element ofT 1 J
f^J(R)f^ = J(f^R f^ ) (by theorem 1.15) and since f  ^  is  the unity of
f i R fi » f i '  ^ i aJ Bq(mj ) f i = z (f i r j. f i )Bq( f i mj f . )  is a unit of f .R f i .
J  J
Therefore, the maximal le f t  ideal f.jMr of the primary ring f..Rf. 
is  not closed under the monomorphism B . This contradicts theorem 3.31, 
so M must be closed.
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3.34 Theorem:
Let (R ,a ) be le f t  Jordan, such that each maximal le f t  ideal 
of R is closed under a . Then, a " \ j (R ) )  = J (R )  .
Proof:
Let (^ ) . j20 denote the a-sequence of the Jacobson radical of
A(R,o) . Then by theorem 3.23, J .  = n M where M is the collection1
of a ll maximal closed le f t  ideals of R . But since each maximal le f t  
ideal of R is  closed, M consists precisely of the maximal le f t  ideals 
of R , and therefore J^ = J(R ) for a ll i * 0 . Since -j) n->o
an a-sequence, a~^(J ( R ) ) = J(R ) , and the resu lt is proved.
3.35 Remark:
In lemma 1.1 of [13], Jategaonkar proves that i f  R is a le f t  
Artinian ring and a:R ■+• R is a monomorphism, then a ^ (J(R ))  = J(R ) .
By proposition 3.1, a le f t  Artinian ring is le f t  Jordan, and by 
theorem 3.33, a l l  the maximal le f t  ideals of R are closed. So 
theorem 3.34 contains Jategaonkar's result as a special case.
To see that theorem 3.34 is a genuine generalization of the le f t  
Artinian case, i t  is only necessary to note that there exist rings R 
and monomorphisms a:R R such that (R,a) is  le f t  Jordan, each 
maximal le f t  ideal is closed under a , but R is  not le f t  Artinian.
The following example gives such a ring.
w *
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3.36 Example:
Let K be a fie ld  with a monomorphism a:K -*■ K which is not
surjective, le t S = K[y] where y is an indeterminate, and define
a:S -*■ S by a ( Z f V )  = Zo(f. Jy1 . By theorem 3.3, (S ,a ) is le f t
i 1 i 1
Jordan. Let P denote the prime ideal of S generated by y . I f  
f  6 S is such that f  t  P then a (f )  i  P , so a extends to a 
monomorphism a:R -*• R where R is  the localization of S at P . 
By theorem 3.4, (R,a) is le f t  Jordan.
By chapter 3 of [1 ], R is a local ring with unique maximal ideal 
PR . I f  f  £ PR then f = E f . (g^h^) where f . « P , h. £ P 1 and
g.j £ S . Therefore, a ( f )  = Za(f^ )a(g.. )a(h..)  ^ e PR since a(P) £ P ;
so PR is a-invariant. By the remark following defin ition 3.20, PR 
is closed.
However, R is not Artin ian since i t  has an in fin ite  descending 
chain (ynR)” _-| of ideals.
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CHAPTER 4.
THE QUOTIENT RING PROBLEM FOR A(R ,a).
This chapter is concerned with two aspects of the quotient ring 
problem for A(R,a) . The f ir s t  part of the chapter deals with con­
ditions on R equivalent to A(R,o) being a fu ll quotient ring, the 
second part with the question of when A(R,a) has a le f t  Artinian le f t  
quotient ring.
I t  is  straightforward to obtain a characterization in terms of 
elements of when A(R,a) is a quotient ring, but the main object here 
w ill be to obtain an element-free condition. This is done under the 
assumption that R is  le f t  and right Jordan, and uses a theorem (13.10 
of [33 ), of Stafford, which states that a Noetherian ring S is a fu ll 
quotient ring i f  and only i f  r(A) n i ( A) c J  where A denotes the 
Artinian radical and J  denotes the Jacobson radical of S . The 
assumption that R is  le f t  and right Jordan enables the a-sequences 
which correspond to Artinian le ft  ideals of A(R,a) to be determined, 
and th is  is combined with the work on the Jacobson radical of A(R,a) 
in the previous chapter to y ie ld  a Stafford-like criterion  on R .
Recall that an Artinian le f t  ideal of a ring R is  a le f t  ideal 
which is  Artinian as a le f t  R-module, and also that a module has f in ite  
length i f f  i t  is both Artinian and Noetherian.
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51. A(R,a) as a Quotient Ring.
4.1 Proposition:
I f  R is  a quotient ring, then A(R,a) is also a quotient ring. 
Proof:
Let x V x 1 be a regular element of A(R,a) . Then by proposition 
1.25, gn(r )  is a regular element of R , for each n 2 0 , and 
therefore r is a unit of R .
Hence, x’ V x 1 is a unit of A(R,a) .
Remark:
The converse c learly  does not hold. Indeed, le t  S = KCx.]. ^  
where K is a fie ld  and the x^  are indeterminates, and le t 
a:S -*■ S be the K-endomorphism such that a (x .) = x .+i . Let R be 
S localized at the set K [ x . a n d  extend a from S to R in the 
obvious manner. Then R is not a quotient ring, but A(R,a) is a fie ld  
by proposition 1.27.
I t  is easy to obtain an element-wise condition on R which is 
equivalent to A(R,o) being a quotient ring:
4.2 Proposition:
A(R,a) is a quotient ring i f f  for any r e R such that an(r ) is 
regular for a l l n z. 0 , there exists n u O  such that am(r ) is a
unit of R .
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Proof:
I f  A(R,a) is a quotient ring, then a ll its  regular elements are 
units. Thus, i f  an(r ) is a regular element of R for a ll n 2 0  , 
then x 'V x 1 is  a regular element of A(R,a) , by proposition 1.25, 
for each i £ 0 . Therefore x V x 1 is a unit of A(R,a) , or by 
1.27, am(r ) is  a unit for some m  ^ 0 .
Conversely, i f  x’ V x 1 e A(R,a) is regular, then an(r ) is 
regular in R for a ll n 2 0 , so there exists m s 0 with am(r ) 
a unit. Thus, x V x 1 is a unit, and A(R,a) is a quotient ring.
The aim here, however, is to obtain an element-free characterization 
of when A(R,a) is a quotient ring.
4.3 Defin ition:
An a-sequence (1^)..^ of closed le f t  ideals is  said to be bounded 
i f  sup {s(i) | i 2 0} < » , where s ( i )  denotes the supremum of the
lengths of chains of closed le f t  ideals contained in 1  ^ .
4.4 Lemma:
Let I be a le f t  ideal of A(R,a) . Then
( i )  I has f in ite  length (as a le f t  A(R.a)-module) i f f  
( I i ) i >0 ’ s 3 boun<*ecl «‘ Sequence;
( i i )  In th is case, ( I , ) i >0 is a stable «-sequence.
Proof:
F irs t  assume that I has f in ite  length, say n , as a le f t
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A(R,a)-module. Suppose that, for some k 2 0 , 1^  contains a chain
of closed le f t  ideals of length greater than n , i.e .
'k ' J 0 ? J 1 \ ■■■ %J n .l =0  •
Then, for any i 2 0 , by propositions 1.35 and 1.36,
2 p1< ty  = pi<J0> p pi (Jl^ f  ••• 1 = 0 *
Now, for j  = 0 ,..,n+ l , le t  ( Kj^) -j>0 be the “ 'Sequence of 
closed le f t  ideals defined by
a " (k’ 1 ) ( J . )  0 s i s k
J
°i- k ( J j )  * s k •
If  the a-sequence ( Kj-j).j>o ’ s denoted just as , then
( I l W < 0 >Kl > " - >Kn+l = 0 ’ 
and applying A gives a chain
I  2  A(Kq ) f A ( K , ) 1  . . .  ^ A (Kn+1) = 0
of length at least n+1 , consisting of d istinct le f t  A(R,a)-submodules 
of I .
This contradicts the fact that I has length n .
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Before proving the converse of ( i ) ,  i t  is  convenient to prove ( i i ) ,  
namely that a bounded a-sequence of closed le f t  ideals is  stable.
Let ( I . ) ^ 2q be a bounded a-sequence of closed le f t  ideals, and 
le t n = su p is (i) | i 2 0) . Since ( s ( i ) ) j 2g is a sequence of non­
negative integers, i t  must attain  its  supremum; therefore there exists 
N 2 0 such that 1^  contains a chain of n closed le f t  ideals, i.e .
l H = L0 ?  L1 ? }  Ln = 0 •
Let k i  0 and suppose that I N+k t  p ^ I^ )  • proposition 1.36, 
this means that Pk( I N) £ I N+k so that I N+k contains the chain
W  |  Bk{L0> |  »k<Ll> % ••• ? °k < Ln> * °  •
But this chain has length n+1 , contradicting the fact that 
sup is(i) | i * 0} = n .
So, for any k * 0 , I N+k = Pk( I N) , and ( I ^ ^ q is  stable.
To prove the converse of ( i ) ,  le t  ( I-j) -j^ 0 be a bouncled »-sequence 
of closed le f t  ideals and suppose sup fs (i) | i * 0} = n . I f  possible, 
le t
I "  J 0 f  J i ? -• f  J n+1 3 0  be a chain
of le f t  ideals of A(R,a) , of length n+1 .
Let (0j i ) i >q denote the a-sequence r ( J j )  for j  = 0,..,n+ l .
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For a l l j  = 0 ,..,n+ l , (Jj-j)-j2g 1S a bounded a-sequence, since 
( 1 i ) i >0 is bounded-
By ( i i )  then, the a-sequences ( 1 ^ ) ^  and ( J . . ) . 2q are a ll 
stable, and there exists N a 0 such that, for a ll k a 0 ,
Pk(V  = J j,N+k for a11 j  = 0’ " ’ n+1 • • 0 )
Suppose there exists 0 s j  s n such that  ^ .
Then for a l l  0 s k s N , a ^ ( J^ )  = 01 n) and o^r a^
k * °  , Pk(J j N) = Pk( J j+ i ,N) • By (1 ), this means that J jM = J j+ lji
for a ll i a 0 , i.e .  J j  = J j +1 , which is impossible.
Thus, for a l l  j  = 0 , . . . ,n  , J jN 7s J j +1>N , so I N contains the 
chain of closed le f t  ideals
! N = J 0N p J 1N  ^ J 2N P f  J n+1,N = 0 *
This contradicts the fact that sup is (i) | i a 0} = n .
Therefore, I has f in ite  length as a le f t  A(R,a)-module.
Remark:
Note that the above result did not require R to be le f t  Jordan. 
4.5 Example:
Let S be a subfield of a f ie ld  K and le t R = n R. where
ie ZZ 1
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R.j = S for i < 0 , and R.. = K for i > 0 .
Define a:R -*■ R by (a ( r ) )  ^ = r ._ i where r e R and r. denotes
I f  I intersects an in fin ite  number of the R^  , say (R  ^ n) n>g >
k of the Ri , so an a-sequence ( I . . ) ^ q is  bounded i f f  I Q intersects 
only a f in ite  number of the R^  .
Let 8 denote the collection of bounded a-sequences of closed le ft  
ideals of R , and le t  M denote the collection of maximal closed le ft  
ideals of R .
4.6 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  and right Jordan ring. Then A(R,a) is  a fu ll 
quotient ring i f f
4> L.
the i co-ordinate of r , for a ll i « 2  .
Let I be an ideal of R and identify R^  with the ideal 
( ___ 0 ,0 ,R .,0 ,0 , . . . . )  where R. appears in the i* h place.
On the other hand, i f  I only intersects a f in ite  number of the
k
i * say (R. )1,n n=l
, then I = l  R. and the longest possible 
n=l 1,n
chain of closed ideals contained in I has length k .
Note that I intersects k (< ») of the R. i f f  a "^ (I)  intersects
n n a j ( * ( I j )  n r ( I j ) )  c
MeM
n M .
- 1 3 3 -
Proof:
F irs t note that since R is le f t  Jordan, a le f t  ideal I of 
A(R,a) is Artinian i f f  i t  has f in ite  length as an A(R,a)-module. Thus, 
by lemma 4.4, I is Artinian i f f  r ( I )  is a bounded a-sequence.
Assume that the condition holds, and for i 2 0 denote by EL the 
set
n n a 'J'( * (a i ( I . ) )  n r (a i ( I . ) ) )  .
<‘k W 8 J
Let r e B.. and le t  I be an Artinian le f t  ideal of A(R,a) .
Then r  e n ( I . ) )  n r (a ’ ( I ^ ))) where ( I . ) . >n = r ( I )  .
j^O J J
-k kLet x sx e I for some k i  0 . Then
ak(r )  e * (« 1 ( I k) )  n r (a 1 ( I k)) 
so that (x-1 rx’ )(x ’ ksxk) = x ^ +k^ak(r )a 1 (s)x1+k
= 0  since s e 1  ^ .
S im ila rly , (x” ksxk)(x V x ’ ) = 0 , and therefore c ( i ( I )  n r ( I) )^  
for any Artinian le f t  ideal I of A(R,a) , therefore B^  £ ( i (A ) n r(A))^ 
where A denotes the Artinian radical of A(R,a) .
On the other hand, i f  r  e (¿ (A ) n r ( A ) t h e n ,  clearly 
r e ( t ( I )  n r ( I ) )  ^ for any Artin ian le f t  ideal I of A(R,a) .
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Consequently, i f  x"ksxk e I then (x‘ ksxk) ( x 'V x 1 ) = (x 'V x 1 ) (x 'ksxk) = 0, 
i k k iand therefore a (s)a (r )  = a (r )a  (s) = 0 . But this means that 
ak(r ) e ( 1^)) n r (a ’ ( I^ ))  for a ll k > 0 , and therefore r € .
Thus = (¡l(A) n r(A)).. for each i > 0 .
Consider the ideal a(A) of A(R,a) . Suppose i t  contains an 
in fin ite  descending chain ( J ^ ) ^  of 1 eft ideals. Then, applying 
gives a s tr ic t ly  descending chain (a-1 ( J k) ) k>Q of le f t  ideals contained 
in A , contradicting the fact that A is an Artinian le f t  ideal. Thus 
a(A) c A , and s im ila rly  i t  can be shown that a~^(A) c A . Therefore,
A is an a-stable ideal of A(R,a) .
Now le t x V x 1 e t(A ) n r(A) . Then
(x’ V x ’ jA = A(x"1 rx1) = 0 , whence
a ix 'V x 1')a (A ) = a(A)a(x_ 1rx’ ) = 0 . But a(A) = A ,
so l ( A) n r(A) is  a-invariant. A sim ilar argument shows that
t(A ) n r(A) is a ^-invariant; hence i t  is a-stable. By proposition
2.4, B.j = Bj for a ll i , j  s 0 , so B^  = Bq , i.e .
B. = n n a ' j ( » ( I , )  n r ( I . ) )  . 
jsO J J
Now, by theorem 3.23, i f  J  denotes the Jacobson radical of A(R,a)
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then J .  = n M for a ll i 2: 0 , so that B. £ j .  for a ll i > 0 .
1 MeM 1 1
Applying A to both sides then gives ¿(A ) n r(A) c j  .
By Stafford 's theorem ([31, theorem 13.10), A(R,a) is a fu ll 
quotient ring.
Conversely, assume that A(R,a) is a fu ll quotient ring. Then, 
by Stafford 's Theorem, A(A) n r(A ) c j  . i t  was shown above that 
Bq ■ (¿(A ) n rfA))^ for a l l  i 2 0 , so applying r to both sides, 
along with theorem 3.23, gives Bn £ n M .U M-ll
4.7 Example:
Let S = ’ w>iere K is a f ie ld ,  a the K-endomorphism
such that a(x..) = x ^  , and le t  R be the localization of S at the 
set K C x .].^
Extend a to R by defining, for s e S and c e KCx^.^ ,
a(sc ^) = a (s )a (c )  ^ .
Now consider the fu l l  2*2 matrix ring M2(R) ,
and define a2:M2(R) M2 (R ) ” r l r2 II
a (r2r
r3 r4 a(^3) ° ( r4)
By proposition 1.27, A(R,a) is a f ie ld , so (R ,a) is le f t  and 
right Jordan, and by theorem 3.2, (M2(R ),a2) is le f t  Jordan. A “ right 
handed" version of theorem 3.2 shows that (M2(R ),a2) is also right 
Jordan.
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Denote by I the le f t  ideal g) of Mg(R) . Since I is
ag-stable, i t  is closed by proposition 2.5. Now assume that I s tr ic t ly  
contains a non-zero closed le f t  ideal I,l l ’ and le t  (b 0  ^ e *1
with a / 0 . Since ^ is  a le f t  ideal, g)(^ q) = g) s I-| , 
so b may also be assumed to be non-zero.
I f  n e IN is such that both on(a) and an(b) are units of R ,
.. n<l 0. then O^ig g)
,1 0 , T
0 0  ^ 1 *
” n(a )_1 0 n a 0= a9
0 0 c b 0
and since I-j is  closed,
S im ilarly ,
0 0 
1 0 0 an(b )_1
so the fact
that I j  is closed gives (lj g) e ^  .
Thus, (R ° )  £ I , which contradicts the assumption that I, is 
R 0 1
s t r ic t ly  contained in I .
This means that I cannot s tr ic t ly  contain a non-zero closed le ft  
id ea l, so that the (^-sequence ( I^ ^ g  defined by I .  = I for a ll 
i z 0 , is bounded.
Therefore,
n n a”^(t(I .) n r ( I .)) £ n a ' J (i(I) n r ( I ))
W  3 3 j *0
c £ (I ) n r ( I )  .
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But t ( I )  = 0 , so theorem 4.6 shows that A(MJ/S),flOis a fu ll 
quotient ring.
Another way of seeing th is, without referring to theorem 4.6, 
is to note that A(R,a) is  a f ie ld , and by the proof of theorem 3.2, 
AiMgtRJ.ag) = MgCAiR.a)) , which is Artinian and therefore a quotient 
ring.
§2. Artinian Quotient Rings.
In view of Small's theorem ([31, theorem 2 .3 (c )), which states that 
a le f t  Noetherian ring S has a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring i f f  
Cs (0) = Cg(N(S)) , one way to approach the problem of when A(R,a) has 
a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring would be to assume that R is le f t  
Jordan, and then to work with the regularity condition C ^ R a j(0 ) =
= CA (R ,a )(N) •
However, there are other versions of Small's theorem which do not
require S to be le f t  Noetherian, and the object here is to use one 
of these variations (theorem 1.8) to avoid the necessity for R to be
le f t  Jordan.
Sp ec ifica lly , R w ill be assumed to be le f t  Noetherian, which by 
corollary 2.31 immediately means that A(R,a) satis fies  condition ( i i )  
of theorem 1.8, namely that N(A(R,a)) (which w ill just be denoted 
by N) is nilpotent. In addition, R w ill be assumed to have an 
¡»-Invariant nilpotent radical - this assumption is not very re s tr ic tive ,
as there are no known examples of a le f t  Noetherian ring whose nil- 
potent radical is not a-invariant, and this remains an open problem.
The main consequences of the assumption that N(R) is a-invariant
are that M U lEL) can then be shown to be a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring,
N
and that A(R,a) can be shown to have f in ite  reduced rank, as a le f t  
A(R,a)-module. Thus, conditions ( i ) ,  ( i i )  and ( i i i )  of theorem 1.8 are 
satis fied  automatically.
F in a lly , again using the a-invariance of N(R) , the regularity 
condition can be translated to R , to obtain the fina l result: i f  R 
is le f t  Noetherian with a-invariant nilpotent rad ical, then A(R,a) 
has a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring i f f  C^(N(R)) = C^(0) . Here, 
0^(0) is the set { r  e R | aJ (r )  e C^(0) f ° r j  5 0} .
The main resu lt is  then applied to an example which is not le f t  
Jordan.
4.8 Proposition:
Let R be a le f t  Noetherian ring with nilpotent radical N(R) , 
such that a(N (R )) c N(R) .
Then G(N(R)) = N where N denotes the nilpotent radical of 
A(R,a) .
Proof:
By theorem 2.2, G(N(R)) is an ideal of A(R,a) , and by
Lev itzk i's  theorem (corollary 1.8 of [3 ] ) ,  N(R) is nilpotent. To
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show that G(N(R)) is nilpotent, le t k 2 0 be such that N(R)k = 0 .
- i . i .
Let x J a .x J  e G(N(R)) where a . e N(R) and i . > 0 , forJ J J
each j  = l , . . , k  .
k -i . i . k . i - i .
Then II x J a.x J  = n x a ^ (a .)x ' where i = m a x {i. , i , , . . ,1 . >,
j=l J j=l J 1 z k
. k i- i . .
= x’ 1 n a J (a .)x '
j-1 J
= 0 since a^  e N(R) ,
N(R) is a-invariant, and N(R)^ = 0 .
Thus, G(N(R))k = 0 , and G(N(R)) = N .
Now, N n R is a nil ideal of R , so by Lev itzk i's  theorem, i t  
is nilpotent, and therefore N n R c N(R) .
By the proof of theorem 2.28, N is an a-stable ideal of A(R,a) , 
so by theorem 2.2, N n R is  an a-invariant ideal of R .
Applying G therefore gives G(N n R) c G(N(R)) , but by theorem 
2.2 this means N £ G(N(R)) .
Remark:
Any commutative ring R has an a-invariant nilpotent rad ica l, 
since in that case N(R) consists of a ll the nilpotent elements of R . 
Also, the result of Jategaonkar ([13], lemma 1.1) shows that le f t  Artinian 
rings have a-invariant nilpotent radicals.
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4.9 Lemma:
Let R be a le f t  Noetherian ring such that N(R) is a-invariant. 
Then A(R,a)/N is  a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring.
Proof:
Let k be such that N(R)k = 0 , and le t  r £ a \ n(R )) . Then 
« (r^ ) = a ( r ) k e N(R)k = 0 , so r^ = 0 and a ^(N(R)) is  a nilpotent 
ideal of R . Thus, a ^(N(R)) c N(R) , and N(R) is  a-stable.
Since N(R) is a-stable, i t  is  possible to define a ring mono­
morphism a : R/N(R) ■+■ R/N(R) by
o(r + N(R)) = a (r ) + N(R) .
Now attempt to define a map ijj:A(R/N(R),a) -*• A(R,a)/N by 
(r+N(R))x’ ) = x_1rx^ + N .
To show that <l> is well-defined, le t  r ,s  £ R be such that 
x 'j (r+N(R))xj  = x '1(s+N(R))x1 .
Then x"( i+ j)ai (r+N(R))xi+j = x‘ ( i+ J)iTj (s+N(R))x1+j , 
i .e .  aV + N (R )) ■ aJ’ (s+N(R))
or aV )+ N (R ) = aj (s)+N(R) .
Therefore, < J(r)-a^(s) £ N(R) and
x- ( i+j ) ( a 1(r) - oj ( s ) ) x 1 + j  £ G(N(R)) .
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But by proposition 4.8, G(N(R)) = N , so that x ''’rxJ -x 'i sxi e N ,
and <|/ is well-defined.
To show that is a ring homomorphism, le t  r,s  e R and i , j  i  0 .
Then
^ (x 'V + N W Jx 1 + x 'j (s+N(R))xJ )
= K-(x‘ ( i+ j) [a j (r+N(R)) + a1 (s+N(R)) ]xi+ j)
= <|»(x'(i+'i ) (aJ’ (r)+ai (s)+N(R))xi+ J)
= x "(1+'j ) (aJ (r)+a i (s ))x 1+J + N 
= (x’ V x 1 + N) + (x’ J sxJ + N) , so i|< is
additive. Also
+(x_i (r+NiRJJx1 .x_ J (s+N(R))x'3)
= t),(x'( i+ j)aJ’ (r+N(R))ai (s+N(R))x1+J)
= * (x _(1+ j)(aj (r )a 1(s ) + N(R))xi+ j)
= X" ( 1+J ) aj ( r )a 1(s )x1+J + N 
= (x’ Vx^ + N)(x ^sx  ^ + N) , so i|* is
a ring homomorphism.
To show that is in jec tive , assume x V x 1 e N . By proposition
4.8, x 'V x ’ « G(N(R)) , and by theorem 2.2, r t G(N(R)) n R = U a n(N (R )).
nsO
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Since N(R) is a-stable, this means r e N(R) , so <p is  in jective .
I t  is  clear that i> is surjective, hence p is  an isomorphism.
Now, since R is le f t  Noetherian, R/N(R) is semiprime le ft  
Noetherian, and by theorem 1.42, A(R/N(R),ci) is semiprime le f t  Goldie. 
But since p is  an isomorphism, A(R,a)/N is semiprime le f t  Goldie.
4.10 Lemma:
Let R be a le f t  Noetherian ring, and le t J  be an a-stable le ft  
ideal of A(R,a) . Then A (R ,a )/J has f in ite  Goldie dimension.
Proof:
Assume that A (R ,a)/J does not have f in ite  Goldie dimension. Then
I f  ( Kij)j> o  den°tes  the «-sequence r(K^) and ( J j)j~.Q denotes
J  S K. and the sum Z —  is d irect. 
f  1 i=0 J
the a-sequence r ( J )  , then by theorem 1.33, J .  £ K . . for a llJ ' J
i , j  * 0 . I t  is  now claimed that for each j  2 0 , the sum
i=0 J .J
Indeed, for j  * 0 le t (fo r i = 0 , . . . ,p) be such
P
that E r f t  J .  = 0 , Then 
i =0 1 J
P -i w iso that x J  Z r.x J  e J  , 
i =0 1
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But since r. <■ K.^ , x * K. , and directness of the sum
» K. .
E —  means that x J r .x J e J  , i.e .  r. c J .  for each i = l , . . , p  , 
i=0 J  1 1 J
00 K. .
so the sum e — is d irect. 
i=° J
Now, since J   ^ K. , for each i i  0 there exists i  z 0 with 
° * i Kiz ’
_ n o
Furthermore, i f  r e K. - J  then x rx e K. - J  , i .e .1 1 i  i
x ( +k^ak(r)x  +k e K. - J  , Consequently, ak(r )  e ,+k - J . +k for
a ll k > 0 ; so for each i > 0 there exists zn > 0 such that
K. u
for a l l  i  2 zn , —— $ 0 .
J ,
0^ « J n
Therefore, there exists j Q 2 0 such that - j— $ 0 .
j 0
kl ’ 1^By the above argument, there exists > J q with --j  f 0
j l
Kq»J'i K0 , j 1 K1 * j  1
and ---- f 0 . I t  was shown above that the sum —j—  + —*—  is direct.
J j 1 j l j l
This procedure can be repeated indefin ite ly  to y ie ld , for any 
n * 0 , a direct sum
" s i s  ,  " i ^ !  0
K ,i
.. ® ^
^n n^ Jn
of non-zero
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submodules of R/vh
n
( 1 ) .
But J  is an a-stable le f t  ideal of A(R,a) , so by proposition 
2.4, J j  = for a ll i , j  > 0 , and in particu lar, J j  = J q = J  n R
for a ll j  s 0 .
Therefore, from (1 ), given any n s 0 there exists a d irect sum
submodules of R/JnR .
But this contradicts the fact that, since R is le f t  Noetherian, 
R/JnR is  Noetherian and therefore has f in ite  Goldie dimension.
4.11 Lemma:
Let R be a le f t  Noetherian ring with N(R) a-invariant. Then 
p (A (R ,a)) < <*> , where p denotes the reduced rank of a le ft
A(R,a)-module.
F ir s t ,  note that by corollary 2.31, N (the nilpotent radical of
Then, the reduced rank of the le f t  A(R,a)-module A(R,a) is given 
by
of non-zero
J  n R J  n R J  n R
Proof:
j
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p(A(R,a))
k-1
i =0 CA(R,a)
(nV n1+1)
where the reduced ranks on the right are calculated over the semi prime
le f t  Goldie ring _ (See definition 1.5.)
N
I t  is therefore su ffic ien t to show that 
f in ite ,  for each i = 0, . . ,k - l .
P A (R ,g ) 
N
( nV n1+1) is
Consider the set C ./D ,(N) (which w ill be denoted by C(N)«V “ »oi)
from now on) and le t  c £ C(N) , a £ A(R,a) with a(c)a £ N .
Then ca \ a )  £ a \ n) = N since N is a-stable, by the proof of 
theorem 2.28.
Thus, a * \ a )  £ N , or a £ a(N) = N , so that a (c ) £ C'(N) .
A sim ilar argument shows that a(c) £ 'C(N) , therefore a ( C(N)) c C(N) 
I f  the argument is repeated using a"  ^ instead of a , i t  yields that 
a_1 (C (N)) c C(N) .
Now consider the singular submodule Z(nV n’ +^ ) of the A(R,a)/N- 
module n’ / N ^  . Then, by defin ition,
Z(N1/N1+1) = {r+N1+1 | cr £ N1+1 for some c £ C(N)>
= A^/n’ +^  where A^  = (r  £ | cr e for
some c £ C(N)} .
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Let r « . Then cr e n’ +^ for some c e C(N) , so that
a (c )o (r ) £ a(N1+1) = N1+1 and a "* 1 (c )o “ 1 ( r )  £ a ' ] (N1+1) = N1+1 . 
But a(C (N )) = C(N) , so a(c ) and a \ c )  are both elements of 
C(N) , consequently a (r ) ,  a ~ \ r )  £ Ai , and Ai is an a-stable
le f t  ideal of A(R,a) .
By lemma 4.10, N1/A^  has f in ite  Goldie dimension, for each 
i = 0, . .  ,k-l .
Denote by ' ( 0 )  the set { r  £ R | an(r )  £ ' C^(0) for each 
n s 0} , by C '(0 ) the set {r  £ R | an(r )  £ C i(0) for each n * 0}01 K
and by 0^ (0) the set (V (0) n ' 0^ (0) .
4.12 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  Noetherian ring such that N(R) is a-invariant. 
Then A(R,a) has a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring i f f
,hus-
N
dim N /A. < » for each i = 0 ,..,k- l .
Notation:
Co(0) = Cr (N(R)) .
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Proof:
F irs t  note that, by corollary 2.31, N is  nil potent; by lemma
4.9 jj-—  ^ is  a semiprime le f t  Goldie ring, and by lemma 4.11,
A(R,a) has f in ite  reduced rank as a le f t  A(R,a)-module.
Denoting the sets ^ (0 )  and c/\(r a ) ( N) by C(0) and
C(N) respectively, i t  is claimed that C(0) = C(N) i f f  
Ca(0) = Cr (N (R )) .
Indeed, as in the proof of lemma 4.9, the fact that N(R) is 
a-invariant means i t  is a-stable, so i t  is possible to define a 
monomorphism cT:R/N(R) -*• R/N(R) by a (r  + N(R)) = a (r ) + N(R) . But 
R/N(R) is a semiprime le f t  Noetherian ring, so by Goldie's theorem, 
i t  has a semisimple Artinian le f t  quotient ring. By proposition 2.4 of [13]
“ (CR/N(R)(0 )) - CR/N(R)(0) • 50 that “ (cr (n( r )) )£  cr (N (R)) *
Now le t x_ 1 rx  ^ e C(N) and le t  s e R be such that rs e N(R) .
Then x 'V sx 1 e G(N(R)) = N by proposition 4.8, i.e .  (x V x 1)(x  ^ x 1) e N . 
Therefore x"*sx’ e N , and s e G(N(R)) n R = N(R) , by theorem 2.2 
and since N(R) is a-stable. Hence r e CR(N (R )) .
S im ila rly , i t  can be shown that r e ' CR(N (R )) , so that
C(N) £ U x_ iCD(N(R))xi .
UO K
Conversely, le t r e C„(N(R)) , le t i z 0 and le t  s e R , 
j  i  0 be such that (x’ V x 1 )(x ’ J sxJ ) c N . Then
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x-( 1+J ) 0J ( r jal (s )x l+J e N = G(N(R)) , so by theorem 2 .2 , 
aJ ( r )a 1 (s ) e G(N(R)) n R = N(R) . Since o(CR(N (R ))) £ CR(N(R)) , 
aJ (r ) e CR(N(R)) , and therefore ^ ( s )  £ N(R) . Consequently 
X^1+j)a1(s)x1+j = x"j sxJ £ G(N(R)) = N , and x 'V x 1 £ C'(N) .
A sim ilar argument shows that x V x 1 e 'C(N) , so x V x 1 e C(N)
i.e .  U x"1Cd(N(R))x1 = C(N) . 
i >0 R
By proposition 1.25, U x ’ c (0 )x 1 = C(0) , and i t  is now clear 
i >0 a
that C(0) = C(N) i f f  C (0) = CR(N(R)) .
By theorem 1.8, A(R,a) has a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring 
i f f  C(0) = C(N) , i .e .  i f f  Ca(0) = Cr (N (R )) .
Theorem 4.12 leads to the following coro llary, which is a partial 
converse to corollary 7.3 of [161.
4.13 Corollary:
Let R be a le f t  Noetherian ring with a-invariant nilpotent 
radical N(R) , satisfy ing  either of the following conditions:
( i )  a(CR(0 )) £ CR(0) ;
( i i )  R has a Noetherian quotient ring.
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Then A(R,a) has a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring i f f  R 
has a le ft  Artinian le ft  quotient ring.
Proof:
I f  R satis fies  condition ( i )  then C (0) = CD(0) , so the proof01 K
of theorem 4.12 shows that CR(0) = CR(N(R)) i f f  C(0) = C(N) • By 
Small's theorem (theorem 2.3 (c) of [3 ] ) ,  R is a le f t  order in a 
le f t  Artinian ring i f f  CR(0) = CR(N(R)) , and by the proof of theorem 
4.12, A(R,a) is a le ft  order in a le f t  Artinian ring i f f  C(0) = C(N) .
I f  R satis fies  condition ( i i ) ,  then by theorem 7.2(i i ) of [16], 
a(CR(0)) S CR(0) » i.e . R satis fies  condition ( i ) .
4.14 Example:
Consider the K-algebra endomorphism a:K [y ] -*■ K[y] such that 
o
o(y) = y and le t R = M.,(K[y]) , the 2x2 upper triangular matrix 
ring over K[y] , K being a fie ld .
f l f 2 0( f ■)) o (f2)
-° f 3
0 a ( f3)
Define a:R R by a
Then R is le f t  Noetherian, and N(R) = 
a-invariant.
~ f l f 2*
0 K[y] 
0 0
I f  f,
is c lea rly
To find CR(0) , le t r =
0
e R . 0 then r
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is  annihilated on the right by the element for any
g1 e K[y] , hence C^(0) £ { f l f 2 
0 f ,
£ R | f 1 t  0)
S im ilarly , i f  f 3 = 0 then r is annihilated on the le ft
by
" o  o "
for any g3 e K[y] , so that ' CR(0) £ { f l f 2 0 f „0 g3 3_
e R|f.
Thus, CR(0) = *CR(0) n C£(0) £ { 
”f ,  f ,
f l f 2 
0 f ,
£ R | 0 f 3>
Now, le t
91,92’93 6 KCy] 
Then
'1 '2 
0 f ,
be such that f-j t  0  ^ f 3 and le t
f l f 2 91 92 f l 9l f l 92 + f 2g3
1--
-- o -h
1^
0 g3 o f 3g3
* 0 i f f  
S im ila rly ,
9l f l
0
0 i f f
Thus, e? a
91 ■  93 "  92 =  0 *
92f 3 + 9l f 2 
g3f 3
91 * 93 " 92 = 0 ’ 
e CR(0) and from (1)
t  0>.
( 1 )
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above, Cp(0) = {
Since “ (CR(0 )) c CR(0) , Ca (0) = CR(0) .
To find Cr (N(R)) , consider the factor ring R/N(R) , which
of R via the mapis isomorphic to the subring
K[y] 0 
0 Kty]
f, f .
1 *■ £ R I f . f  0 f , }  .
0 f 3
--
--
-1 “h
T'0
 
J
+ N(R) "f l 0 _
o f 3 _° f 3_
The regular elements of
KCy] 0 
0 KCy]
are those of the form
for f i  t  0 t  f j  , so that the regular elements of R/N(R) are those 
having form f l f 2
Cr (N(R)) = {
0 f .
f l f 2 
0 f ,
+ N(R) for f ] f  0 f  f 3 . Hence 
e R I f 1 f  0 / f 3J .
Consequently, (0) = CR(N(R)) .
By theorem 4.12, A(R,a) has a le f t  Artinian le f t  quotient ring.
I t  should be noted that (R,a) is  not le ft  Jordan. Indeed, the 
isomorphism i|cM (A (R ,a )) ■* A(Mn(R ),a ) in the proof of theorem 3.2 
re s tric ts  to an isomorphism ^:Mn(A(R ,a)) A(Rn(R ),a ) where Mn
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denotes the nxn upper triangular matrix ring.
Thus, in this example, A(R,a) = M2 (A (K [y ],a )) . 
1.41, A (K [y],a ) is not Noetherian, hence neither is 
so that (R,a) is not le ft  Jordan.
By example
K2(A (K [y ],a )) ,
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CHAPTER 5.
APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES.
As was seen in chapter 1, i t  is  possible to study several 
properties of the skew Laurent polynomial ring RCx,x '\a ] when a 
is an automorphism. Sp e c if ic a lly , Jordan C153 found conditions under 
which RCx,x ,a] is semiprimitive, prim itive, and Jacobson. These 
results appear in chapter 1 as theorems 1.17, 1.19, 1.20 and 1.22. In 
[17] he found necessary and suffic ien t conditions for R[x,x’ \ a ]  to 
be simple (see theorem 1.24).
The aim of this chapter is to generalize these results to the case 
where a is assumed only to be a monomorphism. This is achieved by 
using the fact that, as seen in remark 1.29, A (R ,a )[x ,x "\a ] = RCx,x"\a] , 
and that a:A(R,a) -*• A(R ,a) is an automorphism.
As in [15], two separate sets of conditions are found which are 
suffic ient for R [x ,x "\ o ] to be prim itive. Since they are log ica lly  
independent (as shown in [1 5 ]), for the case where a is an auto­
morphism, they are lo g ica lly  independent here too.
The final part of the chapter gives two examples which arise from 
ea rlie r work. One is an example of a ring R and a monomorphism a:R -*• R 
such that a(CR(0 )) i  CR(0) » the second is an example where A(R,a) is 
a commutative domain, each factor ring of which is uniform, and yet 
A(R,a) does not have Krull dimension.
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F ir s t ,  we extend the definitions of section 4 in chapter 1 to 
the case where a is only a monomorphism.
S I. P r im it iv ity  and Sem iprim itivity of R[x,x \ a  ] .
5.1 D efin ition :
Let R be a ring, a:R -*• R a monomorphism. Then, an a-stable 
ideal I of R is called a-prime i f ,  for a ll a-stable ideals A,B
of R , AB £ I implies that either A £ I or B £ I .
R is called an a-prime ring i f  0 is an a-prime ideal.
5.2 Proposition:
I f  P is an a-prime ideal of A(R,a) then P n R is an a-prime 
ideal of R .
Proof:
Let I and J  be a-stable ideals of R . Then G (I)G (J) £ G( I J )
Indeed, any element a of G (I)G (J)  has the form 
n -i . i .  -k. k.
a = z (x J a.x J )(x J b.x J ) where a. e I , b. e J  , and 
j=l J  J  J  J
1 . , k, i  0 for each j  = l , . . , n  .J J
Let k = maxtij.kj | j  = l , . . ,n )
. Fn k - i . k-k. 
a = x Z a J ( a j a  J
Lm  1
so that 
<bj>] *
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k-i .
But I and J  are a-stable, therefore a J ( a . ) t  I and
k-k.
a J (bj.) £ J  for each j  = 1 , . . . ,n  , hence a e G ( IJ )  .
Now le t  P be an a-prime ideal of A(R,a) and le t  I , J  be 
a-stable ideals of R with I J  £ P n R . By remark 2.3(11), P n R 
is an a-stable ideal of R .
Then, by theorem 2.2, G ( IJ )  £ G(PnR) = P , and by the above, 
G (I)G (J) £ P . But P is a-prime, G (I) and G (J) are a-stable 
(by theorem 2.2) so either G (I) £ P or G (J) £ P , i.e .  either
G (I) n R £ p n R or G(J ) n R £ P n R . Since I and J  are a-stable,
G (I) n R = I and G (J) n R = J  , whence P n R is a-prime.
5.3 Theorem:
Let R be an a-prime, le f t  Jordan ring. Then RCx,x ,a ] is 
semi prim itive.
Proof:
Let I , J  be two a-stable ideals of A(R,a) with I J  = 0 . Then 
clearly  ( I  n R ) ( J  n R) = 0 , and, by remark 2 .3 ( i i ) ,  I n R and J  n R 
are both a-stable ideals of R . Since R is a-prime, either I n R = 
or J  n R = 0 . Applying G to both sides y ie ld s , by theorem 2.2, I = 0
or J  = 0 , so that A(R,a) is an a-prime ring.
Since R is le f t  Jordan, A(R,a) is le f t  Noetherian, and by 
proposition 1.17, A (R ,a )[x ,x "\ a ] is a semiprimitive ring. Thus 
R [x ,x "\a J = A(R,a)Cx,x” \ a ]  is  semi prim itive.
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5.4 Corollary:
R is a-prime i f f  A(R,a) is a-prime.
Proof:
I f  R is a-prime then, by the proof of theorem 5.3, A(R,a) 
is a-prime.
On the other hand, i f  A(R,a) is a-prime, then 0 is an a-prime 
ideal of A(R,a) , and by proposition 5.2, 0 is an a-prime ideal of 
R . Hence R is a-prime.
5.5 Examples:
( i )  Let K be a f ie ld , a:K-*- K a monomorphism which is not 
surjective, and define a : K ® K - » - K 0 K  by a(x ,y) = (y ,a (x )) . The 
only proper ideals of R = K 0 K are (0 ,K) and (K,0) , neither of 
which are a-stable. Thus R is a-prime, but not prime, and is le f t  
and right Jordan because i t  is Artinian, by proposition 3.1.
By theorem 5.3 then, R[x,x’ \ a ]  is semi prim itive.
( i i )  I f  R is a simple Artinian ring and a:R -*■ R is any mono­
morphism, then R[x,x’ \ a ]  is semi prim itive. Indeed, since R is 
prime, i t  is a-prime, and since R is le f t  Artin ian, i t  is le f t  Jordan, 
by proposition 3.1. By theorem 5.3, R[x,x” \ a ]  is semiprimitive.
5.6 Theorem:
Let a:R R be a monomorphism such that
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( i )  There exists r e R such that for each n,k 2 0 , 
an(r )  £ C(R) and an(r )  - ak(r ) £ CR(0) for n / k ;
( i i )  There exists a maximal a-sequence (M ^ ^ q of closed le f t
ideals of R such that, for any non-zero a-stable ideal I of R ,
there exists i 2 0 with I t  .
Then R [x ,x "\a ] is le f t  prim itive.
Proof:
Condition ( i )  implies that a is  s t i f f  on A(R,a) .
Indeed, le t r £ R satis fy  ( i )  and le t  a £ R , j  H  .
Then rx"J axJ  = x’ J aJ (r)axJ
= x J aaJ (r)x^ since a^(r) £ C(R)
= x"J axJ r .
Thus, r £ C(A(R,a)) . Also, since for any n,k 2 0 , (n  ^ k ),
an(r)-ak(r ) £ CR(0) , ak(am(r )- r ) £ CR(0) for a ll m 2 1 . By
proposition 1.25, am(r )- r  is a regular element of A(R,a) for each 
m 2 1 , so by lemma 1 ( i ) of [15], the automorphism a:A(R,a) -*■ A(R,a) 
is  s t i f f .
Condition ( i i )  implies that A(R,a) is a-primitive. To see th is , 
assume that M is a maximal le f t  ideal of A(R,a) which contains a non­
zero a-stable ideal J  of A(R,a) , and denote the a-sequences r(M) 
and r ( J )  by and respectively.
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Since J  is a-stable, by proposition 2.4, J.. = J q for a l l
i > 0 , i .e .  J .  = J  n R for a ll i s 0 .
Since J  c M , applying r gives r ( J ) = r(M) , i.e .
J  n R c Mi for a ll i <= 0 , so that r(M) does not satisfy condition 
( i i )  of the theorem, J  n R being an a-stable ideal by remark 2.3 ( i i ) .
Therefore, there must exist a maximal le f t  ideal M of A(R,a) 
which does not contain a non-zero a-stable ideal - i . e . ,  A(R,a) is 
a-primitive.
By theorem 1.19, A(R,a)[x,x \ a ]  is le f t  prim itive, hence 
RCx,x"\a] is le f t  prim itive.
5.7 Corollary:
A(R,a) is a-primitive i f f  R satis fies  condition ( i i )  of the 
theorem.
Proof:
I f  R sa tis fies  condition ( i i ) ,  then A(R,a) is  a-prim itive, 
by the proof of theorem 5.6.
Conversely, assume that A(R,a) is a-prim itive, and le t  M be 
a maximal le f t  ideal of A(R,a) which contains no non-zero a-stable 
ideal. Denote the a-sequence r(M) by (M ^ )^  and i f  possible, le t 
I be a non-zero a-stable ideal of R with I = for each i s 0 .
Since I is a-stable, by proposition 2.5, I is  closed, so the 
sequence ( ^ ) ^ q where ^  = * for i * 0 is  an a-sequence of
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closed le f t  ideals of R . Evidently, A ( L ) .>0 is  an «-stable
ideal of A(R,a) , and since I £ M. for a l l i 2 0 , ¿ (1 .) .  A c ml ' v i a ) -
contradicting the fact that M does not contain a non-zero a-stable ideal.
Thus, for any non-zero a-stable ideal I of R , I i  M. for some 
i * 0 .
5.8 Examples:
( i )  Let K be a f ie ld , K[y] the ring of polynomials in the
indeterminate y , and le t a^ :K [y] -* K[y] be the K-algebra endo-
2
morphism such that a^(y) = y .
Let Q[y] be the quotient f ie ld  of K[y] , i.e .  the fie ld  of 
rational functions in y , and define o:QCy] Q[y] by 
a(f/g) = «1 (0 /0, (g) . Then a is a monomorphism on QCy3.
Now le t  R = QCy3 i  QCy3 and define a:R + R by a(x ,y) = (y ,a (x )) .
The only proper ideals of R are (QCy3,0) and (0,QCy3) , both 
of which are annihilator ideals and therefore, by proposition 1.34, 
closed. Thus, the only proper a-sequences of closed ideals are
( M l * and (J i)iaO  where
= (QCy3,0) fo r i even
(O.QCyl) fo r 1 odd ;
and = (O.QCy3) fo r i even
(QCy3,0) fo r 1 odd.
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Both are maximal a-sequences and neither (Q [y],0 ) nor 
(0,Q [y]) contains a non-zero a-stable ideal of R .
Thus, condition ( i i )  of theorem 5.6 is satis fied ; consequently 
A(R,a) is a-prim itive.
3 2Now consider the element (y ,y ) of R .
3 2 3 2( n+1/2)I f  n is odd, then <*(y ,y ) * (y , y ’ ) and
•f fh n, 3 2, , 3.2(n/2  ^ 2.2^n/2).i f  n is even, then a (y ,y ) = (y , y ) .
n 3 2 k 3 2Thus, a (y  ,y ) - a (y ,y ) has a non-zero entry in both the 
f i r s t  and the second places, for n  ^ k , and is therefore regular, 
for a ll n,k 2 0 with n  ^ k .
By theorem 5.6, the skew Laurent polynomial ring R[x,x \ a ]  is 
le f t  prim itive.
( i i )  Note that, since R is  Artinian in the above example, i t  is  
le f t  and right Jordan. The following is an example where R is not 
( le f t )  Jordan.
Let K be a f ie ld , S a subfield of K , and assume both to be 
of characteristic zero.
"s (i <0)
Define R = n R.. where R^  ■*  ^ ^ £q ) and de^ ne
a:R + R by (a (r ))^  = r . w h e r e  r.. denotes the i tfl co-ordinate 
of the element r of R , for a l l  1 e Z  .
j* '
(
»
J
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For each i s 0 , denote by M. the ideal of R obtained by 
putting R^  = 0 in the product. Then M. is a maximal ideal and,
closed for each i  ^ 0 , and (M..).^q 1S an a*sequence of closed 
ideals. By the f i r s t  part of the proof of lemma 3.21, (which did not 
require R to be le f t  Jordan), (M^)^g is a maximal a-sequence of 
closed ideals.
Now le t  I be a non-zero a-stable ideal of R , and le t 0 t  r e I
with j th component r .  non-zero. I f  j  * 0 then r i  M. and i f  j< 0  
J J
then a ^ (r) i  Mg .
Thus, I t  Mj for some j  2 0 , and condition ( i i )  of theorem 5.6 
is sa tis fied , i .e .  A(R,a) is a-prim itive.
for any n e IN , Ran(M..) = M^ .+n . But a n(M..+n) = i-T , so is
i for i < 0
Now le t  r e R be defined by r. = -
i +1 for i i  0
m
Then, an(r )  - ak(r )  is regular for a ll n,k s 0 with n t  k .
Theorem 5.6 now shows that R[x,x’ \ a ]  is prim itive.
To see that R is  not Jordan, for each j  2 0 le t  A. be the idealJ
. , where 1^  « R( for 1 s j  . Then (Aj)j>g an in fin ite
0 for 1 > j
ascending chain of closed ideals of R .
5.9 Theorem:
Let R be an a-prime, le f t  Jordan ring such that
( i )  There exists r « R such that, for each n,k > 0 , with
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n  ^ k , an(r ) e C(R) and an(r )  - ak( r )  e C^(0) .
( i i )  The intersection of a ll the non-zero a-prime ideals of R 
is  non-zero.
Then R[x,x’ \ a ]  is  le f t  prim itive.
Proof:
As in the proof of theorem 5.6, the f ir s t  condition implies that 
a is  s t i f f  on A(R,a) .
Now le t {Px | X e A) be the collection of a ll the non-zero 
a-prime ideals of A(R,a) . By proposition 5.2, for each X e A ,
Px n R is an a-prime ideal of R , non-zero by theorem 2.2.
Thus, ( n P ) n R = n (P n R) / 0 , and consequently,
XeA A XeA
n P. / 0 . Therefore, by corollary 5.4, A(R,a) is an aG-ring,
XeA A
and by theorem 1 . 20, AiR.aJCx.x"1 ,a ] is le f t  prim itive, i .e .  
R[x,x_1 ,a] is le f t  prim itive.
5.10 Corollary:
A(R,a) is an aG-ring i f f  R is  an a-prime ring such that the 
intersection of a l l the non-zero a-prime ideals of R is non-zero.
Proof:
By corollary 5.4, A(R,a) is a-prime i f f  R is a-prime, and by 
the proof of theorem 5.9, i f  R is an a-prime ring with the in te r­
section of a ll the non-zero a-prime ideals non-zero, then A(R,a) is
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an aG-ring. I t  is therefore suffic ien t to show that i f  A(R,a) is
an aG-ring, then n P  ^ 0 where {P. \ X e A} is the collection
XeA A A
of a ll the non-zero a-prime ideals of R .
Let P /i 0 be an a-prime ideal of R , and le t  I , J  be a-stable 
ideals of A(R,a) with I J  c G(P) . Then, ( I  n R )( J  n R) £ I J  n R c 
G(P) n R , and by theorem 2.2, G(P) n R = P , since P is a-stable.
But by remark 2 .3 ( i i ) ,  I n R and J  n R are both a-stable ideals 
of R , so either I n R c P or J n R c p .
Applying G then yields that either I £ G(P) or J  £ G(P) ; 
thus G(P) is a non-zero a-prime ideal.
Now, i f  n P^  = 0 then since P^  = G ( ) n R for each X e A ,  
XeA
n G (P .) n R = ( n G (P .)) n R = 0 . But n G (P ,) is an a-stable 
XeA A XeA A XeA
ideal of A(R,a) , so by theorem 2.2, G(( n G(P. )) n R) = n G(P.) = 0 .
XeA XeA
This contradicts the fact that A(R,a) is an aG-ring.
5.11 Theorem:
Let R be a le f t  Jordan ring and le t r e R be such that
( i )  for each n ^ O ,  an(r )  e C(R) ;
( i i )  for each n > 0 there exists k a 0 such that 
an+k(r)-ak(r )  is a un it of R .
Then R[x,x_1 ,a ] is a Jacobson ring.
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Proof:
As in the proof of theorem 5.6, condition ( i )  implies that 
r e C(A(R,a)) .
k nCondition ( i i )  implies that for each n > 0 , a (a (r )- r ) is a 
un it of R for some k * 0 , so by proposition 1.27, a ( r ) - r  is a 
un it of A(R,a) .
By lemma 1 (1i ) of C151, a is rig id  on A(R,a) , and by theorem 
1.22, A (R ,a )[x ,x_1 ,a] = RCx.x" 1 ,a] is a Jacobson ring .
5.12 Examples:
( i )  Let F be a f ie ld , a:F -*• F a ring monomorphism which is not 
surjective , and assume that there exists an element r  of F which 
has an in fin ite  orb it under o . (For example, the element y in the 
f ie ld  of rational functions in y , under the monomorphism o of 
example 9 has an in fin ite  o rb it .)
Let R * Mn(0  for n 2 1 and define a:R -*■ R by (a (s )  ^ = a (s i ^)
where s ..  denotes the ( i ,j )- entry of the matrix s .
■ J
Since R is simple Artin ian, example 5 .5 (ii )  shows R[x,x \ a ]  
is  semi prim itive, but in fact R[x,x \ o l  is le f t  p rim itive.
Indeed, since R is  a simple ring, i t  is both a-prime and has the 
property that the intersection of a ll the non-zero a-prime ideals is 
non-zero. R is le f t  Jordan because i t  is le f t  A rtin ian , by proposition
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Also, for any n,k * 0 ,
£ C(R)
and for n / k ,
" r 0" k- a [ ■ -  o ' a n(r)-ck(r )  Qr r an(r)-ak(r )
0 \ 0 • ,r r
0 an(r)-ak(r )
e CR (0) Since on(r ) f  ck( r )  ,
r having in fin ite  order under a .
By theorem 5.9, then, R[x,x_1 ,a ] is  le f t  prim itive.
( i i )  Let Fi be a fie ld  for each i = l , . . , n  , a^iF.. -*■ F.. a
monomorphism which is not surjective, and r^  e F^  an element with an
in fin ite  o rb it under . Extend each a., to a monomorphism a^  on
M. (F .) in the same way as in example ( i )  above. 
ki 1
Let R * M. (F .) fi .. fi M. (F ) and define a:R -*■ R by 
kl 1 kn n
a(s1 ts2 , . . , s n) = (ai (s-j),«2(^2)»• • »an(^p)) •
_  -| p
Denote by r the element V  
0 \
t
r2s °
0 2J
»•••»
m -
C learly ak(r )  is central for each k a 0 , and for a ll k t  1 , 
ak(r )  - r  is  a unit of R .
By theorem 5.11, R[x,x \ a ]  is a Jacobson ring.
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52. Sim plicity of Rrx,x  ^,a] .
By theorem 1 .2 4 ,  i f  a :R  -*■ R is  an automorphism then R[x,x \ a ]  
is simple i f f  R has no proper a-ideals and a : R  -*• R is not power- 
inner. In this section, the ring A(R,a) is used to extend this 
result to the case where a :R  -*• R is a monomorphism - i.e .  a is not 
necessarily surjective. In fac t, R[x,x \ a ]  is  found to be simple 
i f f  R has no proper a-stable ideals, and a is  not a power-inner 
automorphism of R .
By regarding R[x,x_1 ,a] as a graded ring, with nth homogeneous 
component A(R,a)xn for each n « Z  , i t  can then be seen how much 
sim plicity remains when the power-inner condition is dropped.
5.13 Theorem:
Let a :R  -*■ R be a monomorphism. Then R[x,x \ a ]  is  a simple 
ring i f f
( i )  R has no proper a-stable ideals and
( i i )  a is not a power-’ nner automomhism of R .
Proof:
I f  I is  a proper a-stable ideal of R then, by theorem 2.2,
G( I ) is a proper a-stable ideal of A(R,a) . Also, i f  J  is  a 
proper a-stable ideal of A(R,a) , then by remark 2 .3 ( i i ) ,  J  n R 
is a proper a-stable of R .
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Therefore, condition ( i )  is  equivalent to A(R,a) not having 
any proper a-stable ideals. In view of th is , and since 
R[x,x” \ a ]  = A (R ,a )[x ,x ’ \ a ]  , by theorem 1.24 i t  w ill be
su ffic ien t to show that a:R -*• R is a power-inner automorphism i f f  
a:A (R ,a) -*■ A(R,a) is  a power-inner automorphism.
I f  a:R -> R is  a power-inner automorphism then A(R,a) = R and 
the fact that a:A (R ,a) -*■ A(R,a) is power-inner follows t r iv ia l ly .
Conversely, assume that a:A (R ,a) -» A(R,a) is power-inner, and 
le t  n t IN , x"i rxi e A(R,a) be such that an(s ) = (x’ V x ’ jsfx V x 1) 1 
fo r each s e A(R,a) .
By 1.27, i t  may be assumed that i is  chosen so that r is a 
un it of R .
Now, an(x "1 rx1) = x’ V x 1 and since (by definition) 
an(x’ i rxi ) = x’ i an(r )x 1 , a0( r )  = r .
Using the fact that (x Vx '*) 1 = x V  ^x’ , a sim ilar argument 
shows that an(r"^ ) = r"^ .
Let k 2 1
i ,  kn-i. . kn-i a (a (r)sa
both r and r ^
be such that kn 2 i ,
/ _1 \\ kn, . i . . kn ( r  ) )  = a (r )a  (s)a
are fixed under a11 .
and le t  s e R . 
( r * 1) = ra1 ( s ) r -1
Then
, since
* -i i ,  kn-i. . kn-i, -1 .. 1 Therefore x a (a (r )sa  ( r  ))x x*Va’ (s )r  V  
(x "V x ')x " 'a'(s )x '(x  V  \  
« " ( s )  .
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Thus, for any s e R , akn \ r ) s ( a kn ’ ( r ) )   ^ = an(s ) , and 
a:R -*■ R is a power-inner automorphism.
Remark:
I t  was shown in [16] that a:R -*■ R is an inner automorphism i f f  
a is  inner on A(R,a) .
5.14 Example:
Let K be a f ie ld , K [ x ^ . z  the polynomial ring in the 
indeterminates {x^ | i e 2 }  and le t  R be the localization of
KCxi ] i e 2  at the set K[xi ‘1i 20 '  *
As before, define a:R -*■ R to be the K-endomorphism of R such 
that a(x.j) = xi+i , for a l l  i « 2  .
Then R has no proper a-invariant ideals, and a is not even 
an automorphism. By theorem 5.13, R[x,x \ o ]  is simple.
Recall that a ring R is  called a graded ring i f  i t  is a d irect 
sum of additive subgroups Rq (where q e 2 ) such that for q,p e 2  ,
V q  E  V »  '
An element is  said to be homogeneous i f  i t  belongs to Rq for some 
q e 2  and homogeneous of degree q i f  i t  is  non-zero and belongs to Rq 
Each element f  of R can therefore be written uniquely as a sum of 
homogeneous elements; these are called the homogeneous components of f
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C learly, i f  a is  an automorphism, then R[x,x"^,o] may be 
regarded as a graded ring, with homogeneous component R^  = Rx^
for q e TL .
Now, in the case where a is only a monomorphism,
R [x ,x "\ a ] = A(R,a)[x,x"^ ,a] so R[x,x \ a ]  may be regarded as a 
graded ring with q**1 homogeneous component AfR.oJx*'' .
An ideal I of a graded ring R is said to be homogeneous i f  
f  e I implies that each homogeneous component of f is also an element 
of I . The following result about homogeneous ideals is standard.
5.15 Lemma:
An ideal I of a graded ring R is homogeneous i f f  i t  is generated 
by a collection of homogeneous elements.
Proof:
Theorem 7, p.151 of [22] (Vol. I I ) .
5.16 Theorem:
R[x,x” \ a ]  has no proper homogeneous ideals i f f  R has no proper 
o-stable ideals.
Proof:
I t  is  su ffic ien t to show that R[x,x \ a ]  (which w ill be denoted 
by T) has no proper homogeneous ideals i f f  A(R,a) has no proper 
o-stable ideals, for as shown in the proof of theorem 5.13, this is 
equivalent to R having no proper a-stable ideals.
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Assume that T has no proper homogeneous ideals, and i f  
possible le t  J  be a proper a-stable ideal of A(R,a) .
Since J  consists of homogeneous elements (of degree 0), TJT 
is a homogeneous ideal of T , by lemma 5.15. I t  is clear that TJT 
is non-zero.
k
I f  1 £ TJT then 1 = z t . j , s .  where s . , t .  c T and 
i=l 1 1 1 1 1
e J  for each i = l , . . , k  . For each i = l , . . , k  , write
t. = z t . and s. = I  s. where t. „  and s. _ are the homo-i n i,n  l i,m i,n  i.n
geneous components of t.. and s^  of degree n and m respectively.
Then 1 ■ <“ m >
= Z l i t .  j ,s .  m . 
i=l n m 1,n 1 1,m
Each term in this sum is homogeneous of degree m+n , so i f
p M .
k
i  £ t .  j .  s. _ = 0 . . l,n  i i ,m1=1 m+n=p
i .e. 1 = Z Z t ,  „  j ,  s. n j . i  __ _ i ,n 1 i ,n i=l n=-m
so that 1 = i  i  r. xnj . q. nx‘ n
1=1 n 1,n 1 1,n
( 1 )
where r i n . £ A(R.a ) . ^ y "  = t 1 n  and q<>nx*n = si .
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But j^q.j n £ J  for each i = l , . . , k  , and for any n c Z
-n
Thus, 1 £ J  . Since J  is  a proper ideal of A(R,a) , 1  ^ TJT , 
and TJT is  a proper homogeneous ideal of T .
Conversely, suppose that A(R,a) does not have a proper a-stable 
ideal, and i f  possible le t J  be a proper homogeneous ideal of
Let 0 4 f  e J  . Since J  is  homogeneous, each homogeneous
component f n of f  is also an element of J  . Let m « 2  be such
that f $ 0 . m 1
Then x“1"^  e J  n A(R,a) , so J  n A(R,a) is a non-zero ideal of 
A(R,a) , and since J  is proper, 1 i  J  n A(R,a) .
Now, i f  r e J  n A(R,a) , then a_1 ( r )  = x_1rx e J  n A(R,a) and 
a (r )  = xrx' 1 e J  n A(R,a) . Thus J  n A(R,a) is a proper a-stable 
ideal of A(R,a) .
§3. Examples:
The purpose of this section is  to present two examples which arise 
in a fa ir ly  straightforward manner from previous work.
The f i r s t ,  a modification of example 2.25, is an example where 
the image of a regular element under the monomorphism a is not
R[x,x -1 a ]
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necessarily regular. By [16], theorem 7 .2 ( i i ) ,  this means that the 
ring in question, which is  commutative, does not have a Noetherian 
quotient ring.
The second example uses the ideas of example 3.16 and lemma 4.10 
to give a case in which A(R,a) is a commutative domain, every factor 
ring of A(R,a) is uniform, and yet A(R,a) does not have Krull 
dimension.
5.17 Example:
The following is an example of a ring R and a monomorphism 
a:R -*• R such that a(CR(0 )) t  CR( 0) .
Let K be a fie ld  and le t Y = {y ^  | j , i  e IN, j  s i ]  be a 
collection of commuting indeterminates. Let R be the polynomial 
ring K[Y] , and le t S:R + R be the K-endomorphism of R such that
As in example 2.25, the action of a can be represented in the 
array:
for a l l  i ,j  c IN with j  s i
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Now le t I be the ideal of R generated by the set 
i  I 1 * M  « IN , k 4 *} •
Any element g of I is a f in ite  sum of polynomials of the 
form fy-jk^i, ( i . k . i  e IN, k $ i ,  f  e R) so a(g) is a f in ite  sum 
of elements of the form £ (f )y i+1 >k+1y i+i , H1 *
Thus, I is a-invariant.
Now le t f  € R be such that a ( f )  e I . Since a(R) = K[Z] where 
Z = | i , j  a 2 , j  s 1} c Y , a ( f ) « K[Z] and a (f )  is a f in ite
sum of terms of the form gy^y^ where g e K[Z] , i,k ,z  > 2 and 
k f i  .
Therefore, f  is a f in ite  sum of terms of the form
hy. , . ,y. , , where a(h) = g . Thus, f  « I and I is S-stable.1 * 1 j K"  I 1*1 >a" I
Now le t R = R/I and define a:R -*■ R by a(f+ I) = a (f )  + I .
Since I is a-stable, a is a monomorphism.
I f  y.. . denotes the image of y^j in R , then y ^  is regular. 
But a(y-|i) = y22 which is annihilated by . Thus a(C(0))£ C(0) .
Notice that by [16], theorem 7 .2 ( i i ) ,  R is a commutative ring 
which does not have a Noetherian quotient ring.
5.18 Example:
The following is an example of a commutative domain R , Noetherian
and of Krull dimension 1 , with a monomorphism a:R •* R such that the
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ring A(R,a) is a commutative domain, every factor ring of A(R,a) 
is uniform, and yet A(R,a) does not have Krull dimension.
Let R be the ring of formal power series K [[y ] ]  in one
indeterminate over a f ie ld  K , and le t  a:R ■* R be the K-monomorphism 
2
such that o(y) = y .
By corollary 2, p .131 of [22] (Vol. I I ) ,  the only proper ideals 
of K [[y ]]  are those of the form <yn> ( i . e .  the ideal generated 
by yn) for n e IN . - (1 ).
Thus, R is a commutative, Noetherian domain of Krull dimension 1.
By corollary 1.26 and proposition 1.28, A(R,a) is a commutative 
domain.
Let I be a proper ideal of A(R,a) , and assume i f  possible 
that there exists ideals J,K  ^ I such that the sum K/I + J/ I is 
d irect. - ( 2).
Denote the a-sequences r(K), r (J)  and r ( I)  by (K .)i>0 » 
( J i ) i 20 * and < >i 0^ respectively.
Then, as in the proof of lemma 4.10, the sum / I^  / I  ^ is
d ire c t, for a ll i 2 0 .
Since I  ^ K , there exists j  2 0 , r  <• R such that 
x'^rxJ e K - I , i . e .  r € *
exists t 2 0 , s e R with s e J  - 1^
S im ila rly , since I / J  there
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Then, c/ (r ) e a5'(K .) c K. , but a ^ r )  k I .  , otherwise
J J * X» J ' •4
r £ I j  , since ( 1 i ) i >0 is an a-sequence. Hence «» (r) < KJ n - IJ+1
and s im ilarly , cj (s) £ - I j+t ‘
Therefore Kj + t 
I j  + i
8
l i*t
is a d irect sum of two non-zero
submodules of R/Ij+ r But from (1) above, R/I is  uniform. Thus,
no d irect sum such as ( 2) can ex ist, i .e .  h i* ! * )  i s uniform, for
I
any proper ideal I of A(R,a) .
Now, consider <yn> where n is even. Clearly, <yn^ >  c a 1 (<yn>) 
Furthermore, i f  I c <yn/^ 2+^ > then y n^ 2 i  I , and since 
yn/2 € a_1 (<yn>) , I / a_1 (<yn>) .
Also, i f  l 2 < yn/|,2"^> then y n^ 2  ^ e I and a(yn,/2 * y ° 2 i  <yn>
Thus I $ a ^(<yn>) .
By (1) then, a \<yn>) = <yn^2> for n even.
On the other hand, i f  n is  odd, i t  is clear that
<yn+l/2> £ a‘ ^(<yn>) , and a sim ilar argument shows that
-1 , n . n+1/2a (<y >) = <y > .
Thus,
0T 1 ( <yn>) =
Now, the argument of example 3.16 may be followed precisely, to 
show that A(R,a) does not have Krull dimension.
ACsJC>»V for n even
<yn+1/2> for n odd
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Further Questions.
(1) Given that R is Noetherian, is i t  possible to define the Artinian 
radical in A(R,a) ? In other words, does the sum of a ll the 
Artinian le f t  ideals of A(R,a) form an Artin ian ideal? The problem 
here seems to be that, without A(R,a) being le f t  Noetherian, i t
is d if f ic u lt  to see where the Artinian le f t  ideals of A(R,o) come 
from - this is because the Artinian le f t  ideals no longer necessarily 
coincide with the le f t  ideals which have f in ite  length as A(R,a)- 
modules.
I f  the Artinian radical of A(R,a) could successfully be defined, 
then i t  may be possible to obtain a Stafford-like result superior to 
theorem 4.6.
Also i t  could happen that the theorem of Ginn and Moss ([3 ], theorem 
4.14) which says that i f  R is  a Noetherian order in an Artinian 
ring, then the Artinian radical is a d ire c t summand of R , works in 
A(R,a) without assuming that A(R,a) is  Noetherian. The fact 
(corollary 7.3 of [16]) that i f  R is a le f t  order in a le f t  Artinian 
ring then so is A(R,a) , is encouraging here.
(2) I f  R is a le f t  Goldie ring, is A(R,a) a le f t  Goldie ring?
Example 2.25 shows that the ascending chain condition for le f t  
annihilators can be lost on passage from R to A(R,a) , but in 
this example, R has in fin ite  Goldie dimension.
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(3) I f  R is le f t  Noetherian, is the nilpotent radical N(R) 
a-invariant? Indeed, is the Jacobson radical J (R )  a-invariant? 
The result obtained in theorem 3.34 appears to indicate that J (R )  
may be more relevant than N(R) in any attempt at generalizing 
Jategaonkar's result (lemma 1.1 of C133) for le f t  Artinian rings.
I t  also may indicate that chain conditions in A(R,a) have more 
bearing than chain conditions in R.
(4) In theorems 5.7 and 5.10, two log ica lly  independent c r ite r ia  are 
found for the skew Laurent polynomial ring R[x,x \ a ]  to be 
prim itive. Two very s im ilar conditions, also log ica lly  independent, 
are known to be su ffic ien t for the Ore extension RCx,6] to be 
prim itive, where 6:R -*■ R is a derivation. (See theorems 1 and 2 
of [14 ]).
In their recent paper [ 8] ,  Goodearl and Warfield show that i f  
RCx,6D is prim itive, then one of the above mentioned conditions on 
R must hold. This is done by exhibiting two types of fa ith fu l, 
irreducible RCx,6]-modules, each of which corresponds to one of the 
conditions on R , and then showing that these are the only types 
possible. In view of the strik ing s im ilarity  of prim itivity-type 
results for R[x,S] and R[x,x \ o ]  , (compare [14] and [1 5 ]), i t  
is possible that this approach may work for R[x,x \ o ]  , where 
a:R R is an automorphism. The theory of A(R,a) could then be
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used to extend this to the case where ot:R -*• R is a monomorphism.
Goodearl and Warfield [9] have studied the Krull dimension of 
RCx,6] , and this may also be useful i f  applied to R[x,x \ o ]  .
(5) Homological properties for A(R,a) have hardly been mentioned at 
a l l .  Fields C5] has shown that i f  a:R -*■ R is  a monomorphism, 
then the le f t  global dimension of R[x,a] cannot exceed 1 + tgd(R) , 
ngd(R) being the le f t  global dimension of R .
I t  would be interesting to aim for some sim ilar result in A(R,a) .
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Terminology Index.
aG-ring 18 Goldie dimension
a-ideal 17 ring
a-invariant 30 graded ring
a-prime a an automorphism 17 homogeneous component
a a monomorphism 154 element
a-primitive 18 ideal
a-sequence 23 index of nilpotence
a-stable 30 inner automorphism
annihilator le f t  ideal 4 Jacobson radical
AR-ring 86 ring
Artinian le f t  ideal 3 Jordan ring
module 3 K (I)
radical 3 le f t  annih ilator
ring 3 le f t  quotient ring
8 132 local ring
bounded a-sequence 128 localizable prime ideal
centre 2 localization
closed ideal 40 M
le f t  ideal 24 matrix units
right ideal 39 maximal closed le f t  idec
completely primary ring 13 n il subring
essential submodule 4 nilpotent a-sequence
G( I ) 30 element
radical
subring
4
4
168
168
168
169
2
19
2
17
26
30
4
5
6
6
5
104
13
101
2
60
2
2
2
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Noetherian module 3 s t i f f  automorphism 18
ring 3 torsion-free module 10
power-inner automorphism 19 uniform module 4
primary ring 13
prime a-sequence 40
ideal 2
ring 2
prim itive ideal 4
idempotent 14
ring 4
product (of a-sequences) 40
quotient ring 5
reduced rank 8
regular element 3
rig id  automorphism 18
semi prim itive idempotent 12
ring 2
semi prime a-sequence 44
ideal 2
ring 2
singular submodule 8
skew polynomial ring 16
skew Laurent polynomial 
ring 26
standard maximal le f t  
ideal 111
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